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CHILDREN'S CONDITIONAL REASONING:
An Investigation of Fifth Graders' Ability to Learn
to Distinguish between Valid and Fallacious Inferences
ABSTRACT
Nitsa Hadar

This study stemmed from a desire to redress the distorted
view of mathematics in the elementary curriculum, created by the
current imbalanced emphasis on computational rules and some
applications, but very little logical analysis.

The study intends

to show that fifth-grade students can significantly improve their
use of logical analysis through a suitable instructional unit
taught under ordinary classroom conditions.

Concrete teaching materials were developed, through several
trials and revisions, to familiarize students with the distinction
between the valid inference patterns -- Modus Ponendo Ponens and
Modus Tollendo Tollens (MP, MT), and the fallacious ones -- Affirming the Consequent and Denying the Antecedent (AC, DA).

No formal

rules were taught.

The experimental unit was implemented four to five times a
week for 23-25 sessions, by 4 fifth- grade teachers in their ordinary classes.

The teacher3 participated in a twelve-hour pre-

training workshop.
A pretest/posttest treatment /no- treatment design was applied

to assess resulting improvement in students' conditional reasoning
ability.

The sample consisted of 210 fifth graders in a suburban

area, 104 in 4 experimental classes and 106 in 4 control classes.
A written group test was developed, through trials and revisions.

Test items are formulated with a reasonable hypothetical

iv

content.

Each item includes two premises:

the first a conditional

sentence, and the second either its antecedent, its consequent, or
the negation of one of these, thus determining the logical form:
MP, MT, AC, or DA.
positively.

The question following the premises is stated

MP and MT are answered correctly by "yes" or "no"; AC

and DA by "not enough clues" (NEC).

The test contains 32 randomly-ordered three-choice items,

eight in each logical form (two of the eight in each of the four
possible modes in which negation may or may not occur in the antecedent or consequent).

No sentential connective other than nega-

tion and conditional appears in the premises.

Test/retest

reliability was .79.

Experimental and control group pretest performance levels
did

not differ (a = .05).

More than 78% of the answers on MP and

MT, and fewer than 33.1% on AC and DA, were correct.

Overall

pretest mean score-9- were 54.3% and 53.8% for the experimental and

control groups respectively.

There was a significant difference (a = .01) between the
experimental and control groups' posttest overall performance

-

74.7% and 55.4%, respectively.

There was no significant change in the control group's pretest and posttest performance levels on any logical form, or for
the experimental group's on MP and MT.

However, on AC and DA the

two groups' gain scores were found significantly different.

Negation mode, unlike logical form, was not found to be independently influential in analyzing test scores, but interacted
with logical form.

6

There was a pretest/posttest increase of 3.5 in experimental
group frequency (percentaged) of incorrect NEC answers (MP and MT).
As NEC appeared infrequently on the pretest, this increase was
interpreted as learning that NEC is an acceptable answer.

Separat-

ing out this effect from.the percentaged frequency of correct NEC
answers (AC and DA) left a pretest/posttest average increase of
37.8.

This increase was attributed to yearning when NEC is correct.
Teachers were excited at the beginning, frustrated in the mid-

dle, and felt competent and involved in the project at the end.
They felt the teaching should be less condensed.

The majority of

the students reacted positively to most parts of the experimental
unit.

However, some thought the unit as a whole was too repetitive

and boring.

No correlation was found between learning logic through the
experimental unit and standard school achievements as measured by
the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT).

High, average, and low SAT

achievers of the experimental group did not differ significantly
in their pretest to posttest gain scores.

Results of the study call for further investigation of the
value and usefulness of teaching various parts of logic as an
ordinary part of the elementary mathematics curriculum.

I(c.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM

Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the specific questions that motivated

the study.

These questions can be approached in two ways:

from

the top down or from.the bottom up.

Starting from the top, the general need for school training
in logical analysis, the research problems center on young students learning the logic of conditional reasoning.

A discussion

of the significance of conditional reasoning to both general and
mathematics education appear in sections 1.1 and 1.2.
Starting from the bottom, the earlier studies of logical
thinking, the research problems are derived from literature that
indicates the need for effective training in this area for both
children and teachers.

Those parts of mathematical logic under-

lying inferences from conditional statements, along with a
detailed survey of the literature on psychological research in
conditional reasoning, are given in sections 1.3 and 1.4.
While these studies illustrate the present state of affairs,
they fail to deal with the capability of young children to progress through a proper teaching program.

Some experimenters and

psychologists have speculated on this question and a few attempts
have been made to teach logic in the elementary school.

The

description of this study's teaching approach is compared to
previous approaches in section 1.S.

18
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The research questions and hypotheses tested are stated in
section 1.7 after a discussion of teachers' conditional reasoning
ability in section 1.6.

General Goals of the Study

1.1

1.1.1

The role of logical analysis in general education.

One

important and well recognized goal of any educational system, is
an intellectual independence on the part of its graduates.

A

major obstacle to intellectual independence is the acceptance of
hypotheses without giving them critical thought, testing them
against alternatives, or checking their consistency with known
facts -

in general, without considering them critically.

In fact,

one cannot be intellectually independent without being able to
judge critically one's own and others' deeds and sayings.
particularly true in the scientific domain.

This is

The history of science

and mathematics shows several cases where arguments were mistakenly
accepted because a valid alternative was overlooked.

In everyday

life too, there are many examples where carelessly drawn conclu-

sions lead to a decision that later on proves to be wrong.

Had

the conclusions been double checked for their validity, the wrong
decision and possible disappointment could have been avoided.

O'Brien, whose research influenced this,present study, stated:
"One aspect of critical thinking is the ability to test the
logical validity of an argument, an important ability in
everyday life when arguments such as 'Communists favor U.S.
withdrawal from Viet Nam.
Bill favors U.S. withdrawal
from Viet Nam. Therefore Bill is a Communist' are widely
accepted as valid."
(O'Brien et al. 1971).
Independence in thinking, in short, requires the ability and
the knowledge of proof-finding.

19

Because a deductive proof is,

by definition, a sequence of inferences made by the rules of
logic from previously established facts (theorems), or accepted
basic assumptions (axioms), mastery of the basic rules of logic,

which enter any proof-finding activity must be a part of the
repertoire of any intellectually independent person.

The examina-

tion of how such a mastery is accomplished is basic to this study.
Is logical analysis a learned ability or a developmental one?

Does logic emerge spontaneously and achieve its highest degree
through the process of growth?

Or, does it take a deliberate

intervention to improve on it?,

Can we afford to wait'for the

appearance of logic in the same way we wait for the appearance of
permanent teeth?

Different psychologists answer these questions

in different ways.

O'Brien and Shapiro (1968) used Hill's (1961) "yes/no" test,
modified to a "yes/no/not-enough-clues" test, to study students'

ability to discriminate between a necessary conclusion and one
that does not necessarily follow from the premises.

When children

six to eight years of age were called upon to test the logical
necessity of a conclusion, they experienced great difficulty.

They were rarely able to perform above the chance level when no
logically necessary conclusion existed.

Further, growth in this

ability over tilt three-year span studied was negligible.

In a laterstudy (1970), O'Brien tested a sample of upper middle -class children ages six through thirteen in Ohio.

He

found, in accordance with Hill, that in recognizing logical necessity, i.e., in the ability to apply 'Modus Ponendo Ponens' and
'4odus Tollendo Tollens,' subjects had little difficulty, this

20
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ability leveling off at six to eight years of age.

However, in

testing for logical necessity, i.e., avoiding the fallacies known
as 'Affirming the Consequent' and 'Denying the Antecedent,' students exhibited considerable difficulty*.

Although there was

improvement in test scores over the eight year period, there was
no evidence of any leveling off.

It becomes apparent from O'Brien

and Shapiro's studies that about 75 percent of middle-class
elementary-school children consistently misinterpret 'if -then' as

'if-and-only-if,' and as a result, draw invalid conclusions.

This

misinterpretation was still found to be widespread at the college
level and, in a few cases, even in the face of a college-level
course in logic (O'Brien 1973). **

Chen's cross-age study (1975)

indicated that regardless of their ability to recognize that certain conclusions do not follow from the premises, students of
various ages seldom manifest this ability.

His subjects rarely

based their decisions in scientific, social, and judicial problems
on careful analysis of the information given unless,they were
specifically called upon to do so.

A speculative synthesis of the

data, rather than logical analysis, was found to he the most common response in fifth grade as well as in eighth and eleventh
grades.

The fact that O'Brien's university students and Chen's seniorhigh-school students did not consistently apply the rules of logic

*For a broader discussion of the rules of inference mentioned,
refer to section 1.3,6 page 18 or to table 1.2 page 20.
**

For further discussion of patterns of wrong inferences see sections 1.3.6 (page 21) and 1.7.3 (page 55).
See also comments on
Fnglish interpretations of conditional sentences at the end of
section 1.3.3 (page 14).
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in a variety of contexts, indicates on one hand that logic is not
a pure developmental phenomenon; at least logic's full development
and habitual use are not reached through growth alone.

On the

other hand, existing school curricula are not providing effective
training in logic.

Moreover, Eisenberg *id McGinty

(1974) found

that in some specific forms of sentential logic "maturation - and,
unseparablyi, education - seem to have,a negative, effect on one's
ability."

Some psychological studies consider the influence of differential training on the number of correct conclusions drawn by
college-level students in syllogistic reasoning (Wason 1964;
Johnson 1966; Pezzoli and Fraze 1968).

These studies found that

such training reduced the number of incorrect answers given by
college students.

Is there an effective way to train younger

students in proper logical reasoning?

Suppes (1965) took a pure syntactical approach in his one-ofa-kind study of very young children's proof-construction behavior.

He devised a content-free task, in which he gave first graders
strings of O's and l's printed on cards, and asked them to reproduce a string using four reproducing rules (serving as means of
inference) and the symbol 1 as a starting point (serving as the
simple single axiom).

Subjects were divided into two groups.

In

the "correction group," subjects were corrected for each wrong
step in each proof; in the other group, subjects were stopped only
when a valid proof was not completed in three times the length of
a shortest proof.

The correction group was the more successful

group; the intervention seemed to speed up the learning process.
I
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A one-shot training in a content-free task is too artificial
41

to he considered for application as part of a school curriculum.

To learn anything about children's potential for realistic deductive reasoning, one must involve them in an autonomous, continuous
undertaking of deductions involving meaningful content.

Children

must be allowed to have the opportunity not only to exhibit what
they are able to do, but also to exhibit what they are capable of
achieving through systematic learning.

Exhibiting deductive rea-

soning through the finding of proofs requires the ability to point
out which premises imply a given conclusion and by which rule of
logic.

This ability in turn presupposes the ability to draw

valid conclusions and to avoid fallacies.

Systematic introduction

of young children to valid and invalid rules of inference was a
major goal of this study.

1.1.2

The role of logical analysis in mathematics and in mathe-

matics education.

The logic of implication is widely regarded as

being at the heart of mathematics, because implications are the
links that hold mathematical ideas together through axiomatic
methods.

Every mathematician spends a considerable part of his

time following proofs established by colleagues and looking for
valid, clear, elegant proofs for his own mathematical conjectures.

This is so because proofs, based on the logic of implication,
function in mathematics as a decisive means of persuasion of the
..ruth of a given statement.

If one of the reasons mathematics is

taught in school is to make children understand how mathematics
functions as a part of human culture, the notion of a proof, composed of a sequence of small deductive steps, should he presented

at least on the'same level of importance as the other strands of
mathematical activity, such as computation and application.
While mathematical studies involve the interrelation of several types of activities -- computation, application, abstraction,

and deduction -- traditionally, K-12 mathematics curriculum has
been almost entirely restricted to building various kinds of computational techniques, with a limited amount of application.

Deduction has been almost entirely neglected except in high-school
geometry.- Most high-school mathematics teachers share the experience that students, when first introduced to deduction through
proof-finding activity in geometry, encounter tremendous difficulties in understanding the need for a proof and in grasping the
concept of a valid proof.

One reason for this might be a lack of

sufficient earlier preparation that would gradually and continuously train students in finding proofs.

The math curriculum reform of the 1960's attempted to explain
elementary computational algorithms by calling attendion to
structural elements of the underlying number system.

This oppor-

tunity for introducing young pupils to deductive mathematics was
largely wasted, at least at the elementary level, through an.
inability of most elementary teachers to deal with the level of
deduction needed.

Consequently, facts about structure were simply

committed to memory, the same way computation facts were previously
handled.

Problem-solving activities in school mathematics also fail to
take advantage of the occasions for deductions inherent in these
activities.

They are focused, at all levels, on finding a correct
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solution rather than justifying the process by which the solution
is found.

The student is required to work on a problem toward a

solution.

Rarely is he asked to find out or explain why his

methods are correct.

Here is a typical example from a fourth

grade modern math book:

"What are

he elements of the intersec-

tion of A = {l,2,3,4,5} and B = {l,3,5,7,9 } ?"

As soon as the

student comes up with AB = {1,3,5} as a solution, he turns to a
new problem.

Questions like "Why did you put 1 there?", "Why

didn't you nut 2 there?", "Is your set the only possible solution?", "Why?" are almost always omitted.

Shouldn't a student be

able, and be expected, to verify such an answer, particularly if
this verification could be accomplished by simply referring back
to the definition (most often a conditional sentence) given a few
rows above the problem solved?

After all, it is only through

deductive argument that one can claim that the premises provide
conclusive evidence for the conclusion.
In today's math textboods there are a few such natural opportunities for simple deductions, yet they are rarely emphasized.

The teachers seem to overlook them altogether or regard them as
having minor importance.

There is a lack of concerted effort to

improve the reasoning ability of elementary school children and
accelerate the processes of change and development that occur
during the first six school years.
Based on the recognition that deduction plays a very important

role in mathematics, and on the desire to introduce children to
logical analysis to aid them in their general education, the present study was designed to enrich the school mathematics curriculum in order to redress the distorted view of matheMatics created
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by the current imbalanced emphasis on computational rules.
goal of this study was threefold:

The

to devise a unit containing a

significant deductive component comprised of problems that are
susceptible to solution by inferential technizues; to have teachers
implemeht it; and to evaluate that unit by measuring the induced
change in learners' ability to apply valid rules of inference
and to avoid fallacies.

As Kyrgowka (1971) pointed out,

"the essential problem is to work out educational approaches to (a) initiation of the pupil into the process
of active axiomatic thinking (axiomatization, deduction,
interpretation) adapted to the level of his intelligence
and the content of the curriculum; (b) the formation in
the pupil's mind of a concept which, although not yet
formalized, would nevertheless correspond in its essentials
to the modern axiomatic concept."

1.2

Specific Goals - Conditional Reasoning
Mathematics is developed by inferences made from axioms,

theorems, and definitions.

Every theorem in any mathematical -,,h-

ject is, in effect, a conditional sentence; any definition is a
biconditional one.

Knowing how to make valid inferences from con-

ditional statements and how to avoid fallacious reasoning from
these statements is therefore essential for any consistent development of mathematics.

The present study attempts to contribute to the achievement
of previously discussed general goals, i.e., education that leads
to intellectual independence and integrative school mathematics
curricula, by developing a unit that will enable students to apply
to conditional statements two valid rules of inference, 'Modus
Ponendo Ponens' and 'Modus Tollendo Tollens,' and to avoid two
fallacious rules of inference, 'Affirming the Consequent' and
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'Denying the Antecedent.'*

The selection of these four rules was supported by previous
studies that provided data about the development of the ability to

apply the two valid rules, and offered explanations for errors
usually committed when the two nonvalid rules were incorrectly
applied.

Hill (1961) had 100 Items in her test, of which 51 included
conditional premises of sentential'logic.

She rank-ordered the

difficulty of each logical form by average.number of errors per
test item.

In ranks 1 to 11, there are 18 items of which 13 are

from these 51 items, an additional 2 belong to sentential logic
but do not have conditional premises, and only 3 are non-conditional
items (of quantificational logic).

These findings too justify

special attention to reasoning with conditional premises.
Robert Kane (1975) discussed the proof-making task-as a complex-terminal behavior.

Associated with this task is a set of

prerequisite or subsidiary behavior.

He favors approaching the

teaching of proof construction by systematically teaching the prerequisites one by one, and then combining one with another.

was unable to offer a hierarchy of prerequisites.
he discussed bits and pieces of its structure.

Kane

Nevertheless,

Among those he

mentioned:

"Give examples of the use of Modus Ponens; Give examples
of converse of implications; Use the fact that (-q
-p)
(p
q) to set up a strategy for proof by contrapositive;
...; show by a counter example that p
q and q
p are not
equivalent."

*Specification of the underlying logic.is given in section 1.3,
page 11.
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These prerequisites, which Kane, like most mathematicians, considers essential to the learning of proof-finding, are closely
related to conditional reasoning, and support the need for a unit
of school instruction on the rules of inference with which the
present study was concerned.

1.3

Mathematical Logic Underlying Conditional Reasoning
In this section the mathematical model of the patterns of

deduction relevant to the present study, as well as belated concepts of symbolic logic, are laid out in detail.
for the non-professional logician.

It is intended

For whoever may wish to skip

the details; a brief summary is given in tables 1.1 (page 14), 1.2

(page 20), 1.3 (page 24), and 1.4 (page 26).

A more elementary

account can also be found in Appendix 7.1 (page.

1.3.1

209).

The language of sentential conditional logic.

i=1,2,3...

be symbols for distinct sentences.

Let

pi,qi

Let "-" be the

negation symbol, interpreted in English as "not," and let "+"
be the conditional symbol, interpreted in English as "if...then...".
We assume that none of these symbols is a finite sequence of the
other symbols.

In particular the previous statement means that no

sentence symbol is a combination of any other sentence (or other)
symbols

e.g., pl # -P2 and P14 # q7 ± P53.

Any finite sequence of the above symbols is a formula.

Among

all possible formulas we single out the "grammatically correct"
ones by specifying what a well formed formula is:
(i)

Every sentence symbol is a wff (well formed formula).

These wffs will be referred to as atomic ffs.
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(ii)

If a,b are wffs, then -a (not a); a 4 b (if a, then
b), are wffs.

(iii)

No other formula is a wff.

One should bear in mind that the purpose of this discussion is to

build an abstract model of the logic of conditional reasoning as
expressed in English.

The wffs then are abstiact objects inter-

preted into English as simple declarative sentences, their negatives, or conditional sentences, 1:111t up from the declarative
sentences.
For example:

Let p stand for:

be "Mary is not sick."

"Mary is sick," -p will then

Let q stand for "Mary goes to school,"

-q will then be "Mary does not go to school."

We can now obtain

sixteen new grammatically correct sentences by introducing the
connective to tie any two-of these sentences into a
conditional sentence.

For example:

p

q, which means "If Mary

is sick, then Mary goes to school," is a grammatically correct
sentence even though it does not make too much sense.
-p

Also;

-p, which means "If Mary is not sick, then Mary is not sick,"

is all right from the grammatical point of view even though it
does not reveal any new information.

The process of building up

new wffs fromhones previously obtained may go on and on and take
an infinite number of paths.

Some wffs will make more sense than

others in certain English interpretations.

However, it is not the

content meaning that symbolic logic depicts but rather the gram*For a complete account of.the language of sentential logic see
Church, 1956, chapter 2.
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matical structure of the language.

Logic is the study of content-

independent language forms that constitute valid arguments.

1.3.2

Conditional sentences and their negation modes.

This study considers only conditional wffs with one occurrence
of the conditional connective, and with, at most, one occurrence
of negation on each side of the conditional.

In other words,

sentences such as the following will not be considered, even though
formally they are wffs and whatever will be said holds for them
also:

"If, 'If Mary is sick then she does not go to school,' then

'If Mary goes to school then she is not sick.'"
Back to the simple case.

A simple conditional sentence* may

assume one of the following four negation modes, depending on the
location of negations:

p 4- q; p 4- -q; -p 4- q; -p 4- -q.

modes will be denoted by ++; +-; -+; --; respectively.

These
E.g., the

first example given in section 1.3.1 is in ++ negation mode, and
the second one is in -- negation mode;

a -4- b will denote a simple

conditional sentence in any negation mode, where a,b may be either
atomic wffs or their negations.
Any conditional sentence a 4- b can be partitioned into two
parts.

The first part, a, is called the antecedent, the second

part, b, is called the consequent.

1:3.3e. Conditional sentences - their truth value and English

interpretation.

Considering interpretations of a given wff in

ordinary English, any interpretation of a sentential wff will be

*The words "sentence" and "wff" are used interchangeably, and not
in the sense of a formula with no free variable.
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either a true (declarative) sentence or a false one.

The truth or

falsity of a conditional sentence depends on the truth or falsity

of its antecedent and consequent in the following way:

Table 1.1

Truth Value of Conditional Sentences
(T = true, F = false)

If the truth values of
a,b are:

then the truth value of
a 4. b is:

a

b

a 4. b

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

F

F

T

This truth table is justified mainly because the only case that
contradicts a 4- b is when a holds but b does not; any other com-

bination of truth values for a and b does not disprove a 4. b and,
therefore, does not prevent a -> b from being a true assertion.

Although this truth-value analysis does not represent the full
complexity of use of "if...then..." in idiomatic English, it describes fully and precisely the use in mathematical language.
(For more details see Quine, 1951, page 14).

As Suppes (1957) points out, several other idioms in English
have approximately the same systematic meaning as "if...then...".
For-example a

b also means:

a only if b; b if a; b provided that

a; a is a sufficient condition for h (the occurrence of the antecedent suffices to guarantee the occurrence of the consequent);

b is a necessary condition for a (without the consequent occurring,
the antecedent does not occur).

"if" in the sense of "only

V"

It is a common "mistake" to use
and vice versa.
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For example when a
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mother says to a child in the morning:

If it rains after school,

call me to pick you up" she probably means "...otherwise you should
walk home."

In other words, she used "if it rains etc." to mean

"only if it rains etc."

Also, many times changing the expression

from the"if...then..." style to the "only if" style makes much
more sense, particularly when the content implies causality.
example:

For

"If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy tomorrow"

makes less sense than the equivalent expression:
cloudy, will it be rainy tomorrow."

"Only if it is

This is because one usually

does not look for clouds when it rains, but one does look for a
clear sky (i.e., not cloudy), to make sure it will not rain.

1.3.4

Sentences equivalent to conditional sentences.

Two senten-

ces are said to be tautologically equivalent if and only if they
have the same truth table.

As can be checked by reference to the

truth tables of the sentential connectives "and," "or," "not"
(denoted

-, respectively) to be found in any introductory

logic textbook (e.g., Mendelson, 1964), each of the following
sentences is tautologically equivalent to any of the others:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

a + b
-(a ^ -b)

-a - b
(a - b) -

(-a - b)

-b).

To give one example for each:
(i)

If it is 9:00 a.m., then the bell rings.*

*This example includes a free variable, "it," and in fact its
analysis falls in the category of first order logic. See section
1.3.7, page 21.
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(ii)

It never happens that at 9:00 a.m. the bell doesenot
ring.

(iii)
(iv)

Either it is not 9:00 a.m. or the bell rings.
Either it is 9:00 a.m. and the bell rings, or it is
not 9:00 a.m. and the bell, rings, or it is not 9:00

a.m. and the bell does not ring.

(The fourth alter-

native is eliminated by (ii).)

1.3.5

Relations betweed conditional sentences.

Two conditional

sentences in which the antecedent and the consequent are interchanged are said to be converse to each other.

For example the

sentence "If Mary is sick, then Mary does not go to school" and
the sentence "If Mary does not go to school, then she is sick,"
are converse to each other.

Notice that in this example the first

one is in the +- negation mode, and the second is in the -+
negation mode, because the two parts were interchanged.

The con-

verse of a ++ sentence will remain a ++ sentence, and similarly
for a -- sentence.

Notice also that a conditional sentence and

its converse do not reveal the same information.

In the above

example even if the first sentence is true, the second one does

not have to be true, and it certainly does not follow from the
first one.

There are other relations between pairs of conditional sentences.

The structural connections are illustrated in the follow-

ing diagrams:
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Relations between pairs of conditional sentences

Diagram 1.1

contrapositive

-b ± -a

P
0

0

contrapositive

b -± a

-a 4. -D:

For example:

contrapositive
A
If Mary goes to school (-b),
then Mary is not sick (-a).

If Mary is sick (a),
then Mary does not go to school (b).

0
P
0
>
0

v.t.se

^
If Mary does not go to school (b),
then Mary is sick (a).

If Mary is not sick (-a),
then Mary goes to school (h).

-contrapositive

r

Notice that because, in this example, b includes a negation, -b
does not, for in English a double negation is replaced by a positive expression.

Again we have a

b in +- negation mode, and

therefore its converse and inverse are in -+ mode and its contrapositive is back in +- mode.

From a given conditional sentence a
-b

-a, follows.

b, its contrapositive,

In fact, two contrapositive sentences are

logically equivalent.

They express identical content and hence

they are both either true at the same time or false at the same
time, but never of opposite truth value.
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1.3.6

Two valid and two nonvalid rules of inference.

A valid rule

of inference enables one to deduce from given premises a new sentence, regardless of the truth or falsity of the premises.

The

conclusion will certainly be true if the premises are true.

Non-

valid reasoning process may sometimes yield true conclusions, but
often it yields false ones, even from true premises.

The fundamental rule of inference is called Modus Ponendo
Ponens (or the law of detachment) abbreviated as MP.
rule by which one infers b from the pair of sentences;

It is the
a, a 4- b,

where a,b are wffs as mentioned in section 1.3.1.

Similar to MP is the rule of inference known by the Latin
name Modus Tollendo Tollens abbreviated as MT.
vation of -a from the pair of sentences:

It allows the deri-

-b, a

b.

This rule

is sometimes referred to as the law of the contrapositive.

The following are two examples intended to illustrate the
validity of conclusions drawn by applying the above rules of
inference.

(The use of nonsensical terms is taken from Enderton

1972; the terms themselves are from the classic poem by Lewis
Carroll.)
From:

If (a) it is brillig, then (b) borogoves are mimsy.

and froM:

(a) It is brillig.

Conclude by MP that:

(b) borogoves are mimsy.

Note that we can make this inference without the slightest
idea of what a mimsy borogove is.
from:

Similarly,

If (a) it is brillig, then (b) borogoves are mimsy.

and from:

( -h) Borogoves are not mimsy.

Conclude by MT that:

(-a) it is not brillig.
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Because

if it was brillig, then by the first premise borogoves

would have been mimsy -- which then would contradict the second
premise.

Such a contradiction is unbearable by the law of ex-

cluded middle.

(For a discussion of the principles of proof by

contradiction see Suppes, 1957, page 38.)

A second look at the two rules MP, MT will reveal that they
are both patterns of inferences from a conditional sentence a -4. b

and one other sentence -- either an affirmation of its antecedent
in the case of MP (which yields an affirmation of the consequent),

or, in the MT case, a denial of its consequent -b, (which yields
the denial of the antecedent.)

Suppose now the premises area conditional sentence (a ÷ b)
and an affirmation of its consequent (b).

Then it would be non-

valid to infer either the affirmation of the antecedent (a) or
its denial (-a).

If an inference like that is made it is called

the fallacy.of Affirming the Consequent, denoted by AC.

Similarly, it is nonvalid to infer either the denial (-b) of
the consequent or the consequent (b) itself from a conditional
sentence (a -4- b) together with the denial of its antecedent (-a).

Doing either is referred to in logic as applying the fallacious
rule called Denying the Antecedent, denoted DA.

Table 1.2 sum-

marizes the rules (page 20).
It should he noted that if one mistakenly takes a 4. b to
imply its converse b 4. a, then affirmation of the consequent (b)

turns out to be an affirmation of the antecedent (of the converse).
Thus the nonvalid derivation of a in this case may be explained by
application of the valid MP to the converse conditional sentence
assumed mistakenly to hold.

Similarly, the fallacious derivation
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Table 1.2

Premises

1,

Rules of Inference and their Validity

Name of rule
ConcluValid/
of Inference
sion(s)
Nonvalid
(abbreviatbd)

fa->b

Modus
Ponendo
Ponens (MP)

b

a

valid

Example

If (a) Jane is Jack's sis
ter, then (b) she* lives
on Washington St.
(a) Jane is Jack's sister.

4 Jane lives on Washingto
'St.

2

ta

b

Modus
Tollendo
Tollens (MT )

-a

valid

(b).

If (a) Jane is Jack's sister, then (b) she lives o
Washington St.
(-b) Jane does not live o
Washington St.
.:Jane is not Jack's sister (-a).

.4.b

3. {a1)

as -a

If (a) Jane is Jack's sis
ter, then (b) she lives o
Washington St.
Affirming the
(b) Jane lives on Washing
nonvalid
Consequent
ton St.

(AC)

:.Jane may or may not be
Jack's sister.

4.

{a4. b

b, -b

- a

Denying the
Antecedent

If (a) Jane is Jack's sis
ter, then (b) she lives o
Washington St.
nonvalid (-a) Jane is not Jack's

(DA)

sister.

Jane may or may not liv,
on Washington St.

*The word "she" is in fact not a free variable in the sentence b
because in the natural use it refers to Jane.
This is why in the
conclusion her name appears. For further discussion see note on
free variables in section 1.3.7.

of not-b from the pair: a -> b and not-a, may be explained as an
application of MT to the converse b -> a and not-a (or the application of MP to the inverse not-a .4- not-b), which then will validly
yield not-b.

This tendency to consider the converse (or the in-
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verse) in place of a given conditional and to draw a definite
conclusion (thus committing an AC or DA error) is systematic in
most cases, and explains another name common to these two fallacies:

"Assuming the converse " - for AC; ,and "assuming the

inverse" - for DA.*

1.3.7

Extending the relevant rules of inference to quantifica-

tional logic.
tive reasoning.

Sentential logic is .a very limited model of deduc-

There are many examples of intuitively correct

deductions that, cannot be adequately mirrored in that model.

The

case most relevant to this study is exemplified by the following:
"If a positive integer has more than two divisors, then it is not
a prime number.
divisors.

26 is a positive integer which has more than two

Therefore 26 is not a prime number."

Even though this

deduction very closely resembles the MP pattern of inference, in
fact it is not a pure application of MP.

First of all, the second

given sentence is not exactly the antecedent ofthe given conditional sentence, but is rather an instantiation of

the antecedent.

Second, the conditional sentence itself is.not really one that can
be represented by a wff in sentential logic, because it refers to
an arbitrary (unspecified) number.

Its antecedent "a positive

integer has more than two divisors," is not really a sentence and
does not have a well-defined truth value.

The antecedent is

neither a true nor a false assertion since the expression "a positive integer" allows for a wide range of numbers, some of which

*For further discussion of errors in conditional reasoning see
section 1.7.3; also see Stabler, 1953, page 73.
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have more than two divisors, others exactly two, still others
fewer than two.
'

Therefore no wff of sentential logic can take the

antecedent as an interpretation.

"A positive integer" is an example of a free variable, i.e.,
a variable which is uncontrolled by a quantifier.

To remedy the

antecedent of the above conditional sentence one could say, for
example:

divisors."

"There exists a positive integer which has more than two
The preceding is a true sentence.

Or, one could say:

"All positive integers have more than two divisors," which is a
false sentence.

But these remediations change the assertion

expressed in the conditional sentence.

The conditional sentence-

"if a positive integer has more than two divisors, then it is not
a prime" says in fact:

"For all x, if x is a positive number

with more than two divisors, then x is not a prime."

As such it

belongs to first-order (or predicated, or quantificational) logic.
In this modified sentence x is no longer a free variable because
it is controlled by the quantifier "for all."

The truth or falsity
/

ofsuchaccmdititmalsentenceisnolongardeterminedbythe truth
or falsity of its antecedent and its consequent alone bAt rather
by a check of'all possible interpretations of this sentence,

namely by putting every positive integer to the tests of having
more than two divisors, and of being a prime.

Because no positive

integer that has more than two divisors is a prime, this sentence
is true, and the deduction with the number 26 based on this sentence is valid.

Expressions of natural English many times are inaccurate in
the'sense exhibited in the above example; namely they seem to
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include a free variable but in fact there is anCamplicit quantifier controlling it, which is not explicitly mentioned.

This, in

fact, happened in our example twice, once in the antecedent as
discussed, and again in the consequent when the word "it" was used.
In this study, examples like the above appear very often, and
usually they are not distinguished from pure sentential ones.

For

the sake of precision, counterparts of the sentential inferential
forms MP, MT, AC, and DA are given in table 1.3, page 24.

1.3.8

Algorithmic solutions to validity judgments.

In this study

the learner in most cases was confronted with, a situation, was

given an inference drawn from premises based upon that situation,
'and was asked to judge its validity.

This judgment was based on

reasoning within the context in which the deduction was made.

Arguments always require inference from the premises' meaning
(semantics).

For example,*a device with eight switches, each turning on
and off one of eight possible combinations of three colored light
bulbs, was given to a group of students to play with.

After a

while students expressed facts about the switch board such as:
"If switch number 1 is pushed, then the yellow light is on."
board was then covered.
yellow bulb only.

The

Teacher pushed a switch and uncovered the

Suppose it was on.

"Did I push switch number 1?"

Teacher would.then ask:

The right answer is "you may or

may not have done so because switch 1 is one of many switches that
turn on the yellow light (possibly with other lights)."

*

This

For more examples see section 2.1 (page 58) and appendix 7.1.
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Table 1.3

Rules of 'nference Extended

x denotes a variable; a,b are one-place predicate symbols;
t is a constant symbol; and "V" means for all.*
Premises

Conclusion

{Vx[a(x)4b(x)]

Rule of
Inference

If [a(x)] someone plays too
much football, then [b(x)] he
does not do enough homework.**
John plays too much football

MP

a(t)

Example

[a(t)].

valid

:.John does not do enough home
work [b(t)].
----

,

{Vx[a(x)4b(x)]
-b(t)

-a(t)

MT

valid

If [a(x)] someone plays too
much football, then [b(x)] he
does not do enough homework.
John does' enough homework
[-b(t)].

:.John does not play too much
football [-a(t)].
r.

{Vx[a(x)4b(x)]
b(t)

a(t);-a(t)
non-valid

AC

If [a(x)] someone plays too
much football, then [b(x)] he
does not do enough homework.
John does not do enough homework [b(t)].

:.John may or may not play too
much football.

-a(tVx[a(x)4b(x)]
t

{

)

-b(t);b(t)
non-valid

DA

If [a(x)] someone plays too
much football, then [b(x)] he
does not do enough homework.
John does not play too much
football [-a(t)].
:.John may or may not do
enough homework.

*The existential quantifier is not introduced because it rarely
appears relevant to this study.
**Here we again have an implicit quantifier, for in fact this sentence conveys the following information:
for all students x, if
x plays too much football [a(x)], then x does not do enough homework [b(x)].
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answer was abbreviated to "not enough clues" followed by an argument similar to the one given above.

Syntactical arguments were

never acceptable as answers given by the students and were certainly never presented by the teacher or explicitly mentioned.

Their existence, however, was suggested by the inductive nature of
the presentation.

Table 1.4 (page 26) gives the algorithm which, if slavishly
followed, gives the right answer to any validity judgment relevant
to this study, regardless of meaning and context.
only the sentential model appears.

For simplicity,

The table for the first-order

model is similarly obtainable.

1.4

Psychological Research Underlying Conditional Reasoning

1.4.1

The relations between symbolic logic and the psychological

reasoning process.

In section 1.3 some logical forms of valid and

nonvalid deductions from conditional premises were discussed.
However, symbolic logic is not intended to be, and indeed is not,
a model of the reasoning processes going on in the mind while
deductive thought takes place.

Logic provides objective criteria

for judgment of the validity of the outcome of the reasoning process.

To merit a favorable judgment, one must arrange his argu-

ments in a sequence, and check the inferences against the criteria
provided by logic.

But this sequence has only rarely any similar-

ity to the temporal sequence of thought by which one reaches these
conclusions.

In the particular case of the test involved in the present
study (see appendix 7.2, page 321) almost no thinking is needed to
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Table 1.4

Algorithmic Solution to Relevant Problems of this Study

are distinct simple (atomic) sentence symbols, in
which no negation occurs;
is the conditional symbol interpreted "if...then...";
is the negation symbol;
p? q?
are the interrogative sentences corresponding to p,q;
"clues" is the term used in this study for the given information on which one should base the answer;
"not enough clues" is an abbreviated term for the idea that
the information given in the clues does not suffice
to yield a definite "yes" or "no" answer to the
question;
NOTE:
The question never includes negation.
Logical
Form

Negation
Mode

MP

AC

DA

q
fP÷c1
7
P.

-P
fP+ci
q.7

clues:
++

question:
answer:

P
fP*ci
q.?

-1q
{Ptc1

p?
no

yes

Not enough
clues (NEC)

NEC

__
clues:

fp±-q

f13 p+-q

+-

question:
answer:
clues:

f_p4q

f_p4q
_q

-P

-+

question:
answer:
clues:
--

q

p?
no

q?
no

question:
answer:

q?,

yes

fP+-q
-q
p?
NEC

fr-ci
-P
,

q?

NEC

f-p+q

p?
yes

p?

P
q?

NEC

NEC

q

-q
P7
NEC

f_p+..q

-P
q?
no

p?
yes

(P

q?

NEC

answer the test items once the algorithmic solution provided by
symbolic logic has been mastered.

So, the purely syntactical

inferences established by symbolic logic should not be confused
with the psychological thinking processes of human reasoning,
which usually involves semantic and other considerations.
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The use of symbolic logic as an ideal model for psychological
processes is widespread in literature (e.g., Piagetian description
of the stage of formal thought using the 16 binary operations, see
section 1.4.2).

That symbolic logic should not be used as a model

of thinking processes is true not only because application of formal logic sometimes "saves" thinking, but also in view of the many
interfering psychological factors that jeopardize logical analysis.
Some factors are, related to the emotional impact of the context.

When children are involved in logical analysis, their stage of
intellectual development and level of language attainment may also

have an effect on their ability to reason logically.

Still

another influential factor is previous experience through interaction with adults like parents and teachers.

Sections 1.4 and

1.5 discuss some of the psychological research done to shed light
on these problems, particularly with respect to conditional
reasoning.

1.4.2

Readiness.

Granted the indubitable need for a deliberate

effort to bring about full awareness of the difference between

conclusions that necessarily follow from given premises and those
that do not, it is natural to seek indications of the right age
at which to exert substantial effort in this direction.
As early as 1919 the British psychologist Burt claimed, in
light of his research results, that all the elementary mental
mechanisms, essential to formal reasoning are present by the

mental age of seven.

A child's reasoning ability appears to be

a function of the degree of organic complexity of which his attention is capable.

Dorothy Wheeler's experimental work (1958)
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supports Burt's results.

These psychologists' findings disagree

with the developmental theory of J. Piaget, who holds that mental
growth proceeds by stages.

According to Piagetian theory and research, the ability to
reason logically marks the formal thought as the highest developmental stage, appearing only at adolescence.
logic to refer to reasoning processes.

A major component of formal

thinking is the sixteen binary operations.
ments p and q and their negations -p, -q.
tive denoted by
-p

q; (iii) p

Piaget uses symbolic

Take any two state-

Using the "and" connec-

one gets four new statements:
-q; (iv) -p

-q.

(i) p ^ q; (ii)

There are 24, that is 16,

ways to invent still new sentences from these four using the "or"
contective, denoted by -.

With 'respect to the present study, "if

p, then q" which is logically equivalenit to (p ^ q) v (-p ^ q)
(-p ^ -q), is one of the sixteen.

It is the ability to formulate

and apply any of the sixteen combinations, which Piaget refers to
as the major component of formal thinking.

In particular,

"The role of possibility is indispensible to hypotheticodeductive or formal thinking...the connection indicated by
the words "if...then" links a required logical consequent
to an assertion whose truth is merely a possibility"
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1958).

Piaget (1959) showed that it is difficult for children at
earlier stages, more precisely at the concrete-operation stage,
to accept a hypothetical assumption and draw conclusions from it.

Research done by Shirley Hill (1961) provided evidence that
middle-class Californian children at ages six, seven, and eight
are already able, with a high degree of success, to recognize
valid conclusions from hypothetical premises (where validity is
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determined by formal logical principles).

O'Brien and Shapiro's

results mentioned in section 1.1.1 brought refinements to Hill's
observations.

In a cross-age study they found students confusing

if-then statements with if-and-only-if statements.

This confusion

is determined by deriving the antecedent in AC problems, and deriv-

ing the denial of the consequent in DA problems, instead of
realizing that not enough information is available to make any
derivations in these cases.*

"Whether children's hypothetical-

deductive abilities can be altered by some systematic intervention, is an open question" say these researchers (1970).
J. Roberge (1970) was concerned with differential development

with respect to six specific principles of deductive reasoning in
class and conditional reasoning.

He found that fallacies are the

most difficult to analyze at each grade level tested:

fourth,

sixth, eighth, and tenth grades at three suburban schools in
Connecticut.

The logical forms AC and DA were not mastered by any

substantial percentage of students prior to the tenth grade.

The

mastery of MP reached 95 percent level in conditional reasoning.
His results suggest, he said,

"That classroom instruction of the valid principles of
class and conditional reasoning, such as MP, could begin
as early as fourth grade."
Lester (1975) in following Suppes' (1965) idea of using

strings of l's and 0's to study children's proof construction
behavior (see section 1.1.1), found that

"subjects in the upper elementary grades (4-6) are able
to solve problems in this system as successfully as the
older subjects, except that they require more time...

Refer to section 1.3.6 for interpretation of AC and DA (page 18).
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there is reason to believe that even students in the upper
elementary grades can be successful at mathematical activities that are closely related to proof. That is, certain
aspects of mathematical proof can be understood by children
nine years old or younger."
These studies encouraged the present investigator to start
working with fourth and fifth graders.

1.4.3

Content effects.

"Discerning observations and experimental

evidence must lead one to conclude that rational thinking is not
free from the influence of the affective processes," says A.
Lefford (1946) in a study that demonstrated the effect of verbal
stereotypes on syllogistic reasoning.

He found that most subjects

solve neutrally toned syllogisms more easily than syllogisms with
controversial matters which were likely to arouse some affective
reaction to their conceptual subjects.

For a long period most

psychologists tended to equate logical thinking with syllogistic
reasoning.

As early as 1928 Minna Wilkins scrutinized the effect of a
syllogism's content on the ability of one who considers this
syllogism to accept valid conclusions.

She found familiar material

to be the least disturbing to logical thinking and material of
unfamiliar scientific or nonsense terms to be the most deleterious,
with suggestive and symbolic material in between.
When subject matter was likely to play on emotions, prejudices, or attitudes, the reasoning process was often distorted by
Feather's subjects (1964).

His results show that when subjects

agreed with the conclusion they made more errors in accepting
invalid conclusions than in rejecting valid ones.

When they

disagreed with the conclusions, more errors were made in rejecting
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valid conclusions than in accepting invalid ones.

Parrott (1967) studied the effects of premise content on
accuracy and solution time in syllogistic reasoning.

He found

solution time and number of correct responses to be positively

correlated with each other on true, false, and mixed premise-content.

Most of these studies used college students as their subjects.
It is therefore interesting to refer to a study dealing with

critical-thinking readiness in grades 1-12 by Ennis and Paulus
(1965).

In the first phase of this study they found that on their

class-inclusion reasoning test, the concrete-familiar-content

component was in general easier for adolescents than the symbolic
presentation and the suggestive content.

However, on the condi-

tional reasoning test, which is most relevant to the present study,
the three components were of about equal difficulty at each
adolescent grade level.

The following example should demonstrate the problem of content effect.

The fact that the proposition:

"all trees are blue"

is factually false, makes it harder to follow the syllogism:

"all

trees are blue, all blue things are not green, therefore all trees
are not green," although the conclusion is a logically valid consequence of the premises.

1.4.4,

Language effect.

Syllogism with purely symbolic terms,

i.e., content-free syllogisms, have some of the advantages possessed by lists of nonsense syllables in memory experiments:
freedom from extraneous associations and from factual truth or
falsity.

Some aspects of language, regardless of content, were
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studied through presentation of content-free syllogisms.

When symbolic syllogisms, valid and invalid, were presented
in an experiment, they were found to be unequal in difficulty.

Why some syllogisms present easy problems and others difficult
ones is the question to which the authors of the following five
studies addressed themselves, in an attempt to formulate and
verify hypothetical answers.
Woodworth and Sells' (1935) was a preliminary study for Sells'
(1936) study.

Both studies were concerned with verifying the

"atmosphere hypothesis".

They considered syllogisms in quantifi-

cational logic based on pairs of premises of the following forms:
all P are Q (A), all P are not-Q (E); some P are Q (I); some P are
not-Q (0).*

These syllogisms are called class inclusions in

later psychological literature.

Sells found that for 16 possible paired combinations of the
four kinds of premises, acceptance of I conclusions always exceeded acceptance of conclusions A.

Acceptance of 0 conclusions

exceeded those of E in all but one borderline case, and either I
or 0 was the preferred error for all but one of the sixteen. His for-

mulation of "atmosphere effect" was advanced as accounting for
these error preferences.
atmosphere effect.)

(See table 1.5 for the definition of

However the nature of his test format might

be expected to dictate high scores on I or 0.

His tests were

constructed of a given syllogism (two premises and a conclusion),

and the subject had to put a circle around one of the following

*The letters A,E,I,O used by these researchers follow a common
pattern in logical literature of these days (see Cohen and
Nagel 1957).
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four alternatives:

AT (if he thought that the conclusion was

absolutely true on the basis of the statements), PT (which means

probably true), I (indeterminate), AF (absolutely false).

Sells

counted AT and PT as agreement, and I and AF as disagreement (Ibid.,

page 60).

If an A conclusion is accepted by a student (e.g., all

G's are B), logically an I must be also (e.g., some G's are B)

unless the set of G's is empty, and similarly if an E conclusion
is accepted an 0 must also be accepted.

Therefore, if the sub-

jects were self-consistent on Sells' test, all those subjects who
regarded an A or E conclusion as acceptable for a given premise
pair would also regard as acceptable the I and 0 conclusions,
respectively, when these were offered because, the empty set case
tends to be overlooked.

Thus, I or 0 acceptances should never be

smaller in number than those of A or E on this true-false format,
and would be expected to ,be larger.

Hence, some of Sell's find-

ings might be an artifact of his 180-items-test format, rather
than being attributed to "atmosphere."

Chapman and Chapman (1959) re-examined the atmosphere effect,
as stated by Woodworth and Sells (1935) and restated by Sells
(1936).

For their study the Chapmans constructed a syllogism test

which consisted of 42 experimental items and 10 filler items, each
containing two premises and five alternative conclusions, e.g.,
Some L's are K's.
Some K's are M's.
Therefore:
1.
All M's are not L's.
2.
Some M's are L's.
3.
Some M's are not L's.
4.
None of these.
5.
All M's are L's.

The correct answer for all 42 experimental

5i

items was "none of
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Table 1.5

Errors in Syllogistic Reasoning

Atmosphere effect

Conversion and probabilistic

Woodworth and Sells, 1935

reasoning

Sells, 1936

Chapman and Chapman, 1959

Definition:

Drawing of conclu- a) Conversion:

Interpretation of

sions on the basis of global

A and 0 propositions to mean that

impression of the premises.

the converse is true.

AA-+A; EE-+E; II-+I, 00-+O.

result of real experience.

Subprinciples:

tance of the conversion is valid

a) a combina-

This is a
(accep-

tion of a universal and a par-

for E and I propositions.)

ticular premise produces a

AA- A; AE-; E (EA is always valid);

particular atmosphere

IA, AI -+ I; AO, 0A-+ 0

AI+ I; A0-+ 0; EI-+0; *E0 +0.

*IE -+E

b) a combination of an affirma- b) Probabilistic inference like:
tive premise with a negative

some P's are M's, some M's are S's,

atmosphere

therefore some S's may be P '

s.

AE-+E; (A0-+ 0); (*IE-+ 0); I0-+O. II+ I.

Principle of caution:

a ten-

a + b) Combination of invalid

dency to accept weak and guard- conversion and probabilistic
ed conclusions rather than

inference:

strong ones (some are, some

OI, IO-+0; (IE-+E); EE-+E; 00-4.0

are-not rather than all are,

*OE, E0-+ either E or 0.

all are not).

*The two models differ on this inference.
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these" which was explained in advance to mean:

no other alter-

native among the suggested ones is a valid conclusion of the
premises.

The five alternative conclusions were assigned randomly

to the five positions, with the restriction that each alternative
appeared the same number of times in each position.

The 10 filler

items for which a valid conclusion could be reached were included
to prevent subjects from discovering that none of the experimental
items had a valid conclusion except "none of these."
An objective comparison of the findings by Sells to those of
Chapman and Chapman shows, see Table 1.5, that they agree on predicting the errors of 11 of the 14 possible pairs of premises.
pairs, EA and EI, yield valid conclusions and hence cannot be

included in any prediction of error.)

However Chapman and Chapman

suggest a different interpretation for the source of errors.

Hence, although they were motivated by criticism of Sells' experimental approach, they ended up with similar results and offered
new principles, "conversion error" and "probabalistic reasoning,"
for obtaining them.

This much could probably be done-on a theore-

tical level, and does not require a new experiment with 222 introductory psychology class students.

Moreover, their theory would

be sounder and the difference in approach between this theory and
Sells' would be clearer if the discussion was based on Sells'
experimental results with a heterogeneous group of 65 adults.

As mentioned above, atmosphere predictions and the Chapmans'
logical predictions by conversion and probabilistic inference are
identical for most pairs, differing only with respect to IE, E0,
and OE pairs.

Begg and Denny (1969) tried to reconcile these
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differences.

The Chapmans, by the principle of probabilistic

inference, predicted an E response to an IE pair, but probabilistic
inference could equally well predict an 0 response, congruent with
the atmosphere prediction".

Since the Chapmans found predominantly

E responses, while Sells found 0, the question remained an empirical one.

In EO and OE pairs the Chapmans predicted and found

equal frequency of E and 0 response, whereas' atmosphere effect
predicted, and Sells found, 0 to be the main error response.

The

purpose of Begg and Denny's study was to gather further data to
supply an empirical proof for their claim to reconciliation.
Begg and Denny's study and report indeed completed the theory
of atmosphere effect.

It was sufficiently descriptive; they used

correlation coefficients for statistical comparisons, and obtained
highly significant results.

The models of atmosphere effect, conversion errors, and probabilistic reasoning fit into O'Brien's findings of errors in
arriving at a definite conclusion in AC and DA items of conditional
reasoning, due to considering a conditional statement to be a
biconditional one.

These models are therefore highly relevant to

the present study, even though most of the studies cited in this
paragraph used adults or college students for subjects.

1.4.5

Language attainment.

Since the present study sought to

work with young children, a content-free, pure symbolic approach
was not considered, for obvious reasons.

However, another aspect

of language divorced from content was considered crucial:

the

minimum level of language attainment necessary for success in
undertaking meaningful deductions.
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Both Piaget (1959, 1968) and Vigotsky (1965), despite many
disagreements between them, quote children at ages nine to ten as

using terms like "therefore," "because," "at least," "only," which
-are typical of the language of deductive arguments, in an acceptable way, namely in their function for logical reasoning.

Piaget,

who claims that deductive reasoning as an.abstract operation
reaches its full development no earlier than at age thirteen, does
admit that in a concrete situation, a child at age nine to ten is

most often at the developmental stage suitable to draw valid conclusions, and to express some of them in a precise way.

The impact of the verbal environment in mathematical classrooms on the logical ability of young children was studied by
Gregory (1972).

He found that frequency of use of the language of

conditional logic by the mathematics teacher changed seventh
graders' conditional-logic ability.

Later on Gregory and Osborn

(1975) studied logical conditional reasoning ability and teachers'
verbal behavior within the natliematics classroom.

They compared
/

students of teachers who

ranked highly in the use of conditional

sentences with students of teachers with a low ranking.
research, they say

Their

has identified the frequency of teacher use of

logic as'a significant variable in children's acquisition of
logic."

All these studies indicate that even if it is true that
fourth and fifth grade children sometimes appear to misuse words
naturally associated with logical thinking, or may not fully
comprehend them, it is reasonable to assume thatythey possess
the basic vocabulary necessary to start expressing logical argu-

J =1
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ment and to begin learning the language for it, under the stimulus
of a suitable curriculum that requires logical argument.

Because

of the growing need for communication, the early years are the
best years for language attainment.

1.4.6

Context effects.

To avoid the learning difficulties im-

posed by content on reasoning, experimental psychologists tend to
keep their studies content-free.

They do so by using symbolic

representation, by formulating grammatically correct sentences
with nonsense syllables instead of words, or by using unfamiliar
terms and content.

In the present study these resolutions could

not be employed, due to the subjects' young age and the desired
educational value of the experimental unit as a vehicle in schools
for preparing students gradually for future work with implications
within a meaningful and familiar mathematical content.

It is

largely relevant, therefore, to consider here O'Brien et al.
studies of the, influence of context and language on the status of

understanding of the mathematical idea of implication as it is
used in invalid inference schemes (AC, DA) by middle-class suburban
school children in Missouri.

When instead of using "if p then q" language, the equivalent
expression* "at least one of the following:

-p, q" was used,

subjects scored substantially and universally higher (O'Brien et
al., 1971).

In particular, growth from grade four to grade ten

was very clear, yet even in grade ten only 50 to 60 percent of

the responses to the variousquestions were corr "ct (10 to 26

*See section 1.3.4, case (iii), page 15.
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percent in fourth grade).

Further subdivision of the questions,

in both language forms, into items of which the content was defined
as class inclusion in context, and items of which the content was
defined as causal in context, resulted in substantial differences
in subjects' performance.

They tended to favor causal items in

grades six, eight, and ten, whereas the fourth-grade subjects per-

formed almost precisely the same on the two groups of items, with
both overall and consistent misinterpretation of p
at the 80 percent level.
logical forms.

q as p 4÷ q

This effect occurred in all but MP

In cases when the logically equivalent language of

"at least..." was used, virtually no differences were noted

between contexts in either overall or consistent misinterpretation
of the conditional sentence as biconditional.*
The effect of context, as investigated in the above study,

which occurs in all logical forms but MP, suggests that high
school subjects do not apply formal reasoning to the task of detecting the necessity of conclusions in inference patterns involving if-then statements.

1.4.7

Negation.

Forms of negation were found by Suppes and

Feldman (1971) to be much harder for students than other sentential
connectives (namely:

and, or).

Hill, in her previously cited

study, found similarly that negation, when added to the standard
form of a principle of logic, increases the difficulty in making
valid deductions utilizing this principle.

*For critique of the distinction between class inclusion and
causal content of a conditional statement see section 3.1.1.
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Wason and Johnson-Lair, in a book (1972) summarizing their
comprehensive research, devote the first five chapters to negation.

"Our experiments suggest," they say, "that negation does involve
an extra step, or mental operation, and that when the negative
lacks a preconception, such a step tends to be deliberately and
consciously performed."

This deliberate performance is indicated

by the extra time needed for processing information given in a
negative way.

"It is as if the affirmative preconception has to

be recovered before the meaning of the negative can be grasped....

On the other hand, in everyday life this extra step goes unnoticed
because the preconception has already been processed as part of
the context of the utterance."

Other variables which were tenta-

tively suggested by these psychologists as affecting the nrocess
of understanding were:

(a). the possible emotional connotations

of negative terms derived from their association with prohibitives

which may, at least momentarily, inhibit response, and (b) "The
scope of negations in terms of whether they are sentential or
constituent may affect their grasp as a function of the specificity of their inference."

Apart from the acknowledged difficulty of understanding
negatives, there is a special difficulty which arises when they
occur in deductive arguments.

A sequence of experiments reported

by Wason and Johnson-Laird in their book points out that "as a
general rule, there is no particular problem when they deny

affirmative propositions - an explicit negative may, in fact, be
easier than an implicit negative - but when a negative is itself
denied by an affirmative, it becomes difficult to keep track of
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the argument.

And the most parsimonious explanation for this

seems to be the difficulty of 'double negation.'"
Wason and Johnson-Laird worked mostly with college students.
Application of their findings to younger children is therefore of
interest.

Chen's (1975) findings go along these lines.

In his

cross-age study of children at grades five, eight, and eleven, he
stated in the negative statements and the number of correct responses stated in the equivalent positive statement.

Chen inter-

preted this as resulting from the fact that the negative statement
affirmed the information given in the problem, whereas its positive
equivalent required a transformation of this data.

Paulus (1967) studied children's ability not only to judge
validity of deductions, but also to actively deduce.

He reported

that on both the assessing and the deducing forms of his test of
conditional reasoning, the items containing negation were not more
difficult than the others.

Roberge (1969) studied the same problem within concretefamiliar content only.

His results indicated "that negation in

the major premise had a marked influence on the devleopment of
logical ability in children."

This effect was consistent across

fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth grades.

"Although negation had

an influence on children's reasoning for both class and conditional
reasoning, it apparently had a stronger influence in class reasoning."

He suggested further investigation, which O'Brien tackled,

of the effect of negation within specific principles of inferences.
O'Brien (1972) studied the effect of the negation mode of a
conditional sentence, and its interaction with inference forms: MP,
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MT, AC, DA,
tion mode.

controlling for item-content effect on form and nega-

The study was conducted in a girls' high school in

Saint Louis, grades nine through twelve.

.

DA and AC were widely

regarded by subjects as valid inference patterns.

The relative

number of correct responses for these forms was:
in a range of 95.19 percent to 11.16 percent.

MP > MT > DA> AC,

Causal items were

again found easier than class inclusion ones, with no difference
among overall means for the latter and for random and nonsense
content.

The interaction of logical form with negation mode gave

the following picture in number of correct responses:
For MP:

++ >

For MT:

++

>

+- >

For DA:

+-

>

>

-+

For AC:

+-

>

>

>

+- > -+; in a range of.:

91%-98%

>

-+, in a range of:

51%-72%

>

++, in a range of:

30%-37%

++ > -+, in a range of:

8%-13%

The fact that -+ negation mode comes last in three out of the four
forms gives support to Wason and Johnson-Laird's findings that
... abstract material, difficulty of the task, situations which

are strictly binary..., the negation of the antecedent in p

q,

and conditional rules, are factors which are likely to lead to the

conversion of conditionals," and hence to difficulties in deriving
the right conclusions.

1.5

Methods Previously Employed in Teaching Logic

and Those of the Present Study

The purpose of the present study was to promote young children's conditional reasoning through systematic teaching.

There,

fore, previous studies of attempts to approach young children with
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logical activities are of particular interest here.

These are

reviewed in this section an4 compared with the present study.

1.5.1
(a)

Previous attempts to teach logic or conditional reasoning.
White, 1936.
Subjects:

2 classes of boys.

Mean age 12 years and 11

months.
Instructors:

The experimenter only.

Instruction:

Three months:

Once-a-week instruction in logic

in addition to regular program in grammar.
Results:

Class;eceiving the lessons in logic scored
significantly higher on a reasoning test as
well as in composition and English-construction
test.

(b)

Morgan and Carrington, 1944.
Subjects:

Second through sixth graders.

Control vs.

experimental group at each level.
Instructors:

Experimenter only.

Instruction:

Experimental groups received graphic demonstrations of solutions to ten syllogisms given
previously as an unexplained test.

Results:

"Our results seem to show that the critical

periods for learning relational syllogisms are
the third and fourth grades, and that the

graphic instruction is a factor in facilitating
this learning."
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(c)

Hyram, 1957.
Subjects:

"Two paired and equated groups of 33 children
each."

Mean age:

14.0 years, mean IQ:

106.18.

Seventh and eighth graders.
Instructors:

Experimenter in the experimental group.

Instruction:

Four months of 250 minutes per week of instruction "in the development of the following seven
concepts of logical thinking:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

The Nature of Thinking in General'
The Tools of Thinking
The Nature of Definition
The Nature of Eductive Inference
The Nature of Deductive Inference
The Nature of Experimentation
Common Errors in Reasoning."

This instruction was based on five hypotheses,
three of which are quoted here:

"2. That logical thinking is no more than the
application of the rules of logic to factual
data in order to arrive at valid as well as
true conclusions. It follows from this assumption that an individual's growth in the ability
to do logical thinking must depend upon his
acquiring a working knowledge of the basic
rules of logic..."
"4. That the most effective way... is through
direct instruction."
"5. That direct instruction should consist of
a. Materials and learning content which embody
the principles of logic. b. Teaching methods
that provide full opportunity for the pupil to
discover for himself these principles and to
formulate them as generalizations."
Results:

"It is highly feasible to conclude that the
Experimental Group was superior to the control
group in final reasoning ability as measured by
the original test."
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(d)

Suppes, 1962.
Subjects:

Experimental classes of selected fifth grade
students.

"Approximately 25-30 percent of the

fifth graders were selected by the administrators on the basis of general ability and high
achievement in mathematics."
Instructors:

Classroom teachers from regular school staff.

Instruction:

Using the book "Mathematical Logic for the
Schools" by P. Suppes and S. A. Hill, pretrained
teachers taught for a full year "at the pace
they felt to be most appropriate for their
classes."

The text introduces symbolic repre-

sentations in Chapter 1, rules of inference and
truth tables are introduced later through
examples and are presented in the symbolic formal way typical of mathematical logic.
Results:

Evidence from the one pilot class reported to
"indicate that its level of accomplishment was
comparable to that of a college class in mathematical logic, although its pace was much
slower."

(e)

Suppes and Binford, 1965.
Subjects:

Same as above, a year later, i.e., sixth grade,
plus 12 new fifth grade classes.

Instructors:

Same as above.

Instruction:

Second-year students completed between 162-284
pages of the above text.

First-year students
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completed 117-183 pages.

Symbolic manipulations

involved in derivations was a part of the
program.
Results:

"The upper quartile of elementary school stu-

dents can achieve a significant conceptual and
technical mastery of elementary mathematical
The level of mastery is 85 to 90 percent

logic.

of that achieved by comparable university
students."
(f)

Ennis and Paulus, 1965.
Subjects:

Groups of fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh
graders.

Instructors:

Researchers only.

Instruction:

One period a day for fifteen days.

Conditional

logic was taught throughout this period.
Results:

"...there is not much point in trying to teach
conditional logic in elementary and lower secondary."

(g)

Miller, 1968.
Subjects:

A seventh grade class.

Instructor:

Researcher only.

Ihstruction:

"After completing the (pre) test, the students
were interested in knowing the correct answers.
In th

discussion which followed the form of

the/Patterns was investigated."

Then. were 12

fifty-minute class periods in which "concepts

were introduced in terms of physical world
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situations and then abstracted and symbolized.

The laws of a two-valued logic were introduced
as rules, much like... when one plays a game."
The basic components were meaningful sentences
to Wisconsin residents.
Results:

"At the conclusion of the unit students were
able to correctly test the validity or invalidity of an inference pattern."

(h)

McAloon, 1969.
Subjects:

26 classes, 13 of third graders and 13 of sixth
graders; all of average IQ or above.

Instructors:

Classes were randomly assigned to 25 teachers

for the four different treatments (instruction
modes).
Instruction:

Four different modes:

(i) Logic interwoven with mathematics, by
teachers pretrained in logic.

(ii) Logic separated from mathematics, by
teachers pretrained in logic.

(iii) No logic, by teachers pretrained in mathematics.

(iv) No logic, by teachers who received no
in-service training.
Results:

In both grade levels, groups (i) and (ii)

scored higher on class and conditional reasoning, with no significant difference between (i)
and (ii).
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(i)

C. Carroll, 1970.
Subjects:

Selected ninth graders with low mathematics
achievements, but above the 25th percentile in
reading.

and 100

72 girls of whom 24 were taught logic,

boys of whom 24 received instruction

in logic.
Instructor:

Researcher.

Instruction:

Conditional reasoning was taught once a week
for 39-42 minutes per period during 7 weeks.

The method of teaching was oral discussion led
by the instructor.

"The general pattern followed in the presentation of each form of argument was to familiarize
the student first with the basic forms through
the use of arguments based on concrete objects
or familiar subject matter. Then, gradually,
attempts were made to have the students abstract
the form from the content and judge the validity
of the form on its own merit."
The forms of arguments were introduced one at a
session in the following order, MP, AC, DA, MT
(see section 1.3 for these abbreviations).

The

forms were imbedded in content defined as concrete familiar, symbolic, misleading, and
removed from reality.
Results:

"The improvement among -ubjects in the experimental groups measured by the percent of the
subjects whose total score was higher on the
posttest than on the pretest was not significantly greater than that among students in the
control group."
Out of the four logical forms taught, only for

AC was there a significant difference between
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the percent of subjects in the experimental
groups who improved and that of subjects in the
control group who did.
(j)

Weeks, 1970.
Subjects:

30 second- and 30 third-graders; half of each
were randomly assigned to the experimental
group.

Instructor:

Researcher only.

Instruction:

3 half-hour sessions a week for eight weeks.
Dienes' suggestions for use of the attribute
blocks were followed with slight modifications.
"The primary role of the investigator was to
introduce games, to encourage subjects, to
stimulate discussions, and to help summarize
discoveries."

Topics covered (through the use

of attribute block solely) were

acquaintance

with the blocks and forming of sets according
to attributes (first nine meetings), "and" "or"

"not" conjunctions (next five meetings), "if p
then q" and its logical equivalent, "either
not-p or q" (next four meetings), transformation, universal and existential quantifiers,

valid conclusions from given premises (in the
last six meetings).
Results:

Attribute-block training had a strong, significant, positive affect on the development of
logical reasoning ability and perceptual reason-
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ing ability in both grade levels, with no significant difference between the two levels.

These findings were based on the researcherdeveloped test in logical reasoning which con-

sisted of 36 items "each in the form of two or
three verbal premises and a possible conclusion
presented as a question" similar to O'Brien's
(1968) and Hill's (1961) tests.

All items have

content remote from attribute blocks, representing logical form of sentential and quantificational logic including four connectives common
to mathematical logic ("and" "or" "not" and
conditionals); some items require transitivity
of the conditional, others call for MP, MT, AC,
DA as well as classical syllogisms with oneand two-place predicates.

1.5.2

The present study

Subjects:

Two fOurth-grade and four fifth-grade clasSes
of average and above-average general ability.

Instructors:

Current classroom teachers of these classes.

Instruction:

20-25 regular class sessions, 4-5 time, 1 week,
using researcher's developed material on MP,

MT, AC, DA in conditional reasoning embedded in
realistic or hypothetical reasonable content.
As far as language was concerned, statements

were limited to simple ones where only negation
and conditional connectives occurred.
.

Manipu-
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lative aids in a game atmosphere were used 'to

provide a variety of concrete situations in
which the relevant logic appeared.

No direct

formulation or teaching of the rules of logic
took place.

Discovery of the underlying rules

was left to the individual students who may°
have sensed the existence of the rules intui-

tively through the rich experience provided in
many similar cases, but this discovery was never
forced upon them.

The use of symbolic represen-

tation was limited to abbreviations of particular names in discussion.

This was intended to

'provide hints for abstraction of the logical
forms.

1.6

(Results - see Chapter 5, page 122.)

Teachers' and Prospective Teachers' Conditional Reasoning
Because employment of the experimental materials by ordinary

teachers was one goal, of this study, teachers' mastery of.logic
was of major concern.

As Eisenberg and McGinty (1974) stated:

"If elementary school teachers make the same types of errors in
logical reasoning as elementary school children, then how can one

expect to achieve in the schools the goal of critical thinking?"
In their study comparing and contrasting the error patterns that

prospective elementary school teachers and second and third grade
students make in a logic test, they found that r-or the overall

test the mean score of the prospective teachers was significantly
higher than the mean score,for the elementary school students;
however, these mean scores were only 53.93% and 54.98% right answers for the first and second course for prospective elementary
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school teachers, respectively.

Moreover, when one focuses attention on the specific sentential logical forms of items within the test, troublesome areas
become evident.

On AC items, scores of the college students did

not differ significantly from chance.

For items of the form "P or

Q; P, therefore not necessarily Q," and "P or Q; not Q, therefore
P," which can be interpreted as DA and NT items, respectively, if
we change "P or Q" to the, logically equivalent statement "if not

P, then Q," the mean scores for preteachers and for children were
Indeed, for the first kind all scores

not significantly different.

were significantly lower than a chance score.
R. McCoy (1971) conducted a study of the effects of three
different strategies of proof instruction on college students
majoring in elementary education.
four weeks in his main study,

139 students participated for

Four instructional plans were used:

(i) formal logic; (ii) applying the rules of logic to proof construction; (iii) applyint the rules of logic, by model building, to

proof construction; and for control, (iv) no instruction on proof
construction.

All the strategies of proof instruction were taught

by the author with the exception of the control group.

A lecture-

response approach to the teaching was used.

He found the post-unit mean scores on proof construction to
be (i) 22.1 (ii) 27.8, (iii) 27.3, (iv) 18.4, out of a maximum
36 with respect to the above methods.
and Binford's (1965) conclusions that:

These results support Suppes
"The more dedicated and

able elementary school teachers can be adequately trained in five
or six semester hours to teach classes in elementary mathematiCal
logic."
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The need for training teachers prior to their employment of
logic in their instruction was recognized by Suppes (1962, 1965)
and McAloon (1969) who, as mentioned previously, conducted experi-

mental teaching in logic through regular elementary school
teachers.

The findings cited above indicate an urgent need for teachers'
training if effective handling of materials by teachers is sought.

This need also brings this whole psychological background chapter
to a close at the point where it opened, namely, to use Eisenberg
and McGinty's words:

"The conjecture cited by Donaldson (1963),

Gardiner (1965), Hill (1961), and others that maturation comprehensively affects sententially logical thinking is not supported....
Remediation in these areas will not come withart work.

Maturation

is not enough."

Questions Studied

1.7.1

Objectives.

The preceding disucssions in this chapter have

focused on previous treatments of principal problems and on background for the particular objectives of the present study.

The

following is a list of these objectives:
a.

To develop a unit in conditional reasoning for the upper
elementary grades, aimed at familiarizing students with conditional reasoning paradigms without explicitly teaching
either the rules of formal logic or any algorithmic solution.
This unit should be based upon formal logic as discussed in
section 1.3, and should 'utilize the experience of previous

attempts as discussed in section 1.5.

Conditional logical
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forms in the developed unit should be limited to content expressed in simple sentences, where the only connectives
included are the negation and the conditional ones.

Condi-

tional reasoning in this unit should be limited to familiar
content in concrete or hypothetical situations that do not
contradict everyday experience and do not have negative
emotional connotation as discussed in section 1.4.
b.

To develop this unit to the point where ordinary teachers will
be able to apply it in regular classroom settings, despite
the acknowledged difficulties as discussed in section 1.6.

c.

To develop this unit to the point where, when applied by
regular teachers in their ordinary classes, a marked progress
in students' conditional reasoning ability will be obtained.

d.

To develop a reliable instrument of measurement to determine
change in students' conditional reasoning ability.

1.7.2

Hypothesis tested.

In general, it was hypothesized that

the objectives stated in section 1.7.1 are attainable.
a.

Namely:

There exists a proper method of introducing fourth and fifth
grade students to conditional reasoning on an intuitive
level, with the limitations stated in part a of the previous
section.

b.

Some elementary school teachers are able to provide instruc-

tion in conditional reasoning in their regular classes after
receiving a proper training.
c.

Students of different fourth or fifth grade classes in any
one school district that does not have a tracking system will
exhibit similar performance on a pretest level.

;1

This perfor-

SS

mance will be high on MP and MT logical forms and poor on AC
and DA logical forms.

Negation in the first premise, i.e., in the conditional sen-

d.

tence, will

increase the difficulty of any of the four

logical forms.

Classes introduced to conditional reasoning by their teachers

e.

will exhibit in a posttest a marked progress in AC and DA
logical forms.

The level of observed performance on MP and

MT will remain equal or slightly higher than that of the pretest.

Performance of students in classes not introduced to condi-

f.

tional reasoning will remain unchanged, if the time lapse

between the pretest and the posttest is no longer than a few
months.

Students' errors in both pretest and posttest will conform

g.

to the model of error prediction described in section 1.7.3.

1.7.3

Model for error prediction in conditional reasoning.

After

considering.the explanation of errors by atmosphere effect, conversion effect, probabilistic reasoning, and considering "if...
then" implying its converse or as "if and only if," the present

study assumed and tested the model in table 5.1 for error prediction
due to fallacious conditional reasoning.

Another way to interpret the pattern of mistakes given in

table 5.1 was suggested by L.

Henkin (1974).

He .conjec-

tured that the tendency to wrongly affirm, the antecedent in the

fallacies of the form Affirming the Consequent, and to wrongly
deny the consequent in the fallacies of the form Denying the
Antecedent, has nothing to do with logical or illogical thinking,

i2
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Table 1.5

Expected Errors in Conditional Reasoning

Corresponds

AC

++ clues:

p --). q
CI

question: p?
expected error:. YES
+- clues:

p + -q
-q

MP in ++
or
MT in --

MP in -+
MT in -+

expected error: YES
-+ clues:

-p + q
q

-- clues:

-p + -q
-q

question:
expected error: NO

MP in --

clues:

MT in -+

,question:

or

p -' -q
-p
q?

or

MP in -+

expected error: YES
MP in +-

clues:

-p + q
p

MT in +or

MT in +-

question:
q?
expected error: NO

MP in +-

MP in --

clues:-

MT in -or
MP in ++

or

question: p?
expected error: NO

Note:

MT in ++

-p
q?

or

question: p?
expected error: NO

to
p,-* q

1 clues:

or

question: p?

Corresponds

DA

to

MT in ++

-p -4- -q

p
question:
q?
expected error: YES

The right answer in all cases above is: Not Enough Clues
(NEC). The above error patterns coincide with the logical
analysis of errors given in the last paragraph of section
1.3.6, in which MP is applied to the converse of the first
clue in the AC cases, and MT is applied to the converse
(or MP to the inverse) in the DA cases.

but may result from some sense of "language balance."

If he is

right, then a major part of the right answers previously observed
by researchers in MP and MT cases, may not indicate logical thinking after all.

Instead, the same almost impulsive sense of lan-

guage balance may lead to rightly affirming the consequent in MP
cases, and to rightly denying the antecedent in MT cases.

Whether

this explaration has roots in actual experience could be verified
through an examination of arguments and explanations subjects give
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to justify their answers, and by the extent to which their consistency in giving right answers to MP and MT items is persistent
even after becoming aware of the fallacies.

Another way to test

this explanation is by changing the connective to see whether this

sense of "language balance" leads to wrong answers in-cases similar
to MP and MT.

Predicted errors and the various explanations for them

provided the basis for development of the experimental teaching
materials.

It became evident that efforts should be made to

demonstrate what is wrong with fallacious reasoning through
counter examples and careful argumentation.
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CHAPTER 2

THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT

Chapter Overview
An overview of the experimental unit in its final form is
given in section 2.1.

This section includes an introduction

(2.1.1), in which the approach is analyzed and compared with previous studies.

The teachers manual for the unit, including stu-

dents completed paper-pencil worksheets, can be found in appendix
7.1.

The rest of the chapter describes the development of the

experimental unit up to the final version used in the main study.
The main study itself will be described in Chapter 4 (page 112).
The course of development involved several cyclt.s of teachingrevision-reteaching.
phases:

The teaching trials consisted of three major

(i) individual work with two fourth graders (section 2.2),

(ii) small-group work with fourth graders, fifth graders and with
one mixed age group (section 2.3), and (iii) whole-class trials
with two fourth and one fifth grade class (section 2.4).
experimenter conducted the first two phases.

The

The third ph'ase,

which constituted the pilot study, was conducted by regular classroom teachers.

/

Lessons learned fron each phase, modifications of

teaching strategy, revisions of materials, and further development
are described after each trial.

2.1

2.1.1

The Experimental Unit - An Overview

Principle of the approach.

Because the present study was

designed to provide an introduction to conditional reasoning for
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upper-elementary-grade students, this researcher decided to consider only familiar content.

It would often be concrete in nature

but could sometimes he of a hypothetical nature.

Still, it woulg

never be contradictory to facts or to previous experience.

It was

also considered desirable to keep the content neutral from emotional reaction and to limit symbolic representations to abbreviations of terms in current discussion.*

Many of the studies reviewed in section 1.5 exposed subjects
explicitly to formal logic in symbolic representation.

The purpose

of the present study was to teach a proper use of "if...then" in
any meaningful context.

Achieving this purpose using symbolic

representation requires transfer from the formal language to terms
of specific content, which cannot be expected from elementary
school students.

Also, symbolic representations appear inadequate

for elementary school in'the light of Piagetian theory.
generalization is sought, Hyram'

If

(1957) approach of inductive dis-

covery appears to be the most appropriate at all levels because of
the educational value of transfer and retention.

However it should

be remembered that fourth and fifth graders may not be able to
express in a symbolic way such discoveries of general logical patterns.

Moreover, the value of symbolic presentation to them is

questionable.

Despite the previously mentioned negative perspective for
young children's ability to learn conditional reasoning, indicated
by Ennis and Paulus (1967), Weeks reports a significant success

*For further discussion of practical problems related to content,
see section 3.1.1, page 84.
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in working with very young children.

The use of attribute blocks

by Weeks (1970) as the only manipulative aid raises questions of
maintenance of interest as well as of transfer.

As Ellis (1965)

points out, transfer is facilitated through the use of a variety
of tasks in the learning situation.

Moreover, MacGinitie and Ball

(1968) emphasize that an essential condition for transfer to occur

is for students to recognize the common features underlying the
variety of tasks.

Students' self-discovery of the common features

leading to possible generalizations seems to Brownell (1936) to be
a necessary condition for transfer.

Weeks' verbal-testing results

after the twelve hours of attribute-block training of second and
third graders are surprising not only in the wide range of logical
skills achieved, but also in view of the transfer required.

"We

can expect more transfer when the training task and the criterion
task resemble each other in their overall characteristics"

-

Stephens (1963) reports, but in Weeks' case the content is

so

different that the transfer of logic from the training task to
the test tasks is worth pointing out.

In the present study a

variety of manipulative aids were used to provide a rich, concrete
experience as a basis for execution of deductive thought in a
meaningful environment, and to increase the likelihood of transfer.
In several high-schu 1 text books there are sections devoted
to logic, but because these are intended for students older than
those involved in the present study they will be reviewed only
briefly for comparison with the approach taken here.
Some high school mathematics projects (e.g., Exner et al.,

CSMP, 1972) start their curriculum with direct teaching of logic.

r1 pry
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It was not the purpose of the present study to teach formal logic,
nor to analyze the nature of the deductive process itself.

Rather

the purpose here was to teach the process of making valid deductions by providing experience in making valid deductions and practice in avoiding nonvalid deductions as well.

The decision was

made to postpone the formal analysis until after students were
exposed to a variety of concrete examples and executed logic on an
intuitive level.

There are some new textbooks that devote a separate chapter to
teaching the process of constructing a proof.

R. Davis (Madison

project, 1964) leads junior high school students to shortening a
given list of sentences, in other words to draw a conclusion from
this list.

This seems to be a very worthwhile idea, even though

the various lists he gives do not lead to any generalizations or
discrimination between valid inferential techniques and non-valid
ones.

Another well known approach to acquainting students with ideaS
of mathematical logic is to teach the construction of truth tables
for sentences built with propositional connectives (e.g., Suppes
and Hill, 1964).
algorithmic.

This task is essentially computational and

The approach in the present study is different in

that it is directed to leading students toward the intuitive construction of a deductive argument.

Truth tables may be incorpor-

ated, in such an approach, as a technique for verification of the
logical validity of a conclusion, which in turn will indicate the
provability of the conclusion.

But truth tables alone cannot

serve the purpose of putting the students into a thinking process
of distinguishing valid from nonvalid inferences; a truth table is
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an automatic algorithmic process that does not take any'thinking.
Also, truth tables have operational limitations.

For example, it

is impoSsible to construct a truth table for general sentences of
the form, "For all x, x is...," because there may be models in
which such a sentence is true and others in which it is false (see
section 1.3.7).

Teaching the technique of constructing truth

tables and of finding such models, although it may attract young
children, is time-consuming, and was not used in the experimental
unit.

In all but two of the studies cited above in section 1.5, the
researcher carried out the instruction.

This limits the generaliz-

ability of these studies insofar as applicability to regular
elementary-school instruction is concerned.

Teachers usually do

not possess an extensive background in logic or a rich experience
in mathematical thought.

Hyram (1957), cited previously, suggests

that teachers should take basic courses in critical thinking at

teacher-training institutes in an effort toward "bridging the gap
between educational theoretical aims.and the actual results of
teaching practices."

In the present study, actual classroom

teachers took the active role of teaching.

These teachers parti-

cipated in a simple training program prior to their own teaching
periods.

In the two cases where ordinary classroom teachers were the

instructors (Suppes, 1962, 1965, and McAloon, 1969) there was
departure from the regular classroom setting at school.

In one

case classes were formed on a selective basis, and in the other
teachers were randomly assigned to classes.

i9

Even though in each

case there were probably good reasons for the procedures adopted,

they again limit the generalizability of these studies to regular
elementary school situations.

In the present study, classroom

teachers taught their regular classes in an ordinary school setting.

In some of the above studies the treatment seems to be somewhat short and isolated.

This may explain at least in part

Carroll's (1970) inability to show significant differences between
the treatment and control groups despite her very reasonable
teaching methods.

In the present study teaching occurred four to

five times a week and lasted for five to six weeks.*

The teacher edition of the experimental unit is attached in
appendix 7.1.

It includes answer sheets for those parts of student-

activities involving worksheets.

The rest of this.section conveys

the general structure and content of the experimental unit..
The unit consists of seven chapters:

Electric Cards; Dominoe

Activities; Pictorial Activity; Numbers and Their Properties;
Playing Cards; Colored Light Switch Box; Prepare a. Quiz.

Each

chapter is a set of small-group activities introduced by a teacher/
whole-class activity.

The first set, Electric Cards, is a motiva-

tional activity for the whole unit and it also leads to the final
project.

Between the first introduction and the final project, the
unit is subdivided into three parts according to the objectives
to which each set of activities addresses itself.

The first part

is designed to demonstrate the implications of a conditional
sentence; the second part shows how 'conditional sentences are

*See also section 1.5.2, page SO.
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derived from other sentences; and the third part integrates the
first two in order to produce some generalizations.

2.1.2

Motivation and final project.

The first set, Electric

Cards, sets the motivation for learning the/whole unit through a
self-conducted group activity of problem solving.
300 problems; each is typed on a separate card.

There are about
An immediate

checking and feedback system is available through an electric
tester.

The tester lights a bulb when and only,when its terminals

are attached to the metal contacts Connected to the right answer.*

The children are instructed not to test an answer before each
group member has independently offered an answer and a discussion
has taken place in case of disagreement.

The final project at the

end of the unit involves the whole process of producing students'
self-made electric cards.

The student starts by inventing a true

conditional sentence, the converse of'which is false.

Next, the

student makes up a problem for each card, wires the card and challenges a frient with it.

(The term converse was not introduced;

instead, students learned about a conditional sentence and its
"flipped-over" mate.)

2.1.3 The first part.

The Domino Activities and the Pictorial

Activity** constitute the first part of the unit.

These activi-

ties demonstrate by a variety of examples the idea that whenever
a conditional sentence (if p, then q) is true or assumtd, it

)

excludes the possibility of p and not-q occurring in conjunction,
ii

*See details in appendix X7.1, page 222.

**See appendix 7.1, pages 228, 236.

-

6.1

and, this possibility is the only one excluded by that hypothesis.

In other words, the conditional sentence allows either one or more
of the following to occur:

p and q; not-p and q; not-p and not-q.

In particular, the possibility in the middle is not excluded.*
In the second part

(section 2.1.4), the converses of tkese two

theorems are demonstrated.

The Pictoroal Activity is a set of pictures and a conditional
sentence.

The task is to select those pictures that contradict

the sentence.**

The conditional sentences and the pictures become more complex as students progress.

In principle, the pictures given for a

conditional sentence p -4- q illustrate four situations:

p and not-q; not-p and q; not-p and not-q.
sample.)

p and q;

(See diagram 2.1 for a

Students are expected to discover that the pictures

contradicting the conditional sentence are those where p and not-q
are illustrated.

The understanding that this is the only case

that contradicts the sentence is developed through group and class
discussions.

For the Domino Activities, the teacher makes up a story about
Paul who keeps losing his dominoes.

One day Paul discovers that

the dominoes he still has obey a rule of the form:
3 on any of my dominoes, then there is a 2 on it.

If there is a
Students study

some incomplete domino sets to find out true rules for them, then

r
*The logician would recognize the two theorems behind it:
P
**

q Pir--(1)

-(1);

(ii) p -4- q P (p

q)

(-p

q)

(-p

(i)

-q).

For a discussion of why finding the contradictory picture is
easier than finding the ones that agree with the sentence, see
the teachers guide for that activity (appendix 7.1, page 240).

Diagram 2.1
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A Sample of the Pictorial Activity

In each picture you see a man doing something, while the TV is either
on or off. Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page
and write the number of each picture which disagrees with it

;6'fjireNI

(1)

(A)

(2)

(5)

0

(6)

If the TV is on, then the man is not reading.
This is the first conditional sentence, with negation, in this activity. Student
will as usual be called to describe the pictures in terms of: TV is or is not
on; the man is or is not reading. Concentrate on those pictures where"TV is on
Ind find the picture which d9es noc agree with the sentence which is the one
where the man is reading while TV is on. Pictures 4,5,6 do not disagree with the
sentence!
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they play "Paul, the scatterbrained guy" where students take turns

being Paul and the one playing Paul puts an incomplete domino set
on the table.

His peers have to guess his rule.

(There may be

more than one true conditional sentence for a given incomplete
domino set!).

Later on students cross out on a chart of a com-

plete domino set those dominoes Paul definitely lost for a given
rule of an incomplete set.

E.g.: if there is a 2 on one side, then

there is a 5 on the other side (2 4- 5, in short).

For this rule a

student should cross out all the dominoes that show 2 but dc, riot
show 5.

Nctice that only these dominoes must be missing from

Paul's set.

He may or may not have lost a dominoe like 5:3.

On

the other hand students do the same thing for the "flipped over"
mate of the above conditional sentence, in other words they cross
off the chart (a clean copy for every rule) those dominoes Paul
definitely lost if the rule for his incomplete set is 5 4- 2.

A

-comparison of the answers fdr the two problems demonstrates the

difference between a conditional sentence and its converse (see
diagram 2.2, page 68).

The dominoes are used also for another purpose; to bring
about the realization that a conditional sentence carries information which is

identical

to that carried by its contrapositive

mate (i.e., its inverse).

2.1.4

The second part.

The second part of the unit -- Numbers

and Their Properties, and Playing Cards -- serves to illustrate to

the student, again through concrete examples, the converse of each
of the theorems diricusst_i in the first part, namely:
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(i)

Diagram 2.2 A Sample of the Domino Activity
(Illustrating the independence of two converse sentences.)

Paul's rule for his incomplete dominoe-set is

2 + S

Cross the dominoes Paul lost for sure

l
11
I

Paul's rule for his incomplete domino-set is

S

2

Cross the dominoes Paul lost for sure

vemodmInAm

Mramialla

.1.0,0111./Elloor
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-(p

,c()

(ii) )

(p A q)

(p A q)

v

( p A q)

p

q.

Combined together, the first two parts give concrete experiences

which demonstrate the equivalence of a conditional sentence to
either the disjunctive or conjunctive statements above.

To take

away any doubts it should be noted again that the abstract language
used above is not the language used in the classrooms.
In addition, the second part of the unit, particularly the
activities with playing cards, provides a rich source of examples
for the equivalence of a conditional sentence and its contrapositive.

This recognition of equivalence and of the logical

independence of two converse sentences was regarded as prerequisites for development of recognition and understanding of the
validity.and invalidity of inferences made from conditional
premises.

In Numbers and Their Properties the work is mostly on an
individual

worksheet basis.

Students are to position numbers in

a 2 x 2 matrix under the ploper categories of p and q, p and not-q,

not-p and q, or not-p and not-q,.again of course with particular
p and q, e.g., p is "the number is less than 30," q is "the
number is less than 60."

For this example students would have a

hard time finding a'number for the box designated by p and not-q
because there is no number less than 30 and not less than 60.
Part of the task is to discover this fact and then rephrase it as
a conditional sentence:
less than 60.

if a number is less than 30, then it is

Relations other than -- less than -- are suggested

*See section 1.3 for underlying logic.
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to the teacher in the manual (see appendix 7.1, page 286).
in the contrapositive:
is not less than 30,

Note:

If a number is not less than 601 then it

students (and teachers!) tend to say "greater

than" instead of "not less than", ignoring the equality case.
For the Playing-Card activities each group of students receives a deck of regular cards and a chart like the one in diagram
2.3.

Students take turns in putting cards in place, explaining

Diagram 2.3 A Sample Chart for a Playing Card Activity

Put each card in the right place.

What do you discover?

Phrase your discovery as a conditional sentence in two ways.

each time why they do so, e.g., for 7 of spades they are supposed
to say:

it is not red and not a heart, so it belongs here (bottom

right box).

Eventually, usually before all the cards are distri-

buted, they realize that there would be an ampty box, in this case
the upper right one.

This box will stay empty because there is

no heart card that is not-red.

Rephrasing it in two ways as a

conditional sentence calls again for using the contrapositive.

It

is particularly easy to see that the 'same chart can be described

in two contrapositive ways if one starts the conditional sentence
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once from the left marginal titles: "If a card shows a heart, then
it is red," and once from the upper marginal row:

"If a card is

not red, then it is not a heart."
In the majority of cases up to this point, whenever a condi-

tional sentence is discussed, four types of logical problems are
formulated.

The students answer these problems and provide their

reasons based on their observations.

At many points students are

advised to take the teaching role and lead the class in a discussion of the analysis of some puzzles.

2.1.5

The third part.

The third and last part of the unit, which

includes activities witl- a colored-light switch box, more paper and

pencil work, and preparations for the final project of the Electric
Cards production, attempts to lead the students towards generalizations through sorting of the problems they dealt with previously
and analyzing similarities and differences between the four kinds
of problems.

Throughout the second and the third part of the unit, many
abbreviations are used.
writing.

Students like them because they save

What they may not know is that these abbreviations also

emphasize the syntax of the various logical forms.

They stand for

constants in the logical sense, and thus serve as an intermediate
step before variables take their place for the general pattern of
the four relevant logical forms.*

There is nowhere a direct

teaching of the algorithmic solution discussed in section 1.3.8
(see page 23).

However, sense of itsexistence is expected to

*See table 1.2, page 20, for a reminder of the logical forms.
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emerge from these activities, even though it is never forced.

The

remainder of the chapter gives a detailed description of the
writing-experimenting-rewriting cycle that produced this final
version.

2.2

Unit Developnent - Experimenter's Work with Individual Students

2.2.1

Exploratory work.

Because several studies suggest that

fourth grade is a promising starting point for a systematic intro-

duction of certain patterns of logic (see section 1.4.2, page 27),
the very first attempt to devise teaching strategies was made

through individual sessions with two fourth grade students, a girl
aged nine years and eleven months and .a boy aged nine years and
six months.

These two children placed in the top quartiles of

their classes, but were not the typical students; both were
foreigners,

had been staying in the U.S. for eighteen months at

that time (April 1974), and English was not their native tongue
(nor was it the experimenter's, by the way).

Convenience due to

personal relationships with the children was the main reason for
choosing them for this part of the study.

Each child spent two or three 30-45 minute sessions with the
experimenter.

During these sessions the experimenter presented

puzzles to the child.

The puzzles were relevant items, of MP and

MT logical form, from Hill's test (1961) and their modifications
to undecidable items, of AC and DA logical form, as suggested by
O'Brien (1968),*

After a child gave an answer, his/her arguments

for it were requested.

When a wrong answer or a false argument

*For a review of these references, see sections 1.1 and 1.4.
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were given, the experimenter conducted a question-and-answer dialogue to lead the child to a recognition of the mistake, and consequently to a change of the answer.

Since the notion of -- not

enough clues -- was not introduced in advance, expressions like:

We can't tell, could be either way, not necessarily so -- were
acceptable for undecidable items.

The first session with each child was planned to last thirty
minutes.
ing.

After one-half hour, both children insisted on continu-

After forty-five minutes the experimenter still could not

stop before promising to continue the puzzles again the next day.

Both children seemed to become aware of certain differences among
the puzzles which at first looked so much alike.

They consistently

answered correctly most of the MP and MT items and repeatedly
committed fallacies in most of the AC and DA items even though
each time they did, they later seemed to understand their mistake
through the question-answer dialogue based on their incorrect
answers or arguments.

In the second session, no real progress was yet apparent.

Again it was easy, easier than before, to make the children realize what was wrong with their answers.

"Oh, yes, ft's the same

thing, it does not have to be so and so, because it may also be
so and so."

This was a common pattern of reaction.

am I so dumb?!?

Let me try the next puzzle.

Also, "Why

Now, I'm sure I got

it," but the next undecidable item was again answered spontaneously
and very often incorrectly.

The only difference was that as time

passed, the very first clue, sometimes even given nonverbally by
the experimenter, sufficed to bring the child to reconsider his/
her answer and to come up with the right one with a well phrased,
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even if formally incomplete, argument.

The boy became tired, possibly frustrated after thirty minutes.

He was no longer looking forward to a third session.

So

his next session was to take place when he asked for it, but he
never did.

However, often in his bed before he went to sleep, he

generated new items, mostly of AC and DA logical forms, answered
them correctly and gave surprisingly good reasons for their
undecidability.

Many of his ideas were later used in developing

the Electric Cards activity.

The girl maintained her interest in the second session.

She

became bored in the third session, and there was a notable change
in her performance.

She had no more difficulty in getting the

right answer to almost any puzzle of each of the four relevant
logical forms.

In the few cases she gave the wrong answers, she

realized it right away, was able to explain her corrected answer,
and volunteered an apology for the cause of her mistake.

These

apologies usually went along the lines logicians and psychologists
discuss in their writings, namely, basing the definite answer on
the converse of the given conditional sentence.*

Experimenter's

efforts to play the devil's advocate were rarely successful with
this girl in the third session.

2.2.2
(1)

Basic lessons learned from the exploratory work.

Providing experience with a rich variety of undecidable puzzles alongside decidable ones may prove an effective teaching strategy.

*See discussion of errors in section 1.3.6, 1.4, and 1.7.3.
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(ii)

It is necessary to find ways other than oral discussions to
obtain and maintain students' interest for at least ten sessions of group work.

(iii) It is necessary to find ways to teach the difference between
a conditional sentence and its converse.

Some fourth graders are able to learn how to judge a conclusion based on simple

conditional logic inferences, and

moreover they are able to express, in a clear way, their
reasons for their judgment.

2.3

2.3.1

Unit Development - Experimenter's Work with Small Groups

Albany, Spring 1974.

During May 1974 a group of three boys

and four girls, all fourth graders, met for four weeks with the
experimenter, twice a week for an hour.

In the first and last

meetings with this group an early version of experimenter-developed
test*

was used as both pretest and posttest; both tests were

presented as boys vs. girls contests.

The teaching program as a

whole was not planned in advance, but rather on a session-tosession basis, using the experience learned in one session to plan
for the next one.

This allowed for high flexibility in exploring

various teaching techniques and group work organization.

Attribute blocks (Elementary Science Study) and the coloredlight switch box mentioned earlier were used as manipulative aids.
Negation was gradually introduced into the examples.

In principle the order of teaching was based on introducing
the logical forms one at a time, starting from MP, then adding AC
(first two sessions), then DA (third session) and MT mixed with DA

*See section 3.1.2, page 90.
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(fourth session), and finally integrating all four forms in the
last two sessions.

The names MP, MT, AC, DA were not mentioned, nor were any
syntactical considerations except those discovered by the students.
Students never discovered the algorithmic solution, i.e., the relation between syntactical structure and right answer for an item as
mentioned in section 1.3.8.

2.3.2
(i)

Basic lessons learned from this experiment.

The method of introducing the logical forms one at a time in
the order mentioned above was found less satisfactory in
view of the high interest provoked in the last two sessions
when all four forms were integrated.

(ii)

This group of students seemed to enjoy most competitive
games where one team challenged the other with its puzzles.

This became a final part of every session in which at least
two different logical forms were discussed.
(iii) The use of attribute blocks was found unsatisfactory because
of prior use by. the students and the remoteness from reality.
(iv)

All seven students made considerable progress from the
pretest to the posttest (from 41.5% to 57.5% right answers).
Several items in the test were found misleading and later
were changed (see section 3.1.2, 3.1.5).

(v)

Students were confused by MT items.

This led to a search

for activities to introduce the distinction between a conditional sentence and its contrapositive.

Consequently parts

of. Playing Cards activities and the Numbers and Their Pro-

perties activities were developed.
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2.3.3

Berkeley, Summer 1974.' During two weeks in July 1974 the

experimehter met, for one hour daily, with ten students going into
the fifth grade the following September.

This was part of their

summer school program at Berkeley, California.
were pretested and posttested.

Students again

Right from the start, all four

forms were introduced through examples with no explicit distinction among logical forms.

It was hoped that some students would

eventually discover syntactical differences and common features

among Oertainproblems.

In.fact four students did, and one of

them even sensed the algorithm, even though he was unable to verbalize it properly.

He got 31 out of 32 right answers on the

posttest, and his reasons were mostly syntactical, for example
he once said:
line?

"It's the other way around here, see the second

It's like the end up there" (meaning the second clue is

the same as the consequent of the conditional sentence) "so it
(the answer) can't be yes and it can't be no, because,.." and
here he started to relate to the content.

The lessons learned from the previous experiment were incorporated into the teaching in this experiment.

Materials developed

between the two experimental teaching'cycles (see section 2.3.2)
were tried out and new ideas were brought up for modifying, extending, and replacing the old ones.

Once again a flexible planning

of the sessions allowed a great deal of experimentation, and the
small size of the group allowed for close observation of these
children's reasoning process s.

The basic mistake stn,ents made seemed still to result from
their is

lity t.

separate the converse from the given conditional

sentence and, as v result, they assumed that given p a q it was
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impossible to get not-p and q in conjunction.

2.3.4
(i)

Basic lessons learned and further development.
Because students reacted negatively to paper and pencil work,

this kind of work was reduced and whenever unconnected to
activity, postponed to later parts of the unit.
(ii)

A need for an attractive way of demonstrating that.p -0- q

excludes -- p and not-q -- and only it, was recognized.

As

a result Pictorial Activity was developed.

(iii) Students reacted favorably to manipulatives.' A need for
more activities with a game atmosphere was recognized.

At

the same time it was still desirable to enrich the unit with
more examples of realistic situations where the four logical
forms could be carefully used.

Consequently the Electric

Cards activities were developed.
(iv)

Dominoes activities were developed to answer the need for
demonstrations of the independence of a sentence and its
converse.

(v)

In late August 1974 after the additional activities were

developed, a first draft for the teachers manual was written
based upon the experimenter's notes during the Albany and
Berkeley trials.

2.3.5

Fall 1974, Lawrence Hall of Science.

Once'again the

experimenter worked with a small group of children, a mixed age
group (7-11) this time.

half for eight weeks.

-They met once a week for an hour and a

This was an afternoon course, open to the

public, given at the Lawrence Hall of Science at Q.C. Berkeley.
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The purpose was to provide demonstrations of the use of the experimental unit to teachers of the pilot-study which occurred simultaneously at Albany, California (see section 2.4).
the teachers. did not use this opportunity.

Unfortunately

It should be noted,

however, that only half a session each time was devoted to the
experimental unit and the other half to some other popular games.

After all, students at this age group would not be expected to
maintain interest in one subject for an hour and a half.

The one-

week time lapse between the two successive meatings was a great
disadvantage to continuous improvement.

Most of the students were of high potential so that despite
the long and discrete nature of the meetings and despite age
differences their posttest scores were the highest obtained in
either the pilot study or the main study.

2.4

2.4.1

The Pilot Study - Teacherk;,Conducted Teaching

The sample and how it was secured.

In August 1974 the

superintendent of schools in Albany Unified School District,

California, granted permission to conduct the pilot study in this
district provided that teacher cooperation would be voluntary.

He

also agreed to grant three quarter-unit in- service district credit

to each participating teacher who ran an experimental class.

Three weeks after the school year had resumed, two principals
called a special fourth grade teachers district meeting.

Five

teachers attended; two agreed to participate in the pilot study.
The other three agreed to let the experimenter pre- and post-test
their classes for control, so that all the fourth grade teachers
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in the district participated in the pilot study either as experi-

mental-group teachers or as control-group teachers.

Among the

teachers, three were males (one experimental and two Control - class
teachers), and two were female, (one experimental and one control-

class teachers). The two experimental-classes were in different
schools.
school.

For one of them a control class existed in the same

The other two control classes were in a third school.

All

three schools are situated about a mile apart.'

Albany is a small community in the San Francisco - East Bay
Area.

It is populated mainly by middle-class families and families

of graduate students of the University of California, Berkeley.
There were 19 students in the two classes of the experimental
group and 75 students in the three classes of the control group.
Procedures and results of the pretests and posttests are given in
tables 3.1 and 3.2 of Chapter 3.

The remainder of this section

details the historical account of the pilot study, the problems
encountered, and lessons derived.

2,4.2

Teachers' training.

In the present study teacher training

was consistent with the following recommendations of Suppes and
Binford's (1965) that:

"It is probably essential that this teacher training program
be very closely geared to the actual program of instruction
the teacher will follow in the classroom."
The experimenter spent one session of one and a half hours

after-school time and five 30-35 minute sessions during lunch time
with the two fourth grade experimental class teachers.
were reluctant to meet after school and on weekends.

Teachers
Other school

programs like swimming and field trips prevented frequent lunch
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time meetings.

So the training period lasted three weeks.

teachers were presented briefly with each activity:

The

Electric

Cards, Dominoes, Pictorial Activity, Playing Cards, Numbers and
Their Properties, Colored Light Switch Board, and Prepare a Quiz.
In the third meeting the experimenter realized that the teachers

were becoming less interested in the preparation and were eager to
take the risk and start teaching on a daily planning basis.

There-

fore, rather than wait for the teachers to discover the algorith-

mic solution (section 1.3.8) it was shown to them but with instruction that the students should be allowed to come up with it by
themselves.

If the students do not, the algorithm should not be

given to them.
pected to do.

It was not a part of the teaching they were ex-

The need to obtain the students' arguments along

with each answer was also repeatedly clearly stated.
At the fourth meeting a copy of the first draft of the

teachers manual was handed out to each of them and they were asked
to do some reading.

But they did very little.

As a result, the

teaching period started with insufficient mastery of the subject
matter by the teachers' and their insufficient acquaintance with
the experimental unit,as well.

Starting from the second week of

teaching the experimenter prepared a weekly plan in a written
form.

Each week's plan included details for each of the four

periods expected to take place in that week with reference to the
teacher's manual.

This plan was partly previewed every Friday in

the half-hour staff meeting (that took place during lunch time).

2.4.3

The teaching period.

The teaching period started with a

pretest on October 21, 1974, and ended in a posttest on November
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25, 1974, altogether 5 weeks, each of four 30-40 minute class
periods.

(For the tests see section 3.1.)

The schedule of

classes was planned such that the experimenter was present in each
experimental class during every period of teaching of the experimental unit.

Most of the times the teacher took Ihe major teach-

ing role and the experimenter was his/her aide.

A few times in

each class, when the teacher felt particularly unprepared or
insecure, the experimenter took over and switched roles with the
teacher.

Classes were occasionally visited by outside observers who
were invited by the experimenter to give some objective feedback.

Main lessons learned from the pilot study.

2.4.4

Throughout the

teaching period there was a natural tendency by the teachers to
deal more with AC and DA cases than with MP and MT cases because
the former caused more trouble whereas the latter were answered
successfully most of the time.

Posttest item profile compared with pretest one (see appendix
7.3 for

profiles) show a shift to "not enough clues" in wrong

and right answers pattern.

Results showed a small regression in

the ability to apply MP and MT (see table 3.2, page 103) where
most of the wrong answers in the posttest for these logical types
were "not enough clues," instead of either yes or no on the pretest.

This indicated an overlearning of the legitimacy of "not

enough clues" as an answer.

The main lessons learned from the pilot study was that the
first draft of the teachers manua.. was completely unclear and that

there was a need for a more systematic and carefully planned
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pretraining workshop for the teachers.

As a result, the teachers manual was rewritten, integrated
into the manual were many details about gimics and games pilot
study teachers had used to attract their classes, dialogues to

illustrate how to deal with wrong answers, and samples of charts
successfully used by the teachers during the pilot study (see
appendix 7.1).

Objectives and administration procedures for each

set of activities, including time planning suggestions, were also
included in this manual.

LJ
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CHAPTER 3
THE INSTRUMENT OF MEASUREMENT

Chapter Overview
Section 1.7.1 summarizes the objectives of this study, and
sections 1.7.2 and 1.7.3 present the basic hypotheses.

To measure

the extent to which the objectives were fulfilled and to test the
basic hypotheses, a test of 32 items was developed.

This chapter discusses the principal problems of developing
the test (section 3.1) including difficulties faced in developing
equivalent versions (section 3.1.3).

It describes the final form

of the instrument, its validity and reliability (sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2).

The last part of the chapter gives the procedures

used to administer the test along with some precautions taken
(sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).

3.1

3.1.1

Development of a Test

Limitations and relation with previously developed tests.

(a). In relevant literature one finds a distinction in the content

of conditional reasoning problems between "causal relations" and
"class inclusion" (O'Brien 1971, 1972; Roberge 1969, 1970; and
section 1.4.6, page 39).

Such a distinction is vague because any

content in whichccausal relations are embedded can be expressed in
terms of class inclusion.

For example, even though the statement

"If you enter the sea, you'll get wet" sounds completely causal,
it can be interpreted in the following manner:

"the set of events

of your entering the sea is a subset of the set of events of your
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getting wet."

In fact one often says, "Whenever you enter the

sea, you get wet," which already has a class inclusion flavor.

Since the distinction is not well defined, it was difficult to
consider the distinction in constructing test items.

Still in the

test, about half the itemsThave an embedded causal content, and
half have a predominantly class-inclusion content (according to
the subjective judgment of the researcher).

M. All items are written in English and express content
assumed to be familiar to fourth and fifth graders in California.

This notion of "familiarity" gives rise to another ambiguity
discussed in the literature, namely the distinction between factual content and a non-contradictory hypothetical content.

Actu-

ally the two concepts differ only in the relative size of a relevant model that a reasonable student may readily have in mind for
interpretation of the sentence.

(The word "model" is used here in

the sense used in logic, i.e., a universe in which the sentence
becomes true.)

To illustrate this point consider the,sentence:

"If the car is shiny, then it is fast", taken from O'Brien's studies.

The collection of shiny, fast cars is one of many models for this
sentence, because for this collection the sentence is certainly
true.

So if our children were living in a world where only shiny,

fast cars existed, that sentence would be factual for them.

How-

ever, for a Californian child this is not only a hypothetical
sentence but also contradictory, in some sense, to his everyday
experience with fast cars which are, not at all shiny.

It was not

the purpose of this study to teach children to deal with hypothetical situations for which it is difficult to imagine a model or to
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test the extent to whichlthey are able to do so.

Therefore, items

based on sentences like the one in the example above were omitted
from the test.

The following is an example of a sentence which may be factual
for some people but hypothetical for others.
tence:

Consider the sen-

"If he has a driver's license, then his age is at least

sixteen."

It sounds factual to a Californian, but on second

thought one may realize that this is not necessarily a fact
for

residents

of

some

other

country;

other

parts

of

the world may have lower age limits for obtaining a drivers
license.

Nevertheless, sentences such as the one above were con-

sidered to have familiar content and therefore as being legitimate
in the test.

So the distinction between factual and hypothetical content
is also not entirely clearcut.

In the test, an effort was made

to limit items to those made up of conditional sentences the content of which seemed (to the experimenter) to be reasonable for a
nine to eleven year old Californian child.

An effort was made to

select items of content that were easy to picture, familiar, or
described in previously learned terms, without distinction between
a factual and hypothetical content.. By no means would any item
have a content contradictory to experience.

The words "easy to

picture" refer to sentence:, which a child of nine to eleven may

have used before, or have heard in a natural conversation, and for
which the child can easily devise a concrete model in which that
conditional sentence holds.

The next example is intended to

illuminate this last point.

1u3
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For children whose mothers are working it was difficult to
accept the following sentence:

"If George is sick today, then his

mother will stay at home with him."
"What if she has to go to work?"

Their first reaction was,

Still this sentence was not con-

sidered contradictory to experience even for those stidents, for
it was considered that they could, without too much difficulty,
imagine a suitable model.

The same is true for:

"If someone

plays too much football, then he does not do enough homework."
This sentence may raise emotional objection in some children;
however, it was not regarded as one contradictory to experience,
nor as one for which it was hard to imagine a -

lel.

(c). It may happen that immediate experience removes the
student's mind from a given item.
it is raining, then it is cloudy.

For example, the puzzle:
It is not cloudy.

"If

Is it rain-

ing?", has a negative answer, which may contradict reality on a
rainy day.

All efforts were made to avoid items that could lead

to such situations, but because we dealt with familiar content,
this effort may not have been entirely successful.
(d). To build a list of items, conditional sentences were
taken from previous studies (Hill 1961, Miller 1968, Carroll

1970) and modified or changed according to the limitations stated
above.

They were also carefully checked so that the content of

each conditional sentence would not suggest its inverse (or converse).

For example, Hill's (1961) sentence, "If Ann is at school,

then she is the leader today," was omitted because the truth of
its inverse -- "If Ann is not at school, then she is not the
leader today" -- may be inferred from the original sentence, as

1u4
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Ann could clearly not be the leader if she did not come to school.
Since the original sentence functions as a biconditional sentence,
it leads to a justifiable yes or no answer of AC or DA items built
from this sentence, which would be counted as incorrect if the
sentence is counted only as a conditional one.
for the following example of Miller's (1968):

his meal ticket, then Harry can eat his lunch."

The same is true
"If Harry finds
This sentence,

even though it does not logically imply its inverse, is very likely
to suggest its inverse to many students who have experienced a
lost lunch card, without having had money to purchase one, and
who therefore had no lunch.
It is particularly difficult to design sentences that do not

suggest their inverse in the "-+" negation mode (If not..., then
...),because in ordinary language this mode is usually used for
dichotomious situations.

For example, "If you do not feel all

right, you should see your doctor."

Obviously, if you are all

right you do not need to see your doctor.

Suppose, now, we in-

clude an item like this in the test:
Clues:

a.

If you don't feel all right, then you should go
see your doctor.

b.

Question:

You feel all right.

Should you go see your doctor?

A child using his common sense (along with logic) will answer -no.

For the child will see no need to see his doctor if he is all

right (even though, in fact, he may need to see him for some other
plIrposO).

So the logical answer -- not enough clues - is unlikely

to he used even by the good logical thinkers, because in addition
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to the given information they use some implicit knowledge that the
content suggests:
The last example is also in the " - +" negation mode:

he is not here, then he is there."

Now, if we are given that he

is here, the common-sense answer to the question:
is "no."

If

"Is he there?"

But, this conclusion does not follow logically from the

first conditional sentence and the second given clue, but from the
hidden information that no one can be in two different places at
the same time.

In other words the first conditional sentence is

known to be a biconditional, because its inverse -- if he is here,
then he is not there -- is always true.

We can't expect children

to ignore this knowledge and rely just on the logical validity of
a conclusion, when their experience adds more information than is
explicitly given in an item.

It is in fact a general goal in

education that, in the process of problem solving, a student, will

associate relevant knowledge and relate it to explicitly given
data.

It is surely not the purpose of this study to destroy this

intuition.

For this reason items such as the above were regarded

as misleading and were not included in the test.
It should be noted, however, that as long as we do not deal
with content-free items, problems of content are confounded with

those of logic, and wl can never totally avoid confusion caused by
content, as in the above examples.
(e). As mentioned in section 1.3 (page 18), the immediate
goal of the study did /not involve quantificational logic,

tences containing fr e variables.

or sen-

However, in ordinary language,

very often the use of free variables implicitly quantified, pro/

1
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vides the natural way of expressing a general rule.
avoid such items was made.

No effort to

For example the following item was

classified as MP, even though its second clue is not exactly the
antecedent of its first clue but a particular case of it:
Clues:

a.

If a student does not finish the assignment, then
the student has to stay after school.

b.

Laura did not finish her assignment.
Does she have to stay after school?

Question:

Finally, it should be admitted that criteria for including a
certain item in the test were based more on intuition and careful

examination of content than on definitions relating to the above
ambiguities.

Revisions of the initial test version were designed

to increase'the internal consistency of the test using an itemanalysis technique which is described later on in this chapter.

3.1.2

Early versions and revisions.

The test consists of 32

Each item contains two clues, one a conditional sentence,

items.

the other a statement, followed by a question
mulated with negation

that is never forte

Subjects mark their answer with aw'X"

.

to the left of the alternative they select from the answers pro-

/

vided:

Yes, No, and Not enough clues.

administration, section 3.2.3).

(See also notes about

The folloWing is an example of

an item:
Clues:

a.

If their car is not in their garage, then they
are not home.

b.

Question:
(

) Yes

Their car is not in their garage.
Are they home?
(

) No

107-

r.

(

) Not enough clues
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Notice that the questions are always stated positively, to avoid
confusion which a negative question may raise.

For example, if

instead of asking "Are they home?" the question was "Are they not
home?" some people would still answer "no," meaning "nb, they are
not home," namely using the no answer to reinforce the negation of
the question rather than to negate it.

In other words "yes, they

are not at home" and "no, they are not at home" have the same
meaning, even though from the strictly logical point of view a
"no" answer to the negative question would mean "No.

They are

home."

In the format of an,item, where the question is stated positively (see example above), the logic required to arrive at the
right answer (no) is slightly more complicated than a simple application of modus ponens.

For, after inferring by MP that they are

not at home, one has to.lrefer to the question -- Are they home? -and give the answer:
purify the.logic'.

No.

A second format was considered to

In this second format the very same item would

look like this:
Clues:

a.

If their car is not in their garage, then they
are not home.

b.

Question:.

Their car is not in their garage.

Which of the following sentences is therefore
correct?

(1) Their car is in their garage.
(2) They are home.
(3) They are not home.

(4) Not enough clues to decide.
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Despite the purer logic involved in answering the question in this
format, it was found unsatisfactory for the following reasons:

It

requires much more reading; One of the alternative answers always
contradicts the second clue (in this case the first one does); The
,\

answer is remote from the clues, making it harder to relate the
clues to the conclusion; The phrasing on the whole is much more
awkward than in the previous format.
'format was considered.

Later on, Paulus' (1967)

In his test he presents the items in the

following way:

Suppose you know:
a.

If their car is not in their garage, then they are not home.

b.

Their car is not in their garage.

Then would this be true?
They are not home.

The objections to this format included ones similar to both objections to phrasing of the negative questions and objections to the
second format.

Therefore the first format (page 90) was used.

The 32 conditional sentences were chosen so that there were
eight conditional sentences of each negation mode (++, +-, -+, --).
In each negation mode, two items were then constructed for each
logical form (MP, MT, AC, DA) by adding a second sentence that was
either the antecedent or the consequent of the conditional sentence, or the negation of the antecedent or consequent.

Thus,

altogether eight items are obtained for each logical form and of

these eightowo had the same negation mode.

Such pairs, agreeing

both in logical form and in.negation mode, will be referred to as
type-mates.

(See table 3.4, page 108, for type-mate items.),
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Each item is a three-choice question.

Since for two of the

four logical forms the correct answer is "not enough clues," the
number of items correctly answered by "yes," "no," and "not enough
clues" is eight, eight, and sixteen, respectively.

The items were

randomly ordered by blindly taking a numbered card from an urn of

32 numbered cards, without replacement:

If four consecutive items

choeen this way had the same logical form, the fourth one was put
back and a new card drawn.

A revision of the first version of the test was made after
administering it to 42 fourth graders in Albany, California,
during April 1974.

The revision was based upon analysis of item-

scores within logical forms.

Any item that scored inconsistently

with its type-mate, or whose scoring seemed exceptionally different
from all other items of the same logical form, was changed or

replaced to increase internal consistency within logical forms,
still keeping in mind the expected effect of negation mode.

Read-

ing difficulties, such as in reading the word "judo" or the name
"Marian," were discovered through students', request for help, and

also led to modification of test items.

To separate the question

itself from the clues given as the basis for the answer, the two
clues were numbered and the word "Question" was added before
the question.

The need for such change was realized through admin-

istration of the test.

Results of the test showed that students very rarely used
"Not enough clues"

as an answer to any of the questions.

was felt that they might be reluctant to use it because they
interpreted this answer.as an admission of their own personal
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inability to 'give an answer rather than as an assertion of the

logical indeterminability of a definite answer to the question.

It was hypothesized that this confusion might be reduced by adding
examples in the introduction of the test.

To test this hypothesis two revised versions of the test were
administered to a second group of 30 fourth-graders in Albany,
California, in late April 1974.
except for their introduction.

The two versions were identical
In one version there was a descrip-

tion of item structure and answering procedure with no example.
In the other version, in addition to that description, two examples

were given, one of which has "No" as its right answer, while for
the other one "Not enough clues" was right.(see appendix 7.2).-

A

brief explanation was given for each answer to the introductory
questions.

Students were randomly assigned to the two versions.

The analysis of the results showed that students who took the version with examples were less reluctant to use "Not enough clues"
as an answer.

On the average they used it in

of the cases

(either rightly or wrongly) compared 'to only in * of the cases
for the group who took the version with no introductory examples.
Total test scores' were higher (however, not significantly so) for

the version with examples than for the version without examples.
Introductory examples, therefore, seemed to give a better explana-

tion of the answer "Not enough clues" than just a verbal description of the possibility of that answer applying.

However, the

need for further learning of the logic behind the use of that
answer remains.

This improvement of the introduction may increase

pretest scores, and thereby avoid inflated pretest - posttest gain
scores unduly attributed to the treatment effect.

1
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It should be kept in mind that questions without a definite
answer occur very rarely in the regular school curricula, and so
learning that "not enough clues" is a legitimate answer is an

achievement which should not be underestimated.

Obviously,

however, the purpose of this study goes much further.

Beyond the

learning that there may be insufficient information to answer a
given question, the study was designed to improve the ability to
use logical analysis.*

The form of the test with examples in the introduction was
used in all experimenter-conducted teaching phases of the development of the experimental unit, described in Chapter 2.

In all the

trials, administration of the test lasted no more than 35 minutes,
including at most ten minutes for the introdUction.

This was con-

sidered reasonable for the attention span of students at, that age,
and consequently no change in the length of the test was made.
The next step in the development of the test was to obtain
equivalent versions for use as pretest and posttest.

This effort

presented a formidable problem.

3.1.3

From one test to four equivalent tests.

originally planned as a time-series study.

The study was

Each student was to

be tested four times and introduced to the experimental unit between the second and third tests.

This design was later simpli-

fied, mainly because experience with just pre- and post-testing
led to the suspicion that taking similar tests repeatedly four
times would significantly decrease student interest.

In conse-

*For a discussion of the extent to which this was achieved, see
section 5.5, page 160.
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quence, the number of random answers in the third and fourth

tests, along with an effect of learning just from the tests, would
jeopardize the results of the experimental teaching.

Another reason for limiting the final design to two tests was
the difficulty experienced by the experimenter in developing four
equivalent tests.

The following is a description of this effort:

(a). Equivalence based on negation'modes.

Given any two

statements, p and q, one can construct four conditional statements,

different from each other in their negation modes, by negating
either p or q or both.

In this way one gets "if p then q;" "if p

then not-q;" if not-p then q;" "if not-p then not-q."

It would

appear natural to use this fact to obtain four equivalent tests by
constructing an item of identical logical form for each of the
four negation modes and putting one, of them in each of the four
tests.

For example, by adding a second clue which matches the

antecedent of each of the four negation modes, one gets four different MP items.

To obtain the right combination of negation

modes within logical types in each test, one could then permutate
the order of assigning items to tests.

Even though this approach

appears to be very clear and elegant, it involves tremendous complications when meaningful content is considered.

It is extremely

difficult to find conditional sentences that are meaningful in
all four negation modes.

It happens often that only two of the

four negation modes make sense, usually the two are either
p

q, -p

-q or p

-q, -p

q.*

*See also discussion of contrapositive transformation later on in
this section for further difficulties.
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Even if 32 conditional sentences were formed which did make
sense, and did obey all the limitations discussed in section 3.1.1

and 3.1.2, obviously the four tests obtained by this method would
not have item meaning preserved.

Because the intent was to come

as close as possible to a content-free measure, so as to separate
out content influence, a set of four tests having this deficiency
would be unacceptable, and deemed not to be equivalent forms,
even before giving them a field trial.

Even though as measuring

instruments each of them may be valid, because each is a direct

measure of the objectives, their results would not be considered
comparable.

(b). Equivalence based on logical forms.

Because operating

on the conditional sentences was found unsatisfactory as a way of
producing variant questions, operating on the second clue of each
item was considered.

Here again there is a natural way to obtain

four different items by constructing four items of different
logical types based on a single conditional sentence as a first
clue.

The method is to add as a second clue either its antecedent,

or its consequent, or the negation of one of these.

One of each

set of four items obtained in this way would then be assigned to
each of the four different tests.

Each of the four tests would

then consist of 32 items which are identical in their first clues
(i.e., the conditional sentence).

However, this should not be

misinterpreted as meaning that the four tests are item-equivalent.
The logical considerations which enter an MP or MT logical form
item are completely different from those entering AC and DA items,
even where they are all based on one conditional sentence.

1.4
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true that an application of MT is nothing but MP applied to the
contrapositive, just as MP is an application of MT to the contrapositive.

It is also true that AC and DA are'similarly related.

However, there is no way by which to relate MP (or MT) to AC (or
DA).

True, both MP and AC are affirmative in character and both

MT and DA have denial properties, but these features are logically
irrelevant, and must be considered artificial relations which may,

at most, have something to do with Sells' atmosphere effect.*
It is unreasonable to assume equivalence of items paired on this
basis.

So again, even before considering a field trial the use of

four such tests was rejected for lack of grounds to hypothesize
their equivalence.
(c). Mixed order by type-mate interchange.

As was previously

mentioned, the test consists of 32 randomly ordered items in 16
pairs of itentical type, where type-mates have the same logical
form and negation mode.

The easiest and obviously the safest way

to obtain an equivalent version of the test would be by interchanging the place of type-mates.

This procedure preserves the

order of right answers as well as the order of item types, and of
course it preserves item-by-item content.

If the original form

had a high internal consistency, the mixed order version has a
high chance of preserving split-half reliability provided the two
halves consist of one item of each pair of type-mates.

This is

because the two halves would be identical for the original and
the mixed order version.

Also, any deviation from a perfect test/

re-test reliability, using the other version in the retest, must

*See section 1.4.4.
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in this case be attributed to an error external to the test itself.

The possibility of students memorizing pretest items was considered.

This problem was determined to be insignificant because

of the large number of items and the big difference that a change
in one word would make.

For a given test T, T' will denote a mixed order version.

The mixed order transformation reduced the need for the number of
equivalent tests from four to two.

Out of each test, the mixed-

order version would then lie obtained, and altogether there would
again be four.

(d). Transformation by contrapositives.

Given a test of 32

items of the structure described in section 3.1.2 (page 90) one
can express the conditional sentence (the first clue) of each item
in the contrapositive way
not b, then not a"
unchanged.
Clues:

,

namely, "if a then b" will become "if

and keep the second clue and the question

For example, an AC item may originally say
a.

I. it is rainy, then it is cloudy.

b.

It is not rainy.

Question:

Is it cloudy?

Its image under contrapositive transformation will then be the DA
item saying:
Clues:

a.

If it is not cloudy, then it is not rainy.

b.

It is not rainy.

Question:

Is it cloudy?

This transformation obviously changes the amount and place of
negation in any item, but formally preserves the content, at least
as far as its truth value is concerned;
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answers are preserved also.

Practically, however, formulation of

contrapositives leads to a severe grammatical problem with tenses,
for English grammar requires no future tense in the antecedent.

Most often this makes the contrapositive expression very awkward
and less clear.

E.g., "If you don't clean your room, you'll not

get your allowance," will be transformed into "If you get your
allowance, you'll clean your room."

It may also be noticed that

this transformation does not preserve the logical-form of items

because it interchanges the logical forms MP and MT, as well as
the forms AC and DA.

To avoid these grammatical difficulties, the

idea of transforming just logical types was reconsidered.

This

idea is discussed below.
(e). Transformation of logical types.

Part (b) of this sec-

tion discussed the difficulties involved in designing four equivalent tests based on systematic variation of the logical form.
Since only two versions were now needed, two possible transformations on the logical type were reconsidered.

In both versions the

conditional sentence of the transformed item remains unchanged,

and the logical type is changed by operating on the second clue,
and by modifying the question accordingly.

These transformations

accomplish the following interchanges:
(i)

MP 4-4- AC; MT 4-4- DA

(ii) MP 4-4. MT; AC 4-4- DA

In (i) an item with a definite answer is changed into one with an
indefinite answer item and vice versa but the affirmative charac-

teristic (or the denial characteristic) of the second clue is kept,

and in transformation (ii) it is the other way around.
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similar to those which appeared in part (b) of this discussion
concerning methods for creating four equivalent tests based on
constructing four items of different logical types from one conditional sentence, led to a preference for transformation (ii).
Using this, a second version of 016 test was obtained.
versions will be referred to as T1, T2.
found in Appendix 7.3.

These

A copy of each,can be

T1, T2 were tried out in the pilot study

with the hope that they would prove equivalent; then, by typemate order interchange of each, four forms would be obtained.

The

extent to which this hope was realized will be discussed in the
next section.

3.1.4

Field trial of two equivalent versions.

The two versions

T1, T2 mentioned in the last section (see also appendix 7.3) were
used for measurement of students' progress in the pilot study.
The pilot study itself was described in section 2.2.4.

In each

class students were randomly assigned to the test versions by
handing out the same version to every other student so that two
neighbors always received different versions.

Those students who

had T1 for their pretest got T2 in the posttest, and vice versa.
By this method each class was randomly halved.

The two halves

will be referred to as T1-T2, and T2-T1, according to the pretest
posttest versions order.

-

had the two halves performed equally

well on the pretest and equally well on the posttest in both
treatment groups (those who got instruction using the experimental
unit between tests), and in the control group (where no exposure to
the experimental unit was given between tests), the equivalence
of the two forms and the reliability of each as a measurement

1
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would have been established, becadse this would have shown equal

pretesttoposttest gain score no matter which version was used.
Such a validation procedure is based upon the assumption that the
two halves in each class are equivalent due to the randomization.

It turned out, however, that this assumption was not quite realized
-- at least not as far as math and reading achievement scores were
concerned.

The following table shows the students' level of

achievement in these regular school subjects as determined by the
results on the CTBS tests taken prior to the study.*

Table 3.1

Percentage of Pilot Study Subjects

in CTBS Reading and Math Levels
Reading
nroup

Math

Level

T1-T2

T2-T1

T1-T2

T2-TI

37.5

31.6

V

High

48.0

37.5

Experimental

-

,

n(T1 -T2)= 24

Medium

50.0

28.0

45.8

47.4

Low

12.5

24.0

16.7

21.0

34.2

27.1

31.6

37.8

Medium

34.2

32.4

47.4

29.8

Low

31.6

40.5

21.0

32.4

n(T2 -T1) = 25

High
-

Control
n(Ti-T2)= 38
n(T2 -T1) = 37

...,

The above data would not refute the assumption of equivalence
of the two tests, if performance on the tests showed a great similarity between the T1-T2 and T2-T1 scores.

They would, however,

rule out the possibility of validly drawing any conclusion about
the equivalence of the two versions, in case the T1-T2 and T2 -T1

scores came out rather different from each other.

Table 3.2 gives

*CTBS is the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, see bibliography.

i
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Table 3.2

Logical
form
imm...,
MP

MT

AC

DA

Total

Group and
version
order

Pilot Study Mean Scores by Versions Order

EXPERIMENTAL
TI-T2
n= 25

T2-T1
n= 24

CONTROL
T1-T2

T2-T1

n=38

n=37

....
Pre

6.4

6.1

6.3

5.8

Post

5.7

5.2

6.0

5.8

Gain

- .7

- .9

.3

.0

Pre

5.6

5.5

5.7

5.7

Post

4.9

5.1

5.8

5.8

Gain

- .7

- .4

.1

.1

Pre

1.9

1.7

1.4

1.7

Post

4.5

5.2

2.2

2.2

Gain

2.6

3.5

.8

.5

Pre

2.5

1.7

1.7

1.6

Post

5.1

4.9

1.7

2.8

Gain

2.6

3.2

.0

1.2

Pre

14.8

15.0

15.6

14.7

Post

20.3

20.5

15.7

16.6

Gain

5.5.

5.5

.1

1.9

-

pre est, posttest, and mean gain scores of the total test scores,
as

ell as the subtests scores, according to T1- T2 /T2 -T1 for the

expe imental and control groups of fourth grade classes participatin

in the pilot study.

As follows from the discussion above, and from table 3.2,
equivalence of T1 and T2 was neither established nor rejected by
the pilot study.

This is because on some parts performances of

the two group-halves were not equal for either the experimental or
the control group.

Consequently it was decided to use a revised

T1 and its mixed order version (see section 3.1.3)

z0

as the instru-
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ment for the principal study.

3.1.5

Final r.wision.

Item profiles for each of the 32 items of

T1 were prepared by counting the number of yes/no/not-enough-clues
answers given on the pretest by T1-T2subjects, and on the posttest
by T2-T1 su3jects.
7.3.

The profiles themselves are given-in appendix

Within each logical form, profiles of type-mate itm._ were

compared with one another both for the experimental and the control
groups.

When an inconsistency was found, the pair of items was

reviewei, and modified wherever this -review yielded a reasonable
explanation for the gap.

These modifications will be discussed

in detail in the rest of this section

up to the last paragraph,

where modifications of the test outlook are described
Table 3.3
Item

was

.

Final Revision ofthe Test
changed to
Reason for making
the change

3

If the sun is not
shining, then...

If the weather is
not warm, then...

Makes the content more
realistic

3

Will Cindy go
swimming?

Is Cindy going
to swim?

Content,interfered
with logic. We can't
tell whether in the
future Cindy will or
will not go swimming,
because weather may
change.

5

8

If Laura's desk
is not straighttened up...

If there is a
holiday next Wednesday, then the
library will not
be open. The librafy will be open
next Wednesday. Is
there a holiday
next Wednesday?

If Sue!s desk is
not cleaned up...

Reading difficulties
discovered through subjects' questions.

If it is a holiday, then the
library is not
open.
The library is open.
Is it a holiday?

Content interfered with
reality. There may be
a holiday on the Wednesday following the

(No)

(No)

(continue)

1

test.
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Item

was

9

If the wind does
not change direction, then...

11

If Jack is not in
the race, then
Joe's team will
win. Jack is not
in the race. Will
Joe's team win?

changed to

Reason for making
the change

.If the wind does
Better clarity by
not change, then... shortening and simplifying the sentence.
If Jack is not in
the race, then his
team will win. Jack
is not in the race.
Will his team win?

Need only think about
one team instead of
two.
Also, content
fits reality better
this way.

(Yes)

(Yes)

13

...Janet does not
come home in time.
Are her parents
worried?

...Janet did not
come home in time.
Were her parents
worried?

Better English in
making second clue a
particular case rather than a general
one.

14,27

14

Interchange of the first clue between these two items was
made in order,for the content to better fit the logical form
of the answer.
If that woman is
Mrs. Brown, then
she is Nancy's
grandma. That woman is Nancy's
grandma Is she
Mrs. Brown? (NEC)

If the aquarium is
dirty, then the
goldfish will die.
The goldfish has
died.
Was the
aquarium dirty?
(NEC)

Mrs. Brown is one of
just two grandmothers.
This small universe
may cause trouble.
Since one grandma is
mentioned, the existence of another may
be overlooked. In the
aquarium case, children are aware of
many reasons for
death other than dirt.

18

If a record has no If a record has no
crack in it, then
crack, then it is
it is not Jeremy's. not John's.

22

This item was one of the only two items replaced (see 26
below).
Its content is contradictory to experience; every
puzzle fan knows that not all little pieces fit any puzzle.
Given in MT form, the item is even more unacceptable. Its
contrapositive originally appears in Hill's study.

26

This is the second item replaced (see 22 above).
The word
mammal caused a lot of trouble to many subjects. This unfamiliar word made the item seem more of a nonsense syllable
item than the factual-content item it was intended to be.
(continue)

Aal

Difficulties in reading the name Jeremy
plus shortening by
omitting the redundant words "in it."
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Iteni

27

was

If the aquarium is
not clean, then the
goldfish will die.
The goldfish has
died.
Was the
aquarium clean?
(NEC)

changed to

Reason for making
the change

If that woman is
not Mrs. Brown,
then she is Nancy's
grandma. This woman is
Nancy's
grandma.
Is she
Mrs. Brown? (NEC)

(Also see note on this item
preceding item 14.)'
29

If I don't see him
today, then I'll
see him tomorrow.

If I don't see
Dennis today, then
I'll see him
tomorrow.

It is very tempting
to answer NO to the
original item. Even
if there are many
other reasons for the
goldfish's death, the
aquarium was probably
not clean too. Compare the original
item here with the
modified item no. 14.
The change from not
clean to dirty seems
to make a lot of difference in one's
readiness to think ofother reasons for the
goldfish's death.
The word "him" occurs
too many times in the
original item. An unnatural way of using
a free variable.

30

If this house has
a red roof, then
it is not Joy's
house.

If a house has a
red roof, then it
is not Joy's.

Better English and
shorter sentence.

32

If he takes music
class, then he is
not supposed to be

If a students
takes Spanish,
then he does not
take French.

Pattern of wrong answers was inconsistent with previous
studies (O'Brien) and
with other DA items.
No reason was hypothesized except content making no sense
to students. Hence
content was changed.

here.

'

In general, the modifications were-made to clarify items and to
avoid interference of content with logic.

The modifications were

supposed to increase pretest scores in the main study, which in
fact were higher, though probably not only due to test modifications.

In this way the validity of interpreting gain scores as a

I
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true learning effect would be increased.
Finally, some "outside" changes in format were made.

Each

item was typed on a separate page, the page size was reduced to
half of a regular-size page, and the word "not" was underlined

wherever it belonged to the logical form, i.e., in MT and in DA
forms.

(It was not underlined when it belonged to the negation

mode, i.e., in MP and AC forms

of

+-, - +,, or -- negation modes.)

Minor changes in the wording of the instructions may also be

noticed by comparing the pilot-study version of T1 (appendix 7.3)
with the final version (appendix 7.2).

3.2

3.2.1

The Final Form of the Instrument

The two versions.

of a 32 item test.

The instrument copsists of two versions

In each version there are 16 pairs of items of

the same type (negation mode and logical form).
item numbers classified by type.
shown in parenthese,g.

Table 3.4 shows

The right answer in each case is

The two versions (denoted by T and T') dif-

fer,only in the order of type-mates.

Namely, item 1 in T is

identical to item 23 in T', and item 23 in T is identical to item
1 in T'; similarly for each pair of type-mates.

The test itself

is given in appendix 7.2.

3.2.2

Validity and Reliability.

Except for its particular con-

tent, the test is a direct measure of the ability to validly infer
from conditional sentences.
tion unquestionable.

As such, its validity is by defini-

The fact that content is sometimes confounded

with logic does not reduce its validity at all.
the other way around.

In fact it is'

Since it is difficult to imagine any content-

12
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Table 3.4

Negation
mode

++

+-

-+

Test Item-Numbers by Type

Logical Form
MP

MT

AC

DA

1,23

22,31

/ 14
-,

17,10

(yes)

(no)

(NEC)

(NEC)

25,30

8,16

4,7

6,32

(no)

(no)

(NEC)

(NEC)

11,13

5,9

21,27

15,29

(yes)

(yes)

(NEC)

(NEC)

3,19

20,28

12,18

24(26

(no)

(yes)

(NEC)

(NEC)

free application of logic in a "real life" setting, the variety of
content which appears in the test strengthens its content-wise

generalizability within the limitations discussed earlier (see
section 3.1.1).

Since reliability is regarded as a necessary condition for
validity (Anastasi 1968), the reliability of the test follows.
However, reliability has many faces.

It is not uniquely defined,

and hence its necessity for validity is not in the strict "by
definition" mathematical sense.

Because of such doubts, an inde-

pendent reliability study was carried out in two ways, as follows.
1111,

(i)

A test/re-test Pearson product moment correlation was computed on pretest/posttest total scores in the control group
of the principal study.

This gave a reliability of .75.

(ii) A split half Pearson product moment correlation coefficient

with Spearman2Brown formula for double length was computed
on pretest total scores for both experimental and control
group subjects.

This gave a reliability of .79.
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For an analysis of item profiles and discussion of internal
consistency (a third point of view on reliability) see section 5.1.2,
page 126.

3.2.3 Administration.

The five front pages of the test (see

appendix 7.2) were duplicated on colored paper:
green for T'.

yellow for T and

The experimenter was introduced to the class by the

teacher as a friend who came from the Lawrence Hall of S ience, a
science education center at the University of California, which
the students had visited on field trips.

The teacher told ` the

class that the friend had come to give them some puzzles for fun.
Page two of the test was then read by the experimenter; in fact,
it was almost known by heart, so that eye contact with the class
was continuous.

When finished reading page 2, the experimenter

handed out the puzzle books.

Students who sat next to each other

were assigned to opposite colored teams (different versions).
Students were asked to fill in the blanks on the front page and,

to make the contest fair, not to turn this page until they were
asked to do so.

After everyone had finished the front page, stu-

dents were asked to turn to page 3 and to follow the experimenter's
reading.

When examples on pages 4 and 5 (see appendix 7.2) were

given, students first answered, and then the right answer was read
along with its explanation.

The experimenter circulated to make

sure students knew how to mark their answers.
This introduction took 8-10 minutes in each class.

Within

the next 20-25 minutes students were working on their own and the
experimenter circulated to answer the very few (one or two in each
class) requests for help in reading a word.
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The above mode of administration was followed on the posttest,

except for changing each team's "color" (version), and changing
seats where necessary.

Of course the introduction of the experi-

menter by the teacher in the control group was changed -- "The
lady from the Lawrence Hall of Science is here again for another
period of puzzles for fun" -- and the experimenter introduced
herself to the experimental group, saying:
in logic.

"You've learned a lot

Let's see how well you can do this time in the puzzle

books."

3.2.4

Precautions taken in administration of the test.

The test

was presented to the students as a green versus yellow team contest
in puizle solving.

The Learns were the two halves of the class

created by handing out different versions to neighboring students.
This was intended to serve two purposes:
(i)

Increase student motivation to take the test, and in this way

reduce random or careless answers by creating a competitive
collective atmosphere, and
(ii) Insure independent work by each student.

Due to the manner

of distributing the two versions, every student was surrounded by students of the opposite team.

In order to avoid observation of incidental effects, another
precaution was taken to increase student chances for success in
the test, even before any training.

The instructions given prior

to taking the test include two examples, one of which has "Not
enough clues" as the right answer.

In addition a verbal explana-

tion of the "not-:enough-clues" alternative was given.*

*See page 5 of the test, appendix 7.2, and previous discussion of
this point in section 3.1.2, page 94.
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It should also be noted that a no-time-limit announcement was

made, and help in reading was offered when necessary.*
To decrease the amount of pure guessing, students were told
they would lose points for wrong answers (see page 2 of the test,
appendix 7.2).

They were not penalized for an unanswered item.

However, since there was no time pressure, very few students left
questions unanswered, and those who did skipped at most two, but
mostly one, item.

(See exact numbers in table 5.3.)

A spe-

cial note in the instruction prior to the test was designed to
help the students get organized

by suggesting the use of a

special mark next to a skipped item.

This also served as a way to,

check that a student who skipped an item did it intentionally,
and not just by missing' a page.

To prevent peer pressure of faster ones on slower ones towards
the end of the testing period, tests were not collected until all
the students in the class had finished their work.

Those who

finished early were, if necessary, referred back to page 2 of the

instruction where they were asked to draw a picture or a design
on the back of any page.

(Many were reluctant to stop drawing

when the test was over....)

Team scores were given to the classes a few days after each
test.

Individuals' scores were given to teachers.

No correction

period followed and puzzle books were not returned to students.

Students seemed to enjoy the pretest a great deal, but were less
enthusiastic, even though cooperative, the second time (posttest).

This change of attitude was particularly noticeable in the experimental group.

*See page 2 of the test, appendix 7.2.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PRINCIPAL STUDY

Chapter Overview
This chapter outlines the main study.

Section 4.1 lays out

the experimental design and discusses the reasons this particular
design was selected.

Specific data on the population sample are

provided in section 4.2.
main study.

Section 4.3 details the course of the

This last section also provides information on the

teachers, their training, and their subsequent teaching.

Research Design

4.1

4.1.1

Lay-out of the design.

The main study applied Campbell and

Stanley's (1963) quasi-experimental design no. 10.

Basically this

design is a pretest-posttest, treatment - no treatment control
group design.

Experimental subjects are not assigned randomly,

from a common population, to the experimental group and the control
group, so the two groups lack a pre-experimental sampling equivalence.*

In the present study, the experimental and the control groups

each consisted of the entire fifth grade, each in one school,
composed of four classrooms with their regular teachers.

Both groups were drawn from the same school district, which
has a relatively homogeneous population.

Diagram 4.1 illustrates

the design.

*Refer to section 4.1.2 for reasons this design was selected.
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Diagram 4.1

Research Design

T, T' refer to the versions of the test (see section 3.2.1 and
appendix 7.2);
Xi (i=1,2,3,4) stand for the four characteristic styles of teaching the experimental unit by the individual teachers;
Yi (i=1,2,3,4) stand for the teaching in the control classes,
which was likely to he irrelevant to the experimental unit.
The
parentheses in the diagram indicate this irrelevance;
The dashed lines indicate a non-random assignment.
X1

T'

class 1
Xi

X2

T'

class 2

Experimental group

T'

X2

(sch .qol 1)

X3

T'

class 3
X3
X4

T'

class 4
T'

X4
(Y1)

T'

class 1
T'

(Y1)
(Y2)

T'

class 2
(Y2)

Control group
(school 2)

(Y3)

T'

class 3
T'

(Y3)

MO

Tv

class 4
T'

The experimental group and the control group were each pretested and post-tested by the experimenter in their regular
classes, on a single day.

The experimental group was pre-tested

one day before the control group, and post-tested one day after.
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Control group teachers were not pretrained or provided with the
experimental materials.

4.1.2

Why a quasi-experimental design?

The quasi-experimental

design described in section 4.1,1 was selected because it allowed
for the entire class to work as a whole in as normal a mode as
possible.

This seemed to have many advantages over the correr.

sponding true experimental design in which each class would be
randomly split into experimental and control groups.

The advan-

tages of this quasi-experimental design follow:
a.

This design most closely resembled real classroom teaching
which was one of the objectives of the study.

There was, for

example, no need to change rooms or any classroom organization for carrying on the study.
b.

The design avoided to a large extent students' awareness of
participating in an experiment (the "I'm-a-guinea-pig"
attitude, Hawthorne effect, etc.).

c.

Classes were taught by their regular teachers.

Application

of the unit by ordinary classroom teachers was another
objective of the present study.

This factor also may have

contributed to a "business as usual" atmosphere.
d.

The design avoids much of the communication among experimental- and control-group subjects concerning the experimental
unit.

In the true experimental design such communication is

likely because classroom peers would be assigned to different
groups for the research purposes.
for regular school work.

Then they would meet again

Curiosity on the part of the control-

group subjects, and pride or shoWing off on the part of the
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experimental-group students would increase the likelihood of
such' communication.
e.

Preliminary investigations (see. section 1.4) suggested that

pretest scores would show similarity between the experimental
and the control groups on the ability to distinguish between
valid and fallacious inferences in conditional logic.
f.

This design, regardless of its quasi-experimental nature, to

use Campbell andStanley's language:
"should be recognized as well worth using in many
instances.... The more similar the experimental and
the control groups are in their recruitment, and the
more this similarity is confirmed by the scores on the
pretest, the more effective this control becomes. Assuming that these desiderata are approximated for purposes
of internal validity, we can regard the design as controlling the main effects of history, maturation, testing and instrumentation, in that the difference for the
experimental group between pretest and posttest (if
greater than that for the control group) cannot be explained by main effects of these variables such as would
be found affecting both the experimental and the control
groups." (Campbell and Stanley, 1963, pages 47-48.)
4.2

The Sample

All four fifth grade classes"in Los Perales School at Moraga
School District, California, served as the experimental group.
(They will be referred to as E1, E2, E3, ELF, where E stands for

experimental.) In the same school district, Rheem School's four
fifth grade classes served as control classes.

(They will be

referred to as CI, C2, C3, C4; C stands for control.)
a suburban community in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Moraga is
The socio-

economic categorization of the families within this school district is predominantly upper-middle class.
in this grade.

There is no tracking

Table 4.1 gives basic data on the subjects.
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Table 4.1

Basic Data on the Sample

Experimental group
Total number*

Control group

104

lub

Males ,

49 (47.1%)

48 (45.3%)

Females

55 (52.9%)

58 (54.7%)

Age (in months):

mean

130.9

129.9

4.8

4.6

SD

The Stanford Achievement Test (1973 edition) was administered
in all eight classes in October 1974.

Table 4.2 gives the mean

national grade-equivalent and national stanine scores summary for
each class participating in the study.**

*Only those 210 students who participated in both pretest and posttest and who were not absent for more than five days during the
learning period were included in the analysis.

**D. A. Payne (1968) uses the following figure to illustrate the
relationships between the normal curve, the stanine standard
scores, and IQ (Payne,. 1968, page 111):

The Normal Curve

Standard
Deviations

Stanines

Percent in stanine

4 5
4%

6 7

8

9

7% 12% 17%20% 17%12% 7%

Deviation IQs

4

I

55

70

133

85

100
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130

145

Table 4.2

Stanford Achievement Test Scores

for Experimental (E) and Control (C) Classes

National Stanine Summary
Class

N

Mean National
Grade
Equivalent

Below
Average

Above
Average

Average
(4, 5, 6)

(1,2,3)

N

%

N

%

(7,8,9)

N

%

El

26

6.7

0

.0

12

46.2

14

53.8

E2

25

6.5

1

4.0

11

44.0

13

52.0

E3

28

6.8

1

3.6

12

42.9

15

53.6

E4

25

5.9

2

8.0

15

60.0

8

32.0

C1

26

6.3

1

3.8

11

42.3

14

53.8

C2

27

6.6

1

3.7

14

51.9

12'

44.4

C3

25

6.7

0

.0

10

40.0

15

60.0

C4

28

5.9

1

3.6

17

60.7

10

35.7

4.3

4.3.1

Course of the Project

First Contacts.

In late November 1974 three superinten-

dents of school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area were contacted through their curriculum specialists.

Two of the three

agreed to meet with the experimenter for a discussion of the proposed project and a presentation of sample materials.

After these

meetings, each superintendent arranged for the experimenter to
meet with fourth and fifth grade teachers.

Ten to twelve teachers

in each school district attended the meetings.

In these meetings,

which occurred in mid-December 1974, the experimenter provided the
background for the project and described the project's goal.

The

experimenter also demonstrated a few activities and discussed the
experience gained in the pilot study.
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The last part of each meeting was devoted to the level of
commitment expected from those teachers who agreed to have their
classes participate in the study.

This commitment consisted of

a pretraining workshop of 9-12 hours in 6-9 sessions during
January 1975, a once-a-week staff meeting during the teaching
period, employment of the project during February 1975, evaluation
of the activities during the implementation,.and an overall
evaluation paper at the end.

Teachers were informed that the

University extension of the University of California at Berkeley
was expected to approve their project work for an in-service
course with 3 quarter units of credit.

Both school districts

agreed to grant the teachers the equivalent credit if the University did not approve the course.

(The course was approved by the

University in February 1975 and four participating teachers
received credit.)

The individual teachers had until January 1,

1975, to decide whether they wanted to participate in the study.

All fifth grade teachers in Los Perales School in Moraga School
District volunteered and fully participated in the project.

From

here on the term experimental group will be used for the foui
classes in Moraga.
mental classes.)

(Ei, 1 = 1,2,3,4 will stand for these-experi-

The four control Classes were obtained with the

assistance of the districtoioffice.

4.3.2

The teachers.

Table 4.3 gives basic information on the

teachers and their background.

team-teach throughout the year.

The teachers of classes E3 and E4
In general all four teachers of

the experimental group have good communication and regularly share
theit plans and experience.
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Table 4.3

Basic Data onQhe Teachers

Years of
A.B. Degree & Credential
Class Sex Teaching
Experience Year
Major
University

...

Previous
Logic
Courses

Grad.Work
Beyond
Credential

El

Al

2

1972 Humanities UC Berkeley

none

none

E2

M

1

1969 Political
Science

UC Berkeley

none

some

F.3

F

3

1969

Vassar &
UC Berkeley philosophy

E4

F

4.3.3

1

History.

1973 Elementary Pacific U.
Education
Oregon

none

none

none

The pre-training workshop.. During the three weeks from

January 13th to 31st, six sessions of two hours each were held
twice a week after school in Los Perales School.

Teachers were

instructed in the logic of conditional reasoning with the use of
the experimental unit materials.

The experimenter presented the

activities to the teachers the way the teachers were expected to
present the activities to their classes.

Because the teachers had

no background in logic either, they easily played the student role.

Teachers were warned not to overemphasize AC and DA cases,
and were asked to keep a good balance of all four logical forms
in order to prevent the regression in the MP, MT cases.

(Even-

tually, regression in them was negligiblein the main study.)
It was repeatedly stressed that the purpose of the experi-

mental unit was not to teach the algorithm.*
discovered it, fine.

If some students

If others did not - that would also be fine.

*See algorithmic solution in section 1.3.8, page 23.
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In addition to the experimental materials presented, a broader
view of the subject was also introduced as part of the general
orientation for the teachers.

In each session the teachers re-

ceived the appropriate part of the teacher's manual.
assigned reading and homework for the next session.

They were
A session-by-

session account of the training workshop is given in appendix 7.5,
page 392.

During the workshop teachers were appreciative of the importance of trying out the ideas incorporated into the experimental
unit.

They were willing to make the effort to provide detailed

feedback to the experimenter.

They brought up ways of raising

students' motivation and thought about means for eliminating
frustration.*

4.3.4

The teaching period.

The four experimental classes, which

constituted the experimental group for this study, were pretested

by the experimenter on February 5, 1975, and posstested on March
21, 1975.

Advance notice was given only before the posttest.**

Between the two tests the experimental-group teachers taught the
experimental unit four to five periods of 30-40 minutes each week.

February 12-17.were vacation days so altogether each teacher spent
23-25 sessions with his/her class working on the experimental
unit.

Once a week after school, the experimental - group, teachers met

*See section 5.8 for a discussion of teachers' attitudes throughout the implementation of the experimental unit.
**Control group was tested' on February 4 and March 20, 1975.
advance notice was given for either test.
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with the experimenter to discuss the previous.week's experience,
the following week's plans (including practical considerations,

e.g., grouping of students), current teaching problems (e.g.,
motivation), handling of students' difficulties, and review of the
underlying logic.

The experimenter visited each experimental class only twice

in the period between the two tests in order to maintain a low
profile.

The main purposes of these visits were to see that

teachers did not teach the algorithm, and to hear and record
students' arguments.

There was no evidence that any teacher,

released the algorithm, but more than a few students in each
class, according to teachers' reports,_ sensed quite rapidly the

existence of a pattern.

In each class, two to three students

were able to express this pattern in terms of the relation between
the second clue and the parts of the first clue.

Results of the

study are reported and analyzed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

Chapter Overview
In the following pages an analysis of pretest, posttest, and
gain scores is given.

The pretest equivalence of experimental and

control groups is established in section 5.1.
groups is compared in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Progress of the two

The groups findings

show a significant difference between the posttest scores of the
experimental group and the control group on the undecidable
logical forms AC and DA, and no significant difference on MP and
MT logical forms on which both groups performed successfully in
the pretest, already.

Analysis of the negation-modes subtests is in section 5.3.4. It
leads to a discussion of the false conclusions that can mistakenly

be drawn by overlooking the differences of negation-mode order of
difficulty within logical forms.

In section 5.4 an analysis of

variance on gain scores is reported.

An analysis of right and wrong answers appears in section 5.5.
This analysis attempts to sort out the guessing, particularly on
the "not-enough-clues" answers.
Sectiori 5.6 contains a correlation study of the Stanford Achievement Test results and results of the present work.

The chapter

closes with a discussion of student attitudes in section 5.7.

The

group was almost equally divided among those who enjoyed the unit
and those who did not.

The teachers' evaluation of the unit and
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their changing attitudes are discussed in detail.

Included also

are teachers' criticisms of the unit's length and of the repetitive nature of the activities,, in the unit.

Also expressed is the

teachers' appreciation of the need for such a unit and their
willingness to use it again in a modified version next year.

5.1

Pretest Scores

5.1,1

Equivalence of control and experimental groups.

Because

the assignment of students to experimental and control groups was
not random: the first point analyzed was the extent to which the
two groups were comparable.

Table 5.1 shows, for both the experi-

mental and the control group, the percentaged means and standard

deviations of total 32-itempretest scores, the four logical-form
subtest scores (eight items each), and the Stanford Achievement
Test total battery scores taken four months prior to the experiment.

Using the variable-by-variable data given in table 5.1, the
.

hypothesis of equal means for the experimental and the control
groups is not rejected even at .05 level, for each variable.

This

is true for both pretest scores and the independent measure of
general school work through the Stanford Achievement Test.

Based

on the assumption that there is no critical significant difference
between the two groups initially, the analysis proceeds.

Table 5.1 also shows (in accordance with previous studies
cited in section 1.4) that there was indeed room for improvement
on participating students' ability to answer AC and DA items,'
namely, to recognize conclusions that do not necessarily
*See section 4.1.1 page 112.
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Table 5.1

Experimental vs. Control Groups Pretest and

Stanford Achievement Test (S.A.T.)-Percentaged Mean Score

Experimental
group (n=104)

Control group

Mean (%)

SD

Mean (%)

SD

Total pretest

54.3

15.0

53.8

13.4

.1

MP

83.3

15.3

81.1

16.1

.2

M

78.3

19.1

78.8

18.3

.0

AC

24.3

30.3

22.1

24.9

.4

DA

31.3

29.3

33.0

26.9

.3

69.6

14.7

68.9

14.8

.1

Group
Test

Logical

(n=106)

t - statistics
for testing the
differences between
uncorrelated means*
---,

forms

subtests

S.A.T.

*t208(.01) = 2.60; t208(.05) = 1.97

follow from the premises.

Mean scores on AC and DA subtests were

24.3% and 31.3%, respectively.

This is below chance level even if

we consider the three alternative answers -- yes/no/not-enoughclues -- as having equal chance.**

Experimental and control groups were further compared on the
pretest item-by-item answer profiles.
**

The data is given in table 5.2.

The assumption of equal chance is on the conservative side. As
discussed in section 3.1.2, the answer "not enough clues" (NEC)
may raise psychological difficulties in being interpreted as admittance of personal inability'to answer the question rather than as
inherent logical undecidability of the question,
This reluctance
to choose NEC as an answer may be increased by the rarity of the
occurrence of this possibility in the Student's previous school
experience. The introductory examples given in the test were
intended to help students overcome this psychological difficulty.
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Table 5.2

Percentages of Experimental and Control Group Students
Selecting Each Answer for the Various Pretest Items.
(Right answers are circled.
Errors expected
from model in section 1.7.3 are underlined.)
Pretest Frequencies (in percentages)
Item Logical Negation
No.
Form
Mode

Experimental
Yes

1

Control

No iNEC iSkippe

Yes

No

NEC

Skippe

1
1

1

MP

23
25
30
11
13
19
3

++
++
++-+
...1.

(gD

6.7

1.0

79.8,141 7.7

.0

3.8 i

29.8 i/57.711 12.5

.0

2.091.34 4.8

1.0

44.1) 17-0 7.7'
\79.
8.7 11.5
.

1.9.193.;
--

i 3. \

84.

.0

1.0

7.7\81:EY 7.7

.0

7.5
11 3

9.4
4.7.

28.3 /55.'N 16.0
2 9 N89.61 7.5
(88.7\ -.C.,..-7
5.6
N75.5/ 13 2 11.3
1.9 96.2 1.9
16.0 76.4
7.6
,_.--

.0

3.8

/

.0
.0

.0
.0

.0
.0

.0
.0

i

22
31

MT

8

16
5

9

20
28

++
++
++-+
-+
---

1.0 93.3 5.7
1.9(85.6) 9.6
16.3,66.4 15.4
9 91.31 5.8
51.0 31-.7 15.4
'85.5
1.0 13.5
83.7'12.5 3.8
5.7

1/469.3 25.0

3.8 93.3' 2.9
1.9 84.9 13.2
18.9 61.3 19.8

.0

.0

, 77 92.5' 2.8

1.9

154.701-n 14.2

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

2.9
1.9

.0

'87.71 4.7

.0

i80.2) 15.1

.0

N75.5'20.7

__,

.......

2

AC

14
4
7

21
27
12
18

++
++
++-+
-+

--

r-76.0 1.0.22.0
76.9 4.8 15.4
63.5
1.0'31.7
76.0 1.9 22.1
40.4 29.8 29.8
1.0:74.0 24.0
29.8 45.2 25.0

2.9,72.q242
DA

++

++
++-+

---

.0
.0

1.0
.0

1.0

8:5 120.
1.0 29.
5.7 18.

42.4
2.8
31.1
1.9

27.4 ko.;
77.4 19.1
50.9 118.01
80.2 17.91

1.9 22.

_,/

.0
.0

.0
.0
.0

.0"
.0
.0
.0
.0

/----N

4.8:68.2

26.0

5.8164.4'28.8
47.1 17.3 35.6
28.8'35.6.32.7

1.0
1.0
.0

2.9,

3.863.5'28.8

3.9

7.7'50.0;42.3
51.9 8.7 39.4
78.8 1715116.'.9

.0

-........1

75.5
70.7
69.8
75.4

.1

'

17
10
6
32
29
15
24
26

1.0
2.9
3.8

7.6
4.7
3.8

,

Al2

.0
.0

1

6.6
7.6
40.6
28.3
5.7

74.5 118.
74.5 117.
9.4 150.
43.4 128.
69.8 24.
8.5 27.4 64.1
51.9 8.5 39.
78.3
.9 20.
\.-_

.0

.0
.0

A
.0
.0

.0
.0
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V test for experimental and control group profiles of
identical items showed no significant difference even at
level on all items except item number 15.

For this item the hypo-

theses of equal profiles was not rejected at

5.1.2

Internal consistency, of the test.

a = .05

a = .025.

The pretest consisted of

32 items in 16 item-pairs, identical in terms of logical form and
negation mode

(see table 3.4).

Table 5.3 shows the number of

yes/no/not-enough-clues answers given to each item by all 210
participating students.*

The V test failed to reject the hypothesis of equal profiles
for type-mate items only in three of the sixteen pairs, namely in
items 1-23, 20-28, 24-26.
was significant.**

In all other type mates the discrepancy

In view of the structure of the test and its

previous revisions (see section 3.1.5), inconsistencies between
type-mate items could only be attributed to language and content
effects as discussed in section 1.4.3 and 1.4.4.
Upon a review of the items themselves (appendix 7.2) some
cases of inconsistency could be explained.

For other items, no

reason for the inconsistencies could be found.

The inconsistencies

are listed on page 128.

*Form T' was identical to form T of the test except for the order
of typemates. Therefore they were considered as identical forms
for all purposes of analysis. However, by necessity, the difference in order was taken into account in the process of recording
the answers. E.g., because item 1 of form T is identical to item
23 of form T', answers to item 23 on T' were recorded as answers
to item 1.
*k

It should be noted that despite the inconsistencies, split-half
reliability of the test was .75 and test-retest reliability was
.79 (see section 3.2.2).
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Table 5.3

Test-Item Profiles Based on Pretest Results
of 210 Participating Students.
(Right answers are circled.
Errors expected
from model in section 1.7.3 are underlined.)
Item No.
(in T
form)

Logical
Form

MP

Negation
Mode

23
25
30
11
13
19

++
++
++-+
-+
--

3

--

1

22

MT

31

8
16

++-+
-+
---

5
9

20
28

2

AC

14
4
7
21

10
6

32
29
15

24
26

++
++
++-

-+
-+
---

27
12
18

17

++
++

DA

++
++
++-+
-+
---

No. of
Yes's

No. of
No's

No. of
NEC's

80
172

12

6
89

90

17
13
30
13

63

23
199
169

24
6
16

196
179
134
193

24
37

5

19

4
25

5

4

37

--4

Ain
182
172

\la
159
155
140
159
87
4

64
5

12
14

92
60
10
17
109
165

7

14'

9

No.

Skipped

1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0

0
3
2
0

29

9
31
22
9

48

10

0
0
0

3

X47

1

14

38
64

3
4
0

6
6

2

8

60
159
101
160

150
146
28
83
140
81
18
6

43
63
46
45
44

2

0
1

0
1

47
49

1

90
64
56
112
83

0
3
4
0
0
0

39_,,.
--....

1

Total

210
210
210
210
210
210
210
210

210
210
210
210
210
210
210'
210

210
210
210
210
210
210
210
210

210
210
210
210
210
210
210
210
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Items

Inconsistency

Inconsistency attributable to

6 and 32*

Item 6 brought the
second highest number of right answers
in DA. Item 32 does
not conform with
the predicted error
pattern given in
section 1.7.3

A conjecture is that underlining
of the word "not" in both clues,
by atmosphere, may have caused
the high number of negative answers.
(This was a typographical
error because the "not" in the
first clue should not have been
underlined.
See comment on
underlined negations in section
3.1.5 page 107).

8* and 16

Item 8 brought the
second lowest number of right answers in MT. Item
16 brought the
second highest.

Unexplained.
Notice: Item 16 includes an implicit universal quantifier.
Item 8 does not.

5* and 9*

Item 5 brought the
Unexplained.
lowest number of
right answers in MT.
Item 9 brought the
third highest number.

12 and 18*

Inconsistency in
wrong answers
pattern.

Higher number of wrong yes answers
in item 12 as compared to 18 may
be attributable to difference in
content familiarity in favor of
item 18.

15 and 29*

Item 15 brought the Unexplained.
highest number of
right answers in DA.

21 and 27*

Inconsistency in
Unexplained.
wrong answer pattern.
Item 21 does not follow the prediction
model in section
1.7.3.

25 and 30*

Item 25 brought the
lowest number of
right answers in MP.
Item 30 brought the
third highest
number.

Ignoring the conditional sentence
and relying only on the second
clue may lead to NEC answer on
item 25 due to everyday experience. No explanation for the high
number of wrong yes answers was
found. Notice: Item 30 includes
an implicit quantifier, item 25
does not.

*This item was revised after the pilot study (see section 3.1.5).
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5.2

Posttest Scores

Similar to the data given in table 5.2 for the pretest, table
5.4 gives item-by-item posttest profiles for the experimental and
the control groups.

Again the numbers are percentaged because the

groups were of unequal size (104 students in the experimental
group, and 106 in the control group).
'X2 test shows a significant difference (at a = .001) between

item profiles of the experimental and the congrol groups on every
AC and DA item.
a = .01

In MP and MT the difference is significant at

on items 9,11 and at a = .05 on items 5,8,22,30.

Taking into account the great similarity found between the
profiles of the two groups on every pretest item, the above
results
clearly indicate a consistent behavior modification on the part of
the experimental group in the two undecidable subtests.

These are

the subtests the students had great difficulty with in the pretest.
5.3

Pretest/Posttest Comparison,"a Descriptive Analysis

5.3.1

Overall comparison.

The 32-item pretest and posttest were

administered to the experimental and the control groups as described in sections 3.2.3 and 4.3.4.

Table 5.5 gives the distri-

bution of overall test scores for the two groups (page 131).
A t-test on posttest mean scores shows that posttest mean
scores of the experimental and the control groups differ significantly (at a = .01).

Pretest to posttest changes in the experi-

mental-group distribution polygon as compared to those changes in
the control group polygon are shown in diagram 5.1 (page 132).
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Table 5.4

Percentages of Experimental and Control Gro
Students
Per Answer for each Posttest Ite
(Right answers are circled. Errors e pected
from model in section 1.7.3 are underlined.)
Posttest Frequencies (in percentages)
Item Logical Negation
No.
Form
Mode

'.

Experimental Group
No

1

MP

23
25
30
11
13
19

++
++
++-+

-+
--

3

(65)

NEC

Skippe. Yes

NEC

6.7

.0

10.'71

8.6

,49

.0

189.6

Zzkk8

2.9
11.5
4.8 /81.7112.5
10.6 79.e 9.6
(67) 4.8 8.7
180.8
1.9 17.3
5.8/78.) 13.5
2.9 \83.6 13.5
85.

Control Group

1.0

2.891.51

.0
.0

67.0111.3

.0

88.7

19.8163.2'
2.48

1.9

'..9:4178.3}

.0

9.4'84.9'

15.4
8.7
14.4
13.5
14.4
13.5
9.6
14.4

1.9
.0
1.0

1.9190.6\
1.9'88.7'

2.9 61.5

1.0
1.0
1.9

2.8
7.6
5.7
16.1
21.7
7.6
12.3
5.7

Skipped
.9
.0
.0
.9
.0
.9
.0
.0

..----..

22
31

MT

8

16

++
++
++-+
-+
---

5

9

20
28

1.9'80.
6.71184.6

5.8178.8
134L5\ 3.
79.8
.8
(

176.0 9.5
73.1 16.3

70.2)15.4

.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
.0

...:i

AC

4

++
++
+-

7

+-:

34.6
33.7
26.0
17.3

21
27
12
18

-+
-+
---

3.8
9.6
5.8
10.6

2

14

17
10
6

32
29
15
24

26

DA

++
++
++-+
-+
---

.0 65.

1.9
1.9
19.2
29.8
26.9
26.9

4.8 24.0
.0 33.7
13.5 17.3
19.2 8.7
21.2
1.9 31.8
20.2 5.8
116.3 5.8

777
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70.2
80.8
76.0
59.6
67.3
62.5

.0

1.0
1.0
.0

.0

71.
66..

.0
.0

66.3
70.2
71.1
66.3
74.0

2.9
1.9
1.0

76..

1.0

.0

.0

7.5
7.5
4.7
5.7

9.505.8i
17.9\76.5
93--.)4\ 1:9
4.7
55.7 30.2 13.2
72.6 22.7 4.7
77.4115.1 7.5

_,

78.3 6.6 15.1
76.4 4.7 18.9
78.3 1.9 18.9
64.1 2.9 32.1
6.6 63.2 30.2
28.3 41.6 29.2
.9 76.4 22.7
23.6 52.8 23.6

67.0
68.9
36.8
10.4
7:7 35.8
4.7 66.1
72.6 3.8
48.1 4.7
1.9
6.6
23.6
43.4

29.2
24.5
38,7
44.3
55.7
28.3
21.7
47.

.0

1.9
.0
.0
.0
.9
.0
.0

.0
.0
.9
.9

.0
.9
.0
.0

1.9
.0
.9

1.9
.9
.9

1.9
.0
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Table 5.5

Distribution (in percentages) of Pretest and Posttest Overall
Test Scores for Experimental (n=104) and Control Groups (n=106)

Number of
Right Answers
(out of 32)
0 to 7

correct

Experimental (n=104)

Control (n=106)
Posttest

Pretest
0

0

Pretest

Posttest
0

0

8 to 15 correct

39.7

36.8

37.5

2.9

16 to 23 correct

50.9

52.8

53.8

44.2

24 to 32 correct

9.4

10.4

8.7

52.9

TOTAL

100%

Mean total
number correct

100%

100-6 0

53.8%

55.4%

100%

54.3%

74.7%

As diagram 5.1 shows, there was a negligible right-hand shift
in the distribution of the control group, i.e., a negligible
pretest/posttest improvement on the part of the control group
students.

Pre- and posttest distributions for this group both

have almost identical skewed, bell-shape form, and the maximum
frequency in the 50-74.99% set.

The experimental group pretest

distribution is similar to that of the control group, but its
posttest score distribution showed a marked shift to the right
with the maximum at the 75-100% right answers set.

A decrease of

34.6 in the 25-49.99% right answers with an additional decrease
of 9.6 in the 50-74.99% set make an increase of 44.2 in the frequency of the set of 75-100% right answers, jumping from 8.7% on
the pretest to 52.9% on the posttest.

Significance of the dif-

ferences needs no statistical establishment.
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is the educational significance of these results.

Namely 52.9% of

the experimental group students consistently gave right answers
on the posttest as opposed to 8.7% on the pretest.

In other words,

44.2% of the students learned to consistently distinguish valid
from non-valid inferences.

5.3.2

Logical form subtests results.

The 32-item test was sub-

divided into four subtests in two ways, thus forming two sets each of
four 8-item subtests:

Logical Form subtests:

(i) MP, (ii) MT,

(iii) AC, (iv) DA; and Negation Mode Subtests:
-+,

(iv) --.

(i) ++,

(ii) +-,

(For specific items in each subtest see table

3.4.)

Table 5.6 shows pretest and posttest score (number of right
answers) distribution for the four logical-form subtests.

Fre-

quencies are percentaged in order to equate the unequal sample
sizes of the experimental (n=104) and the control (n=106) groups.

Table 5.6
Percentages of Students in the Experimental and Control Groups
Having Various Scores on the Logical Form Subtests
in the Pretest and the Posttest

_
1

Logical
Form

Score
Range

MP

0-2 3-5

MT

6-8

0-2 3-5

6-8

3-5

0-2
.

P

Exp.

DA

AC

6-8

0-2

3-5

6-8

.

1.0 11.5 87.5 2.9 20.2 76.9 73.0 13.5 13.5 57.7 30.8 11.5

R
E

Cont.
Exp.

S
T

Cont.

.9 20.7 78.4

1.9 20.7 77.4 71.7 21.7

6.6 58.5 27.4 14.1

1.9 15.4 82.7 2.9 19.2 77.9 11.5 34.6 53.9
.9 20.7 78.4

.9 18.9 80.2 65.1 27.4
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6.7 42.3 51.0

7.5 49.1

34.9 16.0
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Diagram 5.2 and 5.3 are pictorial presentations of the data
in table 5.6.

First, diagram 5.2 (control group) will be examined,

then it will be compared with diagram 5.3 (experimental group), and
finally diagram 5.3 will be examined independently.

Diagram 5.2

shows a great similarity of pretest and posttest graph shapes for
the control group on all four logical forms.

Nevertheless there is

a major difference between the decidable subtests -- MP and MT
logical forms -- where the right answer was either yes or no, and

the undecidable subtests -- AC and DA logical forms -- where the
right answer was:

II not enough clues."

In the decidable subtests

a great majority of the control group students answered 6-8 (4 or

more) items right, 78.4% and 77.4% in the pretest and 78.4% and
80.2% in the posttest, on MP and MT, respectively.

On the other hand, in the undecidable subtests the majority
of the control-group students answered only 0-2

or less) items

right, 71.7% and 58.5% of the students in the pretest and 65.1%
and 49.1% in the posttest on AC and DA, respectively.

There is a

negligible pretest/posttest shift to the right in MT and to the

left in MP and a slight righthand shift in AC and DA on the part of
the control group.

This may be attributable to learning from the

pretest,because for this group the posttest was a second major confrontation with undecidable problems so rarely encountered in regular school curricula.

(These shifts are analyzed quantitatively in

section 5.4.2 and their insignificance established statistically.)

A comparison of diagrams 5.2 and 5.3 for pretest distributions
of the control and the experimental groups shows a similar starting
point for both groups, with a small advantage for the expillimental
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group on MP, and for the control group on MT, lower extreme scores
on AC for the control and, on DA for the experimental group.

This

reinforces the two groups comparability, previously established
by total mean score, which will be further analyzed by subtests
in section 5.4.1.

However, looking across logical forms in

diagram 5.3 for a pretest/posttest comparison of experimentalgroup students, the tremendous shift in AC and DA right-answer
distribution, with the high initial mastery of MP and MT preserved,
is quite apparent.

A statistical analysis establishing the signi-

ficance of this shift appears in section 5.4.2.

True, posttest

mastery level of AC and DA did not reach the mastery level of MP
and MT.

It is, however, safe to say that major progress was made

in the experimental-group students' ability to recognize an
unnecessary conclusion from given premises, and to distinguish
between necessary and unnecessary conclusions.

The educational

significance of such an achievement was broadly discussed in
Chapter 1.

5.3.3

The individual's progress.

been analyzed.

SD far, only group results have

It was found that the experimental group as a

whole made significant improvement on the undecidable subtests
(AC and DA) and made no significant improvement on the decidable

subtests, on which the group performed with relative success on
the pretest.

Table 5.7 gives the correlation of low, medium, or

high performance on pre- and posttests.

In each 3 x 3 subtable, the

numbers in the diagonal, from the upper left cell to the bottom
right cell, are of those students who performed equally well on
both tests.

Below the diagonal are numbers of students who

154,
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Table 5.7

Distribution of Pretest versus Posttest

Performance Levels on Each Logical-Form Subtest.

Subtest

Experimental Group
Posttest Levels

Pretest
Level

low
0-2

average

0

1

0

2

low
0-2

average

1

0

1

0

1

10

12

0

10

12

22

14

75

91

1

11

71

83

16

86

104

1

22

83

106

1

2

3

0

1

1

2

7

12

21

1

7

14

22

1

12

67

80

0

12

70

82

3

20

81

104

1

20

85

106

12

30

34

76

63

12

1

76

9

14

6

12

5

23

1

13

14

0

5

2

7

12

36

56

104

69

29

8

106

7

31

22

60

44

16

2

62

11

21

32

7

15

7

29

0

2

10

12

1

6

8

15

7

44

53

;104

52

37

17

106

3-5

average
MP

3-5

high

2

6-8

total
low
0-2

0

average]

MT

high

low
0-2

Control Group
Posttest Levels

3-5

, total

high
6-8

total

i

high
6-8

total
lo w

0-2

;

i

average
AC

3-5

high
6-8

total
low
0-2

average
DA

3-5

high
6-8

total
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regressed and above it -- those who progressed.
Each subtest will now be considered separately.

The discus-

sion begins with MP.and MT subtests, but the more interesting
findings are in AC and DA subtests.

MP:

75 of the 104 experimental group students (72.1%), and 71 of
the control group students (67%) solved 6-8 items right on
both the pre- and the posttest.

9.6% experimental students

and 11.3% control students i:nproved from 3-5 right answers

on the pretest to 6-8 right answers on the posttest.

Regres-

sion from 6-8 right pretest answers to 3-5 right posttest answers occurred in 13.5% of the experimental group students
and 10.4% of the control group students.

Bowker's test

(Marascuilo, 1976, Chapter 7) for both groups at overall

a

.05 did not reject the hypothesis of no pretest to posttest
progress.
MT:

The situation in this subtest is very similar to that of MP.
74 experimental students (71.2%) and 77 control students
(73.6%) did not change their performance level, of which none
had only 0-2 right answers in both tests, seven students in
each group had 3-5 right answers in both tests and all the
others -- 64.4% of the experimental and 66.0% of the control,
had 6-8 right answers on the pretest as well as on the post-

*One should keep in mind that the no.change in the observed results does not necessarily mean that there really was no change
in students' understanding.
In particular, by Henkin's conjecture
(see section 1.7.3), students might get right answers on MP and
MT pretest due to a fortunate but a wrong process.
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test.

Here, as in the MP case, Bowker's test for both groups

failed at

a = .05 to reject the hypothesis of no pretest

posttest differences.*
MP and MT:

On the whole, MP and MT distributions of control and

experimental groups are very similar to each other with
respect to individuals' differences.

The two independent

sample 12 tests (Siegel 1956, Chapter 6) on the nine categories tabulated in table 5.7 for each subtest did not re-

ject the hypothesis that the two samples don't fit each other
for either MP or MT, even when allowing the confidence level
to be very low.**

This means that the experimental unit had

no significant effect on students' observed change in performance on either of the decidable subtests.

Such observed

changes usually indicate random small fluctuations.**

AC:

The situation 4.n this subtest is completely different from
the two previous ones.

First of all, only one experimental

student regressed from the initial performance level.

Thirty

students (28.8%) remained at pretest performance level; thirteen performed on the high level initially, and twelve (11.5%)

remained at the lowlevel of performance with no apparent
benefit from the program.
(70%) did make progress:

However, 73 experimental studenti
34 (32.7%) jumped from the low to

the high performance level and an additional 9 (8.5%) passed

*See footnote on page 139.

**(.10)

= 13.36.
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to the high level from the average level.
effect of the experimental unit?

Was it, due to the

A look at the control group

part of table 5.7 for this subtest suggests a positive answer.
Sixty-three (59.4%) of the control group students
started and remained on a low performance level.

An addi-

tional 14 students (13.2%) at other levels did not change
their performance level; altogether 72.6% stayed at their
initial performance level (compare
tal group who made progress).

to 70% in the experimen-

One student jumped from the

low to the high performance level and the remainder is di-

vided into 17 (16%) and11 (10.4%), respectively, who made
progress or regressed in one category.
Posttest distributions of the experimental and the
control groups were found significantly different (at a = .001)
by the two-independent sample 'X? test (Siegel 1956, Chapter
6).

Pretest to posttest progress on the part of the experi-

mental group was found significant (at overall a = .05) by
Bowker's test in all three possible progress cells:

(1) low

pretest level and average posttest level; (2) low pretest
level and high posttest level; and (3) average pretest level
and high posttest level.
DA:

The picture for the DA subtest is very similar to that for
the AC subtest.

Two experimental students regressed from

high to average performance level, 28 (26.9%) remained at the
same level, of whom 10 (9.6%) started off on a high level,
and only 7 (6.7%) started low and did not benefit from the
experimental unit at all.

A great majority of the experi-
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mental group, 74 students (71.2%), changed their performance
level to a higher one;

22 of them (21.1%) went from low to

high performance level.

Significance of all three possible

changes in performance level was established by Bowker's test
(Marascuilo 1975, Chapter 7) at overall

a = .05.

In the control group, on the other hand, most of the
students remained at their initial level -- 44 (41.5%) on

the low level, 15 (14.1%) on the average level, and 8 (7.5%)
on the high level, altogether 63.1%.

Two students jumped

from low to high performance and one went in the opposite
direction.

Twenty-three students (21.7%) moved up one level

and 13 (12.3%) moved down one level.

All the changes on the

part of the control group were not fpund significant (a = .05)
by Bowker's test.

A comparison of the experimental and the control groups
was carried out using the 142 -test of two independent samples

(Siegel 1956, Chapter 6).

It shows a significant difference

(at a = .001) between the distributions of the two groups
reported in table 5.7.
AC and DA:

A summary of the two undecidable subtests shows with a

high degree of confidence (a = .001) a significant effect of
the experimental unit on students performance on both of
these subtests.

Table 5.8 summarizes changes in experimental

group performance levels for the 16 undecidable items.

As seen in table 5.8, 65 experimental group students,
that is 62.5%, had a low pretest score on the undecidable
part of the test.

Sixty two of those 65 students moved on
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Table 5.8

Distribution of Experimental Group

Pretest vs. Posttest Performance Levels
on the Total of 16 Undecidable Items (AC,DA)

Posttest
levels
Low
L
0-4

Pretest
levels

P

R
E

T
E

S

POSTTEST

Low
0-4

Average
5-10

Average
5-10

High
11-16

Total

3

32

30

65

0

4

20

24

2

13

15

38

63

104

High
11-16

T

Total

3

the posttest to a higher level of performance.

Moreover,

about half of those low pretest achievers jumped to the high
posttest performance level.

Altogether 82 experimental students, that is 81.6%,
changed their pretest performance, level to a higher one, 20

students (i.e., 19.2%) stayed at their initial level, 13 of
which achieved the high performance level on the pretest, and
only 2 students (1.9%) regressed.

The number of high achievers, that is those who consistently chose "not-enough-clues" as an answer when this answer
was right, went from 15 (14.4%) in the pretest to 63 (60.5%)
on the posttest.*

Further analysis of the right and wrong "not enough clues" answers is given in section 5.5 page 160.
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5.3.4

Negation mode subtest results.

mode subtests contained eight items.

Each of the four negation

Table 5.9 gives pretest and

posttest distributions of scores in percentages for both experimental and control groups.

Table 5.9

A clearer picture is obtained from

Percentages of Students in the

Experimental (n=104) and Control (n=106) Groups
Having Various Scores on Negation Modes Subtests

Negation
mode
0-2

range

r

F

++

3-5

+-

6-8

0-2

__

-+

3-5

6-8

0-2

3-5

6-8

0-2

3-5

6-8

r

P Exp.

1.9 79.8 18.3

9.6 70.2 20.2

7.7 74.0 18.3 10.6 70.2 19.2

R
E

P
S

T

Cont. 4.7 81.1 14.2 12.3 67.9 19.8 10.4.63.2 26.4

6.6 77.4 16.0

Exp.

1.0 37.5 61.5

1.0 31.7 67.3

1.0 37.5 61.5

1.9 31.7 66.4

Cont. 1.9 83.0 15.1 10.4 68.9 20.7

4.7 70.8 24.5

4.7 76.4 18.9

diagrams 5.4 and 5.5 in which these data are pictured.

Again,

starting with the examination of the distributions for the control
group (diagram 5.4), all four negation-mode subtest distributions
are more or less bell shaped, having a peak of between 63 and 81
percent on the 3-5 right answers set.

There were only minor dif-

ferences between the pretest and the posttest.

The same is true

for the pretest distributions of the experimental group on the
four negation-mode subtests, shown in diagram 5.5.

Experimental group posttest distributions of these four subtests

too

show a great similarity in shape to one another.

However, they are all shifted to the right, changing from bell-
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shaped functions in the pretest to increasing functions in the
posttest.

The peak in 3-5 right answers in each negation mode on

the pretest distribution decreases, and is roughly halved on the
posttest.

Zero to 2 pretest frequency diminishes in the posttest.

On the other hand, the low 6-8 right answers pretest frequency
increases, roughly multiplied by 3 in the posttest.

The marked

difference is apparent between the experimental group's performance
on the posttest and both the experimental group's pretest and the
control group's posttest performance.

These results are further

analyzed in the next section,

5.3.5

A tempting false conclusion about the effect of negation on

conditional reasoning.

Negation mode was designated to items by

the number of times negation occurred in the first premise.

Thus

negation mode is a language component in the structure of the
relevant conditional sentence.

The data given in Table 5.9 as

pictured in diagrams 5.4 and 5.5 show very small differences among
the distributions of the different negation mode scores on pretests
and posttests for the experimental as well as for the control
group.

Recall that negation was found to add special difficulty

to logical reasoning (see section 1.4.7).
as presented above are very surprising.

Therefore, the results
It is particularly sur-

prising because the structure of the negation-mode subtests seems
to control for the logical form of the items by the fact that each
negation mode subtest is composed of four pairs of items, one pair
in MP, one in MT, one in AC, and one in DA logical forms.

Due to

this identity in logical forms composition of the four different
negation mode subtests, it is tempting to conclude from the
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distribution's similarity that negation in the first premise did

not make much difference in participating students' performance on
the conditional reasoning test as a whole.

Moreover, it may even

suggest thatconctitional reasoning is as easy from "++" conditional
premise as it is from a "--" one.' However, the last conclusthn is
false.

The situation as described is an excellent example of an

observed similarity caused by masked differences and not by a true
similarity.

This phenomenon will be discussed here following the

logic behind M. G. Kendall's coefficient of concordance.
Suppose four raters are asked to, rate four ratees.
iaters A,B,C,D, and the ratees W,X,Y,'Z.

Call the

Final judgment on the

ratees; is based upon the total score given to each ratee by the:
raters.

Consider two extreme cases.

the rank order of all four ratees.

(i) All four raters agree on
(ii) There is not even one

ratee on whose rank order any two-raters agree.

Table.5.10 gives

.

a particular rank order to exemplify each of the two cases.

Table 5.10

Total Agreement and Complete Disagreement Among

Hypothetical Raters on Rank Order of Hypothetical Ratees.

Case (i): Total agreement
Ratees

Case (ii): Complete disagreement

Raters
A

B

C

D

Total

Raters

Ratees

B

C

D

Total

AL

_

W

1

1

1

1

4

W

1

4

3

2

10

X

2

2

2

2

8

X

2

1

4

3

10

Y

3

3

3

3

12

Y

3

2

1

4

10

Z

4

4\

4

4

16

Z

4

3

2

1

10

1 6i)
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The total column in case (i) of table 5.10 shows a great

diversity of the total score in case of total agreement among the
raters.

The total column in case (ii) shows identical total score

in the case of complete disagreement among the raters.

This is in

fact a very logical outcome since in the case of total agreement
it could be very easy to grant first prize to the ratee who was
judged to be the best one by all four judges.

But in the case of

total disagreement among the raters it would be extremely difficult to decide who deserves the first prize.

The example above

illustrates the fact that when raters have exactly equal judgments
total scores are extremely different, on a 10 ± 6 range.

And when

raters have no agreement in judgments all total scores are 10.
Let us come back to the two different partitions of the test

used in the present study, into four subtests -- one by negation
mode and one by logical form.

Mean scores for type-mate pairs of

items were computed for the experimental group pretest and posttest separately.

Table 5.11 shows the decreasing order of mean

scores which may be interpreted as increasing order of difficulty
of (i) logical forms within each negation mode, and (ii) negation
modes within each logical form.
are similar to each other.
two tables.

Case (i) of Tables 5.10 and 5.11

The same holds for case (ii) in these

This similarity brings the discussion back to the

tempting conclusion of negligible differences among negation modes.

The right hand side of Table 5.11 suggests a different analysis
of the results.
table is 1017 ±

Total rank order scores in case (ii) of this
3
17

3

in the pretest and 917 ± 111 in the posttest.

pare with 10 ± 0 in the extreme case of table 5.10.)
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(Com-

As explained
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Table 5.11
(i)

Order

Rank

of Increasing Difficulty of

Logical Forms Within Negation Modes

(ii) Negation Modes Within Logical Forms

(ii) Negation modes rated
by logical forms

(i) Jogical forms rated
by negation modes
Ratees

P
R

MP

E

MT

R aters

++

+-

-+

--

2

2

1

1

P

6

1

1

2

E

6

2

2

1

4

3

+-

4

2

1.5

2

9.5

9.5

10

16

E
S

-+

3

4

1.5

1

3

12

T

--

1

3

3

4

11

1

1

4

++

1

1

4

2

8

2

2

2

8

4

3

1

3.5

11.5

3

3.5

4

14.5

-+

2

2

2

3.5

9.5

4

3.5

3

13.5

--

3

4

3

1

AC

4

4

4

4

T

DA

3

3

3

P
0

MP

1

1

MT

2

T

++

Total

DA

T

E
S

E
S

Raters
MT AC

R

T

T
T

MP

Ratees

'Total

\

AC

DA

3

P

0
S

T
T
E
S

T

+-

.

11

for case (ii) of Table 5.10, the small variance of total scores
indicates a great diversity.

In the pretest part of Table 5.11

case (ii), there is only one place where two logical forms agree
on the rate of any negation mode -- in both MT and AC "
third in order of difficulty.

is

DA and MP, however, take two extreme

ratings on this negation mode.

On the other hand in rating "++",

MT and AC take the extreme ratings 1 and 4 respectively, and DA
and MP are closer to each other.

Adding the ranks across logical

forms would cover these opposite trends.

To take another example:

exanine the posttest ranks for "--" and "+-" in the different
logical forms.

11+.. ' was found the most successful mode in AC
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subtest and was the least successful mode in MP subtest, whereas
"--" was the third in both of these subtests, was the most successful one in DA, and was the least successful mode in the MT subtest.
Despite the fact that rank profiles for "+-" and for "--" are
almost at opposite extremes, when their ranks across logical forms
are added, the totals appear to be very close:
11 for "--".

11.5 for "+-", and

Again, it is the big difference that causes the

great similarity.

In short, negation indeed did make a difference

in subjects' learning of conditional reasoning as measured in the
present study.

Turn now to case (i) of tables 5.10 and 5.11.
are similarly rated by negation modes.

Logical forms

This can be seen by com-

paring ranges of the total columns in the.pretest and in the posttest parts of case (i) table 5.11 -- 11 ± 5 and 9.5 ± 5, respectively.

(Compare to the ideal case of table 5.10 where the range

is 10 ± 6.)

Indeed in both the pretest and the posttest parts of

case (i) in table 5.11, MP and MT are scored 1 or 2 in each negation mode and AC and DA are scored 3 or 4 in each negation mode.
In other words, in each negation mode sepirately and in both preand posttests, decidable problems (MP, MT) were more successfully
answered than undecidable ones (AC, DA).

This conforms with the

results for logical forms subtests added across negation mode, given
earlier'in section 5.3.2, page 133.

Following the analysis of case (i) in table 5.11, the results
from here on will be considered in terms of logical forms across
negation modes.

Analysis of negation modes across logical forms

will be omitted to avoid distorted conclusions.
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5.4

Statistical Analysis of the Results

5.4.1

Analysis of variance on pretest scores.

Eight fifth-grade

classes participated in the main study -- four experimental
classes and four control classes.

Altogether 210 students were

involved, 104 in four experimental classes and 106 in four control
classes.

An analysis of variance on the pretest scores was de-

signed to determine whether or not the eight classes had a comparable initial performance level in conditional reasoning as measured
by the test.

Table 5.12 gives the results of this analysis for

each logical-form subtest.

Table 5.12
Logical
type

Source

MS

16.6

2.4

Within classes

202

311.6

1.5

Total

209

14.4

2.1

450.96

2.2

7

43.3

6.2

Within classes

202

976.3

4.8

Total

209
7

18.5

2.7

Within classes

202

1030.1

5.7

Total

209

7

Within classes

202

Total

209

Between classes
AC

SS

7

Between classes

MT

F7,209(.99)* = 2.78
df

F7,209(.90)

Between classes
MP

ANOVA on Pretest Scores

Between classes

*F values obtained by interpolation.
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1.6

<1

1.3

<1

= 1.75
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According to the results preiented in Table 5.12, the hypotheses of equality among the eight classes' means is

not rejected

for any logical form, even when a higher risk of .10 is taken for
type-1 error.

It should be noted here that one of the assumptions

upon which the analysis of variance rests is not satisfied for the
data analyzed above.
tributed normally.

Namely, scores of each class are not disClass distributions are rather similar to

whole group distributions given in diagrams 5.2 and 5.3.

However,

Norton, cited by Guilford and Fruchter (1973), varied the shape of
distribution in various ways,
"raking it leptokurtic, rectangular, markedly skewed and
even J-shaped.... One general finding was that F is
rather insensitive to variations in shape of population
distribution."

Table 5.13 gives class and group means and standard deviations
for pretest, posttest, and gain scores.

As can be seen from this

table, in AC the standard deviation is exceptionally low for class
1 of the experimental group.

This is the only case where the

assumption of equality of variances within classes, which is
sary for execution of analysis Rf variance, is violated.

neces-

However,

since the means were found to be insignificantly different, this
violation should not be important.

Only when means are found to

be significantly different will violation of that assumption
interfere because the difference found may then indeed be attributed to the differences between the variances and not to dif-

fermces between the means.

The above quote of Norton's results

continues to say:
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ss

.9

Gain

Pre
Post

.0 1.8

Gain

5.8 1.2
6.1 1.7
.3 1.6

6.4 1.3
6.2 1.3
-.2 1.8

6.6 1.4
6.3 1.3
-.3 1.9

2.3 2.5 17.3 4.7
5.6 1.9 23.9 4.2
3.3 2.7 6.6 4.3

2.2 1.7 17.0 3.4
5.7 1.7 23.9 3.S
3.5 1.8 6.9 3.2

1.9
5.4
3.5

2.4 2.5
6.0 2.1
3.6 2.5

2.5
5.6
3.1

17.4
23.9
6.5

2.6 2.9 17.9 5.2
5.2 2.3 24.0 5.3
2.7 2.7 6.1 5.5

2.5 2.9 . 2.9 1.8 17.3 5.5
5.8 2.0 5.9 1.9 23.8 4.6
3.2 2.5
3.0 1.4 6.5 4.1

1.6 2.5
5.3 2.1
3.7 2.8

1.2 1.1
4.7 1.9
3.5 1.8

**Maximum score = 32

-.1

.0

*Maximum score = 8

6.3
6.2

6.7
6.7

n=104

I

6.7'1.66- -6.2 1.9
6.8I,1.9 6.0 1.1
.112.2 -.2 1.7

n=25

6.1 1.0
6.1!1.4

n=28

6.7 1.2
-.2 1.4

6.9

n=25

7.0
.9
7.2 1.0
.2 1.4

n=26

Pre
Post

Pre
Post
Gain

Pre
Post
Gain

Pre
Total
Posti
group Gain

4

class

class

cla2

1

class

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

i

.0

6.5
6.5

n=106

.0

1.5

6.5i1.1
6.511.3

n=28

6.6 1.5
6.7,1.3
.1 1.1

n=25

6.3 1.4
6.3 1.4
.0 1.8

n=24

6.5
.9
6.5 1.5
.0 1.8

n=26

.1

6.3
6.4

6.4 1.3
6.6
.9
.2 1.3

.1

1.8
1.9

[

1.412.3
1.512.5
.111.7

2.4;2.4
.2 1.31
.2'1.9

2.21.7

.1 1.9

.1 1.6

6.3 1.3
6.4 1.3

1.81.9

1.7 2.0

1.9 1.8
2.0 2.1
.1 2.0

6.4 1.7
6.5 1.2

6.2 1.4
6.1 1.4
-.1.1.7

MT*
AC*
Mean 1 SD Mean 1 SD Mean f SD

MP*

DA*

Total**
SD Mean SD

i

.9

.5

2.2

.3

2.6
2.9

.5

17.2
17.7

1

2.812.3 17.014.4
3.012.4 17.5 4.'
.5 3.5
.211.6

2.612.2 17.7;3.5
2.7!2.6 18.2;3.8
.1'2.5
'.5'2.8

3.0 2.1 17.4 5.1
3.3 2.3 17.9 4.1
.3'2.0
.5 5.2

.4

2.211.8 16.8 3.9
2.6i1.9 17.2 4.2

Mean!

CONTROL GROUP

Class Means and Standard Deviations for Pretest, Posttest, and Gain Scores

MP*
MT*
AC*
DA*
Total**
Mean SD Mean SD Mean! SD Mean' SD Mean SD

Table 5.13
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"Even if some pair (of variances) shows a significant difference, one may proceed with analysis of variance, but
should then discount significance level somewhat.
If V
proves to be significant at the .05 level, this result may
actually indicate significance at levels .04 to .07."
In the above case, differences were not found to be significant
even at .10 level, therefore the conclusions are justified, that
all classes of the main study were not significantly different
initially.

5.4.2

Analysis of variance on gain scores.

Based on the findings

in the previous section, one may proceed to analyze the variances
of posttest scores without considering pretest scores as covariants.

However, distributions of posttest scores were not

normal (see diagrams 5.2, 5.3).

Even though, as mentioned earlier,

the analysis of variance is tolerant of violation of the normality
assumption, gain scores seemed to provide more adequate data for
the following reasons:

a) Gain scores are alternative data for

measuring the progress students made between tests, b) Gain score
distributions were bell-shaped and closer to normal than posttest
score distributions as can be seen from diagrams 5.6 and 5.7.

Examination of diagrams 5.6 and 5.7 show that gain-score
distributions were centered around zero in all logical forms for
the control group and in MP and MT in the experimental group.
However in AC and DA for the experimental group the gain is centered between 3 and 4.

These results are consistent with those

mentioned in section 5.3.2.

Table 5.14 gives the analysis of variance for testing equality of mean gain-scores between experimental and control groups on
each logical form subtest.
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control group
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control group

Within classes in
experimental group

Between classes in
experimental group

209

208

Within treatment
groups

3

2.04

570.9

.01

SS
;

.68 <1

.66

.22 <1

i

102 255.84 2.511

3

F

.01 <1

MS

2.74

MP
MS

'

SS
4

MS

AC
'

F

SS
1

MS

DA
i

F

'1

i

.52 <1

3.18

234.59;2.3

1.57

318.2

6.02 2.00 <1

560.38 2.69

i
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i-

i
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377.99:
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602.4
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984.4

3.7

.08

6.02

1.25

4.73

1
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<1

1

364.53i

I

1.291

1

526.311

9.38'

901.51

3.57

.43

5.26

3.12:

4.33

<1

<1

2.61 2.611<1 592.65,592.651125.03* 473.33 473.33'1 109.06*

SS

MT

Analysis of Variance on Pretest to Posttest Gain Scores

100 312.44 3.12

df

' 1

'

Between treatment
groups (experimental
and control)

Source

Table 5.14
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The results of the analysis given in Table 5.14 are as
follows:
(a)

No significant difference was found between experimental- and
control-group mean-gain scores on either MP or MT.

Note:

pretest scores on these subtests showed a high initial performance level.
(b)

No significant difference was found among mean-gain scores of
experimental group classes, nor among those of control group
classes.

(c)

A significant difference was found between the mean-pir
scores of the two groups on both AC and DA.

However, the

hypothesis of equality of variances of the two groups was
rejected at .05 level of significance.

As mentioned earlier

(see section 5.4.1) Norton found the analysis-of-variance

tolerant of certain violations of the equality-of-variance
assumption, and indicated the need to consider the significance level lower in such a case.

In both AC and DA cases,

F-ratio is greater than the critical value not only at .01
significance level but even at .001.

So, lowering the signi-

ficance level will still keep the difference significant at
.01 level.

This statistical treatment establishes the conclusions
one would have drawn intuitively from the data presented in
diagrams 5.6 and 5.7.

It also establishes the conclusions

qualitatively drawn in section 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
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5.5

Did Students Learn Anything Beyond the Legitimacy of "Not-

Enough-Clues" as an Answer?

tt,

The psychological difficulties involved in giving the answer
"not-enough-clues" were discussed earlier (see footnote on page
124).

Throughout the teaching period of the study, experimental-

group students were exposed to a variety of problems for which
this answer was right.

It would not be surprising, therefore, if

they had overcome the psychological block due to their new experience in which "not-enough-clues" was legitimized.

The purpose of

this project was far too ambitious to be satisfied with only this
achievement.

Therefore, the data was examined in various ways to

find indications of learning the logical meaning of "not-enoughclues" which expresses an inherent logical undecidability, over and
beyond its legitimacy as an answer.
5.5.1

Analysis of NEC uses by individual students.

The question

of right and wront NEC answers on the posttest as compared with
o

that of the pretest for the, experimental class was first attacked

through individuals' frequencies of choosing it.

For each experimental-group student the number of times he/she
answered NEC rightly and wrongly was counted on both the pretest
and the posttest.

Individuals' pretest to posttest gains were

computed for the right uses and for the wrong uses.

As 16 items

had NEC for the right (wrong) answer, the gain in the right
(wrong) NEC uses could go from -16 to +16.

Because the desired

outcome was a decrease in the number of wrong NEC answers, (i.e., a

negative wrong use min), an increase in that number, that is
41.

a positive wrong use gain, would be interpreted as overlearning*
Overlearning was the term used by teachers for students who learned
to increase NEC usage without distinguishing when it was correct.
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of the NEC case.

To extract the overlearning effect, the differ-

ence between NEC right-use gain and wrong-use gain for each student was computed.

This difference would be interpreted as an

indication of learning of the true meaning of the NEC answer.

Dis-

tribution of this difference is given in table 5.15.

Table 5.15 Experimental Group Distribution of the Difference between
Individual Gains on Right Uses of NEC and Wrong Uses oc NEC.

Difference
Frequency
Difference
Frequency

-32 to -2

1

0

I

9

10

5

11

-1

I

1

11 1 12
5

0
0

1

1

1

0

1

13

3

4
10

1

2

14

1

1

15
2

5

8

16 to 32
0

6
17

7

9

omitted
20

Two extreme values of the difference, between the right and

the wrong use gains are discussed below.

The largest possible value for the difference reported in
table 5.15 is 32, which results from a +16 gain in right use of
NEC and a -16 gain in wrong NEC use.

This extreme value would be

interpreted as pure between-tests learning of the undecidability
expressed by NEC answer.

This is because the only way a student

could obtain these gains would be to have on the pretest sixteen
(the maximum) wrong NEC and nohe on the posttest in addition to

zero right NEC answers, i.e., no correct AC or DA item correct on the
pretest and all sixteen AC and DA items correct on the posttest.

The smallest possible value for the difference reported in
table 5.15 is -32 which results from a -16 right use gain and a
+16 wrong use gain.

Such an outcome is the least desirable and

would be interpreted as pure overlearning.
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Twenty students whose
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gain in both right and wrong NEC uses were within the ±3 range
were omitted from the computation of difference between the two
gains because such gains in both right and wrong uses of NEC were
considered insignificant in view of the similar fluctuation in the
control group.*

Therefore, in general a positive difference in table 5.15
indicates true learning and the larger the positive difference,
the more true learning occurred.

A negative difference in table

5.15 indicates overlearning of the NEC case and the smaller the
figure the more overlearning occurred.

Only one student had a

negative difference, and this was -1, the minimal overlearning
possible.

(This student had 4 and 5 right and wrong gains respec-

tively.)

A positive number in table 5.15 was obtained in three cases:
(i)

When the right-use and wrong-use gains were positive but the
right-use gain was greater than the wrong-use gain.

(At

0

least one gain had to be greater than or equal to four.)
This was the case in 65 of the 83 positive differences.
(ii)

When the right-use gain was positive and the wrong-use gain
was negative. (Absolute value of at least one gain was
This was the case in 16 of the 83 positive differences.

(iii) When both. the right and the wrong gains were negative but

the right gain was greater (smaller absolute value).

This

was the case in 2 of the 83 positive differences; one had a
difference of 1 and the other had a difference of 11,

Of these twenty students, eighteen had a right-uses gain greater
than or equal to the wrong uses gain.
Also, eighteen of these
twenty students had a positive right uses gain.
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So, 81 experimental-group students, i.e., 77.9%, exhibited
learning of the true meaning of NEC to some extent.

Sixty of

these 81 students, i.e., 58.7% of the experimental group, obtained
a difference of 6 or-more.

It seems safe to infer from the data

in table 5.15 that at least 55% of the students learned the logic

behind the NEC answer and not just the legitimacy of NEC as an
answer.

5.5.2

Analysis of average use of NEC per test item.

Using the

NEC columns of tables 5.2 and 5.4 (pages 125 and 129), the average
number of uses of NEC as an answer per item within each logical
form were computed.

They are given in table 5.16.

It should be noted that in MP and MT (decidable) subtests,
NEC was never the right answer.

In all items in the AC and DA

(the undecidable) subtests, NEC was the (only) right answer.
Based upon control-group averages, as shown in table 5.16,

Table 5.16

Percent of Students Giving the Answer NEC

Per.Item (Averaged) in Each Logical Form Subtest.

Experimental Group

Control Group

Logical form
Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

A.

1

MP
(NEC is wrong)

7.8

9.9

8.0

9.9

MT
(NEC is wrong)

9.4

12.9

8.6

6.9

AC
(NEC is right)

24.3

67.9

22.1

23.8

DA
(NEC is right)

31.3

70.3

33.0

36.2

I
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pretest-posttest fluctuations of ±1.9% would be considered as
random fluctuations, resulting from learning from the pretest,
differences in weather, the passing of a month's time, etc., etc.

The fluctuations in the number of (wrong) uses of NEC as an
answer in the decidable subtests -- MP and MT -- on the part of
the experimental group, are of no more than +3.5.

This increase

in the number of wrong NEC answers would be attributed to overlearning of the NEC case..

In fact, because an increase of about

1.9 might be attributed to other random factors that influenced
both the control and the experimental groups, only about 1.6 should
be considered as resulting from guessing due to legitimization of
NEC as an answer.

To stay on the conservative side, the total

3.5% will be considered as attributed purely to this factor.

The experimenter considered the number 3.5, interpreted as
overlearning of NEC, a low percentage.

To separate the learning

of the true meanineRf NEC as an answer, 3.5 was subtracted from
posttest mean scores for the two logical forms in which this
answer was correct -- AC and DA.

For the experimental group this

subtraction still leaves a posttest minus pretest difference of
about 40% on AC and of about 35.5% on DA.

So, between the pretest

and the posttest, an ai-erage of 35-40% of the experimental group

students per undecidable item learned to choose NEC as an answer'

indicating that a conclusion does not necessarily follow from
the premises.*

*Notice that this is an item average. It does not indicate consistency over items. Consistent answers were discussed in sections
5.3.1 for the test as a whole and in section 5.3.2, 5.3.3 for the
undecidable items,
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Analysis of total NEC uses.

5.5.3

Table 5.17 gives the total

number of times NEC answers were given rightly and wrongly by all
experimental group students in the decidable subtests (MP and MT)
and in the undecidable subtests (AC and DA).
There were altogether 16 items in AC and DA subtests.

If all

items were answered rightly by all 104 experimental group subjects,
the number of right uses of "Not-enough-clues" would come to 1664.
As table 5.17 shows, the observed number of right uses in the
pretest was 462, i.e., 27.8% of the total possible number, whereas
in the posttest the total reached 1150, i.e., 69.1%, an increase
by the factor of 2.5.

If this increase was only due to learning

that NEC is a legitimate answer and not to the learning of its
logical meaning, the same rate of increase by 2.5 should have
occurred also in the wrong uses of this answer.

However, as table

5.17 shows, the number of wrong uses of NEC went up only by a

Table 5.17
Answer:

Not-Enough-Clues, by Experimental Group Students (n=104)

MP and MT

AC and DA

(16 items)

(16 items)

Pretest
Right

Observed Number of Right and Wrong Uses of the

0*

Posttest
0*

Wrong

143

201

Total

143

201

Pretest
462
0**

462

Whole' Test
(32 items)

Posttest
1150
0**
1150

Pretest

Posttest

462

1150

143

201

604

1351

*NEC Could not be given rightly in this part of the test (all
right answers in this part were yes/no).
**NEC could not be given wrongly in this part of the test (all
questions in this part had NEC as their right answer).
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factor of 1.4, from 143, i.e., 8.5%, to 201, i.e., 12%, of the
maximum of 1664 possible wrong uses.

The total number of uses of NEC as an answer in the entire
test went from 605 in the pretest to 1351 in the posttest, an
absolute increase of 746 uses.

This is an increase of 58 in the

number of wrong uses (7.8% of the total 746 increase) versus an
increase of 688 in the right ones (92.2% of the total shift).

Had

the 746 total increase come only from guessing due to learning
just that NEC is as legitimate as yes or no, the increase in the
wrong uses of. NEC should have been equal to that of the right

uses, i.e., 373 each, rather than the observed increase of 58 and
688 respectively.

The expected posttest use of NEC based upon

that assumption comes to 835 (= 462 + 373)' times rightly, and 516
(=143 + 373) times wrongly.

How likely is it to obtain these

observed 58 and 688 increases, if indeed all the experimental
group had learned was that NEC was an acceptable alternative?
How significant is the difference between the observed use of NEC
in the posttest -- 1150 times rightly and 201 times wrongly, and
the expected posttest use of NEC based upon the abOve assumption
-- 835 rightly and 516 wrongly?

Had the data in table 5.17 been based upon independent
observations, a binomial test would be proper for answering the
first of the two questions, and a chi-square test would provide an
answer for the second.

Because data are based upon adding across

individual students' uses of NEC, which cannot be regarded as
independent events, no statistical analysis of these data with
regard to those questions was found adequate.
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Hence, it is left
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to the reader to judge the significance of these results.

To the

experimenter it seemed exaggerated to assume that the above results were obtained even though absolutely no new understanding of
the logic behind the NEC answer was gained.

Therefore another

hypothesis concerning the amount of guessing was tested.
Suppose only 80% of the additional posttest uses of NEC, i.e.,
598 times, was due only to legitimization of this answer.

Then

half of the uses (299).would be wrong and the other half (299)
right.

This hypothesis yields an expected shift of 299 uses in

the wrongly used NEC, as opposed to the observed shift of 58,
which is about 5 times smaller.*

The likelihood of this obser-

vation based upon the above new assumption is again to be judged
Table 5.18 shows repeated similar considerations

intuitively.

with varying hypotheses on the percentage of the shift attributed
to random use.

With the absence of appropriate statistical tests, interpretation of the results in table 5.18 were based on experimenter's
intuition.

It seemed reasonably safe to conclude that no more

than 25% of the total NEC shift was due to learning just NEC's
acceptability as an alternative answer.
in different ways:

This may be interpreted

either each student exhibited overlearning of

NEC in 25% of the items, or 25% of the students exhibited overlearning in all items (i.e., 75% of the students learned the proper use of NEC), or some other combination.

At any rate, at least

qualitatively there is strong evidence that a significant learning

*Only wrong uses are considered here. The argument for the shift
in right uses is similar and gives equal results.

1.84
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Table 5.18

Expected Additional Posttest Wrong Uses of NEC

Based upon Various. Assumptions on the Portion

Due Only to Legitimization of that Answer

bserved

Hypothesized per - ,Expected shift
centage of total in wrong uses

total
shift attributed
hift in
only to
EC uses

legitimizing NEC

Observed Ratio between
shift in expected and
of NEC (half of
wrong
uses observed use
the hypotheof NEC
of NEC
sized number

746

100%

373

58

6.4

746

80%

299

58

5.2

746

50%

187

58

3.2

746

30%

112

58

1.9

746

25%

93

58

1.6

746

20%

74

58

1.3

746

15.6%

58

58

1

occurred beyond the effect of decreasing inhibition towards NEC.*

5.5.4

Analysis of right and wrong yes/no answers with respect to

hypothesized model for error prediction.

As was shown in Table

5.17, there was a pretest-posttest increase by a factor of 2.2 in
the total number of NEC answers on the part of the experimental
group.

Consequently the total number of yes/no answers decreased.

Since most of the shift in NEC occurrences - 78% - was in the
right-use direction, naturally the decreasing number of yes/no

*To combine the results here with those reported in the previous
section, one should keep in mind that the 58 shift in the wrong
uses of NEC is the total for all, students for all items.
By
averaging over 16 items (in which NEC could be wrong) we get 3.6
per item which is 3.5% of 104 students. The latter is the
figure given in section 5.5.2.
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answers will show mainly in their wrong uses.

An examination of item profiles given in table 5.3 (page 127)
provides evidence that, in the pretest, students who answered yes
or no to AC and DA items, i.e., answered incorrectly, in most
cases did not randomly guess between yes and no.

In most of these

items there was a pattern of preferred error which conformed with
the model for error prediction stated in section 1.7.3.*

Table

5.19 gives pre- and posttest item profiles for this group.**
Looking at posttest undecidable items (AC and DA) in table

5.19, it is clear that in all of these items the right-answer
frequency is consistently higher than the wrong-answer frequency,
contrary to the situation in the pretest.

However, the pattern

of wrong answers did not change and, except for item 6, the pat-

tern nicely fits the predicting model of section 1.7.3.
On the pretest the majority of the students answered rightly
the decidable (1P and MT) items and wrongly the undecidable ones
(AC and DA).

On the posttest undecidable items as well as

decidable ones were answered rightly by the majority of the
students.

In other words they learned to separate out the undecidable

case. One might question whether indeed students learned through

the teaching period to distinguish between decidable and undecidable items, or whether they might have possessed this ability from

*The pattern is indicated in table 5.3 by the underlined numbers.
**In the posttest the control group did not change much. Therefore
only the experimental group's posttest wrong answers pattern is of
interest.
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Table 5.19

Item Profiles for Experimental Group
Pretest and Posttest (n=104)

(Right answers are circled. Errors expected from
model in section l.7.3 are underlined.)*

Item Logical Negation
No.
Form
Mode
Yes
1

MP

++
++
++-+
-+
--

23
25
30
11
13
19
3

22
31

++
++
++-+
-+
---

8

16
5
9

20
28

2

AC

14
4
7
21
27
12
18

17
10
6
32
29
15
24
26

.

DA

++
++
++-+
-+
---

++
++
++-+
-+
---

Pretest
NEC ,Skipped

Yes

Posttest
No NEC Skipped

7
8

1.

9

13

0

89

3

1.2

31

60

13

0

3

95

5
8

1

11

85
83
5

9

12

0
0

91

83
2

97
88

4

1

84
6

8

0

3

13
10
9
18
14
14

J7
89

6
10

0

2

2

3

7

17

69
5

0

6
14

53
89
87
72

33

16
6
16

2

3

2

83

5

13

14
4

26

6

0
0
0

79
76
73

10
17
16

36
35

3
0
2
2

4

9

--

MT

No

8

1

79
80
66
79
42
1

31
3

1

1

23

1

5

16

3

1

33
23
31

4
0

25

1

26

0

\L/

1

/5\

1

5

30

1

0

37
34
30
44
41

0
3
4
0
0
0

14
20

2

31
77
47
75

4

71
67
18
37
66

8

gT

54
62

75

5

6

49
30

3

5

\Ey

0

77
18
4
10
6
11

1
2

21
17

82
87

84
88
82
6

20
31
28
28

25
35
18
9
22

0
0
1

0
0
0
2

0

16

2
0

9

15
14
15
14
10
15

64\
68
73
84
79
62
70
.5._52

Ti\
69
69

73

1

0
1
1
1

0

1
1

2

0
1
1

0
0

0
0
3
2

37

6

74
69
77

0
0

6

N80/

1

1

*This table in fact reproduced data given previously in tables 5.2
and 5.4.
The numbers here, however, are numbers of students, not
percentages.
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the beginning, but were unable to exhibit it due to their reluctance to choose the answer "not enough clues," for psychological
reasons irrelevant to logical reasoning.

If the latter is right

and, as a result, undecidable items were answered at random, each
of the three alternative answers -- yes, no, not enough clues --

would have had the same frequency on each AC and DA item of the
pretest.

Or, at the least, the yes/no answers which were wrong on

the undecidable items would have had equal distribution per item.
As table 5.19 shows, this was not the case.

The existence of a

clear wrong-answer pattern in the AC and DA subtests indicates
that in tackling undecidable items students in general were not
guessing but thinking.

Sometimes their thihking yielded the

right answer -- NEC -- other times it yielded an explainable yes/
no mistake.

The ratio between the frequency of right answers and

that of expected errors is in favor of the expected error on the
pretest and is in favor of the right answer on the posttest for
all AC and DA items.

The clear evidence of non-random wrong

answers on the pretest, along with the pretest to posttest shift
from expected error to correct answers indicate that indeed
progress in the experimental-group students' conditional reasoning
ability accounts for the marked gain in score.
As mentioned already, there was a noticeable difference

between the number of right and the number of wrong answers for
each of the pretest decidable items in favor of the right ones,
but this was not so for undecidable pretest item profiles.
test profiles show preference to right answers in all items.
These observation:, should be interpreted as follows:
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on the

Post-
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posttest, experimental-group students were highly capable of
determining whether or not a conclusion followed necessarily from
the premises, but on the pretest they failed to do so.

Most often

they regarded a conclusion as a necessary one while in fact it
was not.

This becomes clearer in comparing the patterns of right

"yes" and "no" answers on MP and MT (circled in table 5.19) with
patterns of expected wrong yes/no answers in AC and DA respectively (underlined).

Such a comparison clearly shows that most

of the wrong answers to AC and DA items can be explained by considering AC as MP and DA as MT, taking for granted that the converse of the given conditional premise holds too.

Table 5.20

gives the ranges of yes/no right answers and expected errors.

The

ranges as given in table 5.20 overlap largely in the pretest but
are distinct and far removed from each other on the pos test as
can better be seen in diagram 5.8.

This reinforces the conclusion

drawn above about the students' change in ability to distinguish
between a necessary and an unnecessary conclusion.

Table 5.20

Range of Yes/No Right Answers on MP. and MT

(numbers circled in table 5.19) and Expected Wrong Answers
on AC and DA (numbers underlined in table 5.19)

Right:
Yes/No

Expected error:
Yes/No

MP

MT

AC

DA

Minimum

60

53

31

30

Maximum

97

97

80

82

Minimum

82

73

18

14

Maximum

94

88

36

35

Pretest

Posttest
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Diagram 5.8

Ranges of Yes/No Right Answers on the Decidable Part

of the Test

)

and of Yes/No Expected Wrong Answers

on the Undecidable Part of the Test

A as

Predicted by the Model in Section 1.7.3°

Pretest
10

20

10

20

Posttest

30

40

5Q

I

I

30

4.0

50

60

igeo

60

70

80

90

100

70

80

90

100

The pretest situation supports Henkin's conjecture (section
1.7.3) about right MP and MT answers due to a fortunate mistake

by "language balance" which is responsible for wrong AC and DA
answers as well.

It supprots also O'Brien's interpretation of

mastery of MP and MT, but lack of ability on AC and DA items due
to conversion or inversion errors.

The posttest situation (bottom

line, diagram 5.8) shows a marked difference between the ranges of

yes/no right answers on decidable items (MP,MT) and the ranges of
yes/no expected wrong answers on undecidable items (AC,DA).

This

indicates that in the posttest most decidable items were not answered rightly on the basis of some sense of language which has
nothing to do with logic, but rather on the basis of valid reasoning.

For if this were not the case, wrong answers due to "language

balance" would occur as frequently as right ones and their ranges
would not be disjoint.

So even though no significant change in

performance on MP and MT was observed, it is not unreasonable to
assume a change in

adents' understanding of these forms as well

as of AC and DA.

The ',1st Comment about wrong answer patterns has to do with

decidable 'tems -- MP and MT logical types.
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Wrong answers on
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those items were not as frequent as those on the undecidable items.
On the average about 17% of the students gave wrong answers to an
MP item and about 26% to an MT item.

Comparing the pretest wrong

answers on MP and MT'items to the posttest ones we get the following table 5.21:

Table 5.21

Average Number of Wrong Answers Per. Item in MP and MT.

Pretest

Posttest
NEC

Opposite

Opposite

NEC

MP

8.9

8.1

5.2

11.6

MT

16.3

11.0

9.6

13.5.
.

12.6

9.6

7.4

12.6

Decidable
subtest

The data in table 5.21 shows a clear difference between the
pretest and the posttest patterns of wrong answers on decidable
items.

Whereas on the pretest more wrong answers were opposite

answers (yes where no is right, and vice versa) than NEC answers,
the situation on the posttest was reversed.

Expressing undecid-

ability between yes and no instead of a straight contradictory
answer may at first appear as a change in the right direction.
However, this is not a real gain since both are wrong.

It is more

reasonable to attribute this change to the recognition of NEC as
a valid answer, and possibly to some overlearning it as discussed
in the previous sections.
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5.6

Standard School Achievements and Sex Differences with Respect to

the Results of the Present Study.

5.6.1

Non-correlation with S.A.T. and with sex.

The Stanford

Achievement Test (S.A.T.) was administered in all eight participating classes about four months prior to the pretest.

The dis-

tribution of National Stanine as determined by that test, and the
mean national grade-equivalent for each class were given in table
4.2.

The total battery mean scores -for experimental and control

groups were given in table 5.1.

Table 5.22 shows correlation coef-

ficients between (i) sex, the three mathematics subtests of S.A.T.,
reading and science subtests of S.A.T., and (ii) pretest, posttest,

and gain scores on the four logical-form subtests of the present
study for the experimental and the control group.
table 5.22 is above .45.

No number in

In fact most of them are close to zero.

In particular none of the five S.A.T. subtests considered were
found to be good predictors for success in the pretest, in the
posttest, or for learning the experimental material as measured by
the pretest-posttest gain scores.

Intuitive logic seems in this

case to be uncorrelated with other school topics such as mathematics in any of its standard school aspects.

These results

indicate that no linear relation is a good approximation for the
relations between any of the five ordinary school topics studied
and application of the relevant basic logical rules on an intuitive
level.

Such findings reconfirm the need for change in the un-

balanced school mathematics curriculum discussed in section 1.1.2,
or for an in\depeAdent place in the curriculum for logic.

There was also no correlation between students' sex and either
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Table 5.22

Correlation Coefficients Between

(i) Sex, S.A.T. Subtests, and (ii) Pretest, Posttest
and Gain Scores of the Present Study.
[In each square the upper left number is for the experimental group
(n=104) the lower right number is for the control group (n=106)]

Stanford Achievement Test
Sex

Test

Mathematics
Concept

Reading

Science

Application Computation

-3

MP

.07

.08
.07

.16

.23
.08

PRE-

TEST
AC

DA

MP

.24

-.02

.13

.39

.23

.20

.29

.04

POSTTEST
AC

DA

MP

MT

GAIN
SCORE
AC

DA

.17

.32

.38

.10

.26

.44

.18

.41

.14

,.14

.03

-.05
.18

-.06

.13

-.07

.03

.19

.33
.43

.07
-.08

.03

-.08

.03
-.06-

.02

.26

-.04

.39

.43

.12

:

-.05

.07
.23

.10

.03
.09
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.20

.45

-.14

.22

.29

-.06

.14

.24

.32

.11

-.04

.24

-.10

.00

..26

-.06
-.07

.24

.03

.14

.30

.21

.43

-.10

-.03.

-.07

.00

.37

.00

-.12

.05

.42

.31

.23

.23
.31

.14

.24

.39

.14

.35

.25

.31

.03

.24

.40

.30
.25

.24

.24

.25
.09

.21

-.05

.18

.25

.34

.05

.26

.23

.17

.05

I1T

.19

.35

.32

.15
.10.

.18

.14

.27

.21

.00

.15

.29

.43

.21

.17

.21

.12

.10

.27

.22

.21

.00

-.03

.27

.19

.05
.18

.20
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pretest, posttest, or learning in the present study as measured by
gain scores.
5.6.2

High; average, and low S.A.T. achievers' performance in the

present study.

Table 5.23 summarizes pretest, posttest, and gain-

score means for experimental-group subgroups by high, average, and
low national stanine levels in regular school mathematics, reading,
and science.

The small number of students in each of the low

stanine categories makes questionable the reliability of any
analysis based upon the obtained low stanine's means.

However, a.

comparison of the high stanine subgroup with the average stanine
subgroup for corresponding S.A.T. subtests shows that for all
logical forms, pretest and posttest scores of the high stanine
subgroup were higher than those of the average stanine subgroup.
But both levels of stanine showed very similar patterns of gain
scores.

In fact, in AC, DA, and totals, the gains of the average

stanine subgroup were higher than those of the high stanfhe subgroup on three out of the five S.A.T. subtests
reading, and science.

Math-computation,

This implies that on the posttest the aver-

age stanine subgroups for these three topics came closer to the
high stanine subgroups than they had on the pretest.

In all

cases both high and average level students benefitted significantly from the experimental unit.

The mean scores for the entire

experimental group, which were analyzed in the previous sections
and were found statistically significant in AC and DA, were therefore about equally influenced by the progress of above-average
students and average ones.

The few students whose national

stanine was below average also benefited.

These results encourage

the teaching of intuitive logic in regular classrooms, rather than
as a special topic for better students.
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(max =32)

Total

(max=32)

Total.

(max=8)

DA

AC
(max=8)

(max=8)

\IT

(max=8)

MP

Present
Study

w

.0

2.8
6.2
3.5

Gain

Pre
Post

I

6.5
6.5

Pre
Post

i

.2

Gain

Gain

Pre
Post
!

18.9
25.6
6.7

3.2
6.4
3.2

2.6
5.9
3.3

.1

6.3
6.5

.1

6.$
6.9

Math
Application
n=55

.

21.3
26.4
5.4

4.0
6.7
2.7

3.6
6.3
2.7

-.1

6.7
6.6

.1

7.0
7.1

Math
Computation
n=30

Hi:h Stanine

.19.0
25.4
6.4

3.2
6.2
3.0

2.5
5.6
3.2

.0

6.5
6.5

.2

6.8
7.0

Science
n=51

15.6
21.8
6.3

1.8
4.8
3.0

1.2
4,6
3.4

6.0
5.9
-.1

.0

6.5
6.5

n=48

CoMncept

ath

Low Stanine (1,2,3)

19.1
25.7
6.6

3.2
6.4
3.2

2.4
5.9
3.5

6.6
6.5
-.2

.1

6.9
7.0

n=51

Reading

7 8 9

15.6
22.0
6.4

1.7
4.9
3.2

3.8

1.2
5.0

6.1
5.7
-.4

6.6
6.4
-.2

Math
Application
n=45

15.6
22.9
7.3

15.7
22.5
6.8

1.9

5.0
3.1

1.8

1.5
5.1
3.6

.1

5.9
5.9

.0

6.5
6.5

Reading
n=49

5.2
3.4

5.0
3.9

1.1

.0

6.1
6.1

.0

6.5
6.6

Math
Computation
n=69

Avera:e Stanihe (4 5 6

15.4
22.6
7.2

5.2
3.6

1.6

5.3
4.0

'1.3

6.0
5.8
-.2

6.5
6.3
-.2

Science
n=47

21
9

12

16.2
20.3
4.1

18
20.8
2.8

15.8
18.5
2.8

18.5
21.33
2.83

Math Concept n=4 Math Application n=4 Math Computation n=5 Reading n=4 Science n =6

19.4
26.1
6.7

Pre
Post

Gain

3.4
6.5
3.1

Pre
Post
Gain

Gain

6.8
6.9

Math
Concept
n=52

Pre
Post

S.A.T.

Pretest, Posttest, and Gain Score Means for Subgroups of the
Experimental Group (n=104) by Levels of Achievement on S.A.T.

Table 5.23

I
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5.7

Attitudes

5.7.1

Students' attitudes.

At the end of the pretest in both the

pilot study and the main study, students were given a two-item
questionnaire to obtain some indication of their attitude (see
appendix 7.4a).

The first item asked the students to circle the

names of the activities they liked and to cross out those that they
did not like.

Table 5.24 shows the number of students who did not

cross out the various activities.

Students' answers showed that

the Electric Cards activity was the most popular.

activity was the least favored

The Pictorial

for the main-study students, yet

it was the second most popular with the pilot-study students.
This could have been caused by the change made in this activity
between the two studies:
each pictorial page.

A word-puzzle page was inserted after

Although reactions to the pictorial pages

were positive, as teachers reported, students in the main study

Table 5.24

Number of Experimental Group Students

Who Indicated They Liked Each Activity (of Maximum 104 Students).

Name of Activity

Number of Students
Indicating They Liked It
(maximum 104)

Electric Cards

94

Pictorial Activity

17

Dominoes

69

Numbers and Their Properties

18

Playing Cards

76

Colored Light Switchboard

87

Prepare a Quiz

75
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complained heavily about the amount of writing the puzzle pages
required.

These complaints, coming in the beginning of the teach-

ing period,had a strongly deleterious influence on teachers' atti-

tudes as will be discussed in the next section.
Other differences between pilot- and main-study students'
attitudes towards activities were apparent with the dominoes.
The pilot-study students favored this set of activities, but the
main-study students reacted as if the activities required only
trivial thinking.
difference.

There are two possible explanations for this

Pilot study students were urban children of socio-

economic class lower than that of main-study students, who were
suburban.

Pilot study students' general ability was also probably

lower because it is known.to be correlated with socio-economic
class.
ing.

The second possible reason was the difference in sequencThe dominoes activity was presented later in the main-study

teaching period than in the pilot-study teaching period.

The

experience main-study students gained by previous activities may
have caused the activities with dominoes to appear less challenging.

The opposite happened with

Numbers and Their Properties.

Modifications made in this activity between the two studies in an
effort to increase its power of motivation seemed to be successful.

Main-study students were challenged and enjoyed it more than

the pilot-study students,

The activities with the colored-light

switch box were attractive to many students in both studies.

The experimenter's impression was that providing such a large
variety of experiences in the undecidable case gave some students
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the feeling that it's "more of the same" and therefore their
attention wandered sometimes.

The second item on the student-attitude questionnaire was
phrased:

"Right after Easter vacation" (Christmas vacation,-for

the pilot study) "we may offer a new logic project."

(Logic pro-

ject was the common name for the experimental unit.)

"Only those

students who choose to participate in it will take it.
you.

It's up to

Would you like to go on learning logic after Easter (Christ-

mas)?

What's your reason for your answer?

(space)." Table

5.25 gives the distribution of yes answers, no answers, and undecided answers for the second item for the pilot- and the mainstudy students.

Table,5.25 Attitude Measure of Experimental Group Students by
Volunteering to Go on Learning Logic After the Posttest
Would you
volunteer?

Pilot study

Main study

(n=49)

(n=104)

13.9%

12.6%

No

22.4%

29.40

Yes

63.7%

58%

Undecided

Here are some examples of the answers as summarized in table
5.25.

Undecided:

"It matters what we do.

things we du, some I like.

I don't like some of the

If we do the things I don't like,

I won't and vice versa."
"I don't know.

It was fun but sometimes it was boring."

"I did not like writing the answers, but logic was interesting."
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"I am not sure.
"Maybe.

Depends if I have time."

I liked learning how to make the electric cards, etc.,

etc., But I hated the pictures."

(I.e., pictorial activity

which involved giving written arguments.)
No:

"I didn't like to answer why."
"Because I did not like much of it.

I never could tell if I

was right."
"I hate it.
"No.

It's hard and confusing."

I just don't want it any more.

"It was boring.

I had enough of it."

So boring and hard."

"It would be like extra work.

Thanks anyway."

"Because I'm not really learning anything, although I liked
it pretty much."
Yes: "Because I liked it all."
"It's just fun."
"Most of the stuff was fun."
"Because you get to build things and get more smarter."
"It is fun and I learned new things.

It takes a lot of

thinking, too."

"I liked to make some of the things and it is more fun than
schoolwork.

P.S. It's after Easter!

P.P.S

When do we

start?"

"I think it would be interesting because it gets you to think
hard.

And it's easier than what we do in school."

In general, as table 5.25 shows, the majority of the students
in both studies were ready to volunteer to continue learning logic.
Because their judgments were most likely based only upon their
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experience with logic through the present study, it was concluded
that most of the students liked the experimental unit.

5.7.2

Teachers' reactions. During the pre-training sessions all

experimental group teachers in the main study were very cooperative
and enthusiastic.

They expressed worries about students' ability

to grasp the material in a short period of time* and tried to
think of ways to prevent student-frustration.

When the teachers

were told they would be asked to fill out evaluation sheets on
each activity, one said:

"Oh; I'll give you miles of feedback

because I know how important it is to develop such units."

The

investigator's impression before the beginning of the teaching
period was that the teachers felt confident and capable of handling
the teaching.

Teachers took the test a day before their students

were pretested and reported it took time but they got all but one
or two items right.

In their answers to items 16 and 17 on the

overall-evaluation-of-the-experimental-unit questionnaire (appendix 7.4'o) they filled out after the posttest was over, all teach-

ers confirmed that their preparation was adequate.
"The sessions were sometimes too long.

very much and it was really enjoyable."

One wrote:

On the whole we learned
None of the teachers

thought there was a way to improve the teachers' manual so that it
would be the sole source of instruction for the teacher (item 15).
Each in his/her own way expressed the need for training in logic.
"I enjoyed the experience of learning logic - very needed," said

*However, later the project seemed to be too lengthy to them.
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the most critical teacher:

However, they felt they were not given

enough opportunity to assist in the development or discuss the
course with each other during the pretraining.

"Too much

top

down'," one said.

The experimenter met with the teachers once a week during the
teaching period.

In the first of these meetings, after the first

week of teaching

during which "Electric Cards" and then "Pictorial

Activity" were presented, the teachers seemed very disappointed by
their classes' reactions.

A resistance on the students' part to

give written reasoning on the puzzle pages of the pictorial activities developed, and the teachers felt a drop in the level of
motivation.

In his answer to item 19 of the overall evaluation

questionnaire, one of the teachers said:

"They liked to mess with

the electric cards a lot at first, but as soon as they got into
the workbooks (the pictorial activity),the morale dropped considerably after the first 20 pages."

Another teacher said:

"They

were excited at the beginning, bored in the middle, and felt competent and involved in the project at end."

The experimenter's

impression was that the same could be said for the teachers'
change of attitude throughout the teaching period.

Two of the four teachers positively stated that they would
like to teach this unit next year (item 11).

"I feel that the

underlying ideas of this project should be introduced throughout
the elementary education.

next year."

I definitely want to teach these ideas

"I like the innovative themes of this unit."

other two teachers expressed doubts, saying:

"Maybe.

The

t could

leave out some activities and I would present it in a more inte-
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grated way.

It was too isolated and lengthy."

The other said:

"If I do, it would he shortened and integrated into a larger program of analytic thinking skill."
The teachers felt that five weeks were too condensegd or too
long a period.

time."

"There were too many activities with too little

"It's novelty wore off quickly."

"Too much sameness too

often."

One of the four teachers saw no possible carry-over effect.
Three teachers expressed hoped for carry-over effects of the
experimental unit on students' work in other parts of the curriculum (item 22 and 23).

"Hopefully - they will be able to reason

better in discussions and in writing."
be able to instil

"Using these ideas I may

the abstract idea of math better."

they will he more aware of assumptions."

"Hopefully,

One of the two teachers

who answered doubtfully about teaching the unit again said here:
"It was a worthy experiment.

I and the kids learned a great deal."

All four teachers stated (item 14) they read the teachers'
manual and needed about half an hour of preparation for many sessions.

The teachers' manual itself seemed to be clear enough but

too detailed, leaving too little freedom to the teacher.

"I wish

my expertise as a teacher could have been called on."
In answering item 21 two teachers said they were surprised at the
small extent to which the composition of ability groups in regard to

the experimental unit conformed to general ability.

"Many kids

are motivated to figure out puzzles yet are not motivated in
general classroom curriculum."
Activities preferred by teachers (item 1) were:

2,D2

"Prepare a
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"Pictorial activity

quiz- it was challenging and manipulative."
- nonverbal, challenging like a game."

"Playing cards - it demon-

strated the impossible case, p and not q, best of all in my
opinion."

Least favored

activities were:

Properties - the most abstract of all."

"Numbers and Their

"Dominoes - I feel I

wasn't prepared enough for it."
When teachers were informed of the results of their teaching
they were pleased with the results.
faction.

One said:

one, of them said:

They obviously felt satis-

"Their reasoning was so surprising."
"We had too little freedom.

However,

Now I feel creative

again."

To summarize:

teachers were appreciative of the need for a

unit like the experimental one, they felt generally well prepared,
and were challenged to take over the teaching of the unit.

On

the other hand teachers felt it was too condensed, too long, or
too repetitive, even though very innovative.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter Overview
The first section in this chapter is a summary of the goals,
procedures, and results of the present study.
The second section relates this study to previous studies,
describes the weak points of the present study, and consequently
suggests future investigations.

6.1

6.1.1

Summary of Findings

Summary of objectives.

the present study.
1.

There were three main objectives to

The investigator sought:

To develop a unit in conditional reasoning for the intermediate elementary grades aimed at familiarizing students
with the distinction between valid and nonvalid inferences
from simple conditional premises, through concrete factual or
hypothetical examples, and without using an algorithmic
approach, namely without a direct presentation of

,rural

rules of inference;
2.

To have elementary school teachers implement the unit in
their ordinary classes as a regular part of their curriculum;
and

3.

To examine the effectiveness of that implementation in improving the students' performance in conditional reasoning.
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The primary considerations that led to choosing conditional

S

reasoning as the topic of the unit were:

the central role that

the logic of conditional sentences plays in mathematics and the
rich'existing psychological research in this area, which, indicates

the substantial need for improvement in young children's (as well
as adults') conditional reasoning ability.

The study stemmed from a desire to redress the distorted view

I

Of mathematics in the elementary curriculum.

This distortion is

created by the current imbalanced emphasis on computational rules

and on

some application, but very little logical analysis and

abstraction.

This situation exists despite the wide recognition

that school mathematics should be a major contributor to the
development of the general ability to reason logically.

6.1.2

SummaryAof development and design.

The experimental unit

was developed in four cycles of teaching-revision-reteaching, with
a changing role on the part of the investigator:

(i)

investiga-

tor's work with individual students, (ii) investigator',s succes-

sive work with three small groups of students, (iii) teachers
implementation pilot study in which the investigator was present
in each and every class period, and (iv) teachers' implementation
main study, where the investigator paid only occasional short
visits to each class.

To examine the effect of the experimental teaching, a test in
conditional reasoning consisting of 32 three-choice items was
developed through several field trials and revisions.

Each test

item was formulated with a reasonable hypothetical content designed to make sense to fourth and fifth graders in the selected
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population.

In its final form, the test consists of 4 eight-item

sets, each in one of the four logical forms, interspersed among
each other:

MP
MT
AC
DA

(modus ponendo ponens)
(modus tollendo tollens)
(affirming the consequent)
(denying the antecedent)

The first two forms (MP and MT) constitute the decidable part of
test, where the correct answers are either Yes or No.

The other

two forms (AC and DA) constitute the undecidable part of the test,
where the correct answer is "Not-enough-clues."
In each eight-item, logical-form subtest there were four
pairs of items, in each of which the conditional ,premise is in one
of the following negation modes.
"+,+":
11+,-11:

"-,+":
"-,-":

No negation occurred
consequent;
negation occurred in
negation occurred in
negation occurred in
consequent.

in either the antecedent or the
the consequent only;
the antecedent only;
both the antecedent and the

All items were presented in written form.

The investigator

administered the test as a group test.

The main study involved 104 students in four experimental
classes in one school, and 106 students in four control classes in
another school.

All eight classes belonged to the same school

district in the San Francisco Bay Area, California.

The popula-

tion in this district is predominantly of upper-middle socioeconomic class.

All four experimental group teachers took a

twelve-hour pretraining workshop given by the investigator, and
attended weekly meetings during the instruction period.

Teaching

took place for 30-40 minutes a session, 4-5'times a week for 23-25
sessions.
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6.1.3
A.

Summary of results.

The test-retest reliability of the conditional-reasoning
test was .79.

B.

Experimental and control group pretest performance levels
were not significantly different (not even at .05 level).
Pretest performance of both groups on the decidable subtests,
MP and MT, was highly successful.

The experimental and the

control groups received on the average 83.3% and 81.1% right
answers on MP items respectively, and 78.3% and 78.8% on MT.
Both groups performed poorly on the undecidable subtests of
the pretest -- AC and DA.

ExperiMental and control group

respective mean percentages of right answers were 24.3% and
22.1% on AC, and 31.3% and 33.3% on DA.

The total pretest

mean score was 54.3% and 53.8%, respectively.

The groups did

not differ significantly (a = .05) in standard school achievements either.

The mean score on the Stanford Achievement

Test was 69.5 for the experimental group and 68..9 for the
control group.
C.

There was a significant difference (a = .01) between the
experimental group's and the control group's overall performance on the posttest -- 55.4%, the mean percent of correct
answers for the control group .(compared to 53.8% on the

pretest), and 74.7%, the mean percent of correct answers for
the experimental group (compared to 54.3% on the pretest).
D.

Whereas on the pretest 37.5% of the experimental group students and 39.7% of the control group students had fewer than
50% correct answers, on the posttest 36.8% of the control
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group students performed at this level, but only 2.9% of the
experimental group students remained at this level.

On the

other hand, only 8.7% of the experimental group students (9.4%
of the control group students) had as many as 75% to 100%
correct answers on the pretest.

On the posttest, however,

52.9% of the experimental group had this percentage of correct
answers (and only 10.4% of the control group).
E.

As mentioned above, both groups were initially highly successful on MP and. MT.

Posttest scores on these logical subtests

did not differ significantly from pretest scores.

However,

there was a marked change in experimental group performance
on AC and DA subtests.

Recall that the maximum number of

correct answers on each logical - forms subtest was 8.

The

experimental group mean score on AC went from 1.9 (23.75%)
on the pretest to 5.4 (67.5%) on the posttest, and from 2.5
(31.25%) to 5.6 (70%) on DA.

The control-group pretest per-

formance on these subtests, as well as on the decidable subtests, matched the level of the experimental group.

Unlike

the experimental group, however, the control group did not
show significant change in the posttest.
F.

Thirty of the 104 experimental students moved from the lowest
pretest level to the highest posttest level on the undecidable part of the test.

An additional 20 experimental-group

students moved to the highest level from the Medium performance level, and 32 others moved from the lowest pretest
level to, the medium posttest level.

Altogether 82 students

progressed, 20 stayed at their initial performance levels,
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and two regressed.

About 75% of the experimental students

retained their pretest level on the decidable part of the
test.

This also happened in the control group.

Seventy to

eighty percent of the control group students remained at
their pretest levels on each of the four subtests, decidable
as well as undecidable ones.
G.

The order ofdifficulty of the variceus negation modes within
each logical form differed from one/logical form to the next.
,Within each negation mode, decidable items were consistently
-.nswered more successfully than undecidable

H.

The expected wrong Yes/No answers /on AC and on DA subtests in

the pretest were found to be almost as frequent as the Yes /No.
correct answers on corresponding negation modes of the MP and
MT subtests respectively.

This conforms with the hypothe-

sized model of error prediction (section 1.7.3):

Experimental

group posttest results show a vast reduction in error rate
and a consistent pattern of correct answers on all four subtests respectively.

Ranges of Yes/No correct answers on the

decidable nart of the test and of Yes/No expected errors on
the undecidable part largely overlapped on the pretest -53 to 97 and 30 to 82 respectively.

On the posttest these

ranges were distinct -- 73 to 94 and 14 to 36 respectively.
This indicates that between the two tests students learned
to distinguish undecidable items from decidable ones.
I.

Attempts to separate guess effect from learning the true
meaning of the answer "Not-enough-clues" yielded the following results: ,77.9% of the students in the experimental group
exhibited learning of the true meaning of NEC by choosing
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this answer correctly on the posttest in more items than
on the pretest in addition to one of the following:

(1)

either choosing NEC as an answer wrongly on the posttest less
often than on the pretest, or (2) choosing NEC wrongly on
the posttest more often than on the pretest, but the difference between the additional correct uses and the additional
wrong use

was at least three.*

Of the experimental group

students, for 58.7% this difference was at least six.

It is

fairly safe to infer that at least 55% of the students learned
the logical meaning of NEC.

An analysis of the shift between

pretest and posttest in the overall, number of correct and
,incorrect uses of "not-enough-clues" as an answer by the

experimental group yielded a total shift of 743 uses:

a

pretest to posttest shift of 58 incorrect use, and a shift
of 688 in the correct use of NEC.

It seems unreasonable

to assume that such a large improvement in correct usage is
attributable to a mechanism other than. learning of the logical

meaning of the "not-enough-clues" answer.
The percentage of experimental students choosing NEC
answers per item went from an average of 7.8 on the pretest
to 9.9 on the posttest for MP, and from an average of 9.4 to
12.9 on MT.

In both cases, NEC is a wrong answer.

Therefore

an increase of 3.5 was interpreted as overlearning of the NEC
answer.

(Control group results show fluctuation of ±1.9% on

*Not included among these 77.9% are students (19.2%) whose pretest
to posttest fluctuations in both wrong and right use of NEC was
is the range of ±3. They were omitted because this pattern of
fluctuation was typical of the control group and therefore was
attributed to random factors.
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on MP and MT which should be subtracted from the above 3.5)
Now, on AC and DA, where NEC is correct, the average percentage of experimental students choosing it as an answer showed
an increase of 43.6 and 39.0 respectively leaving an itemaverage increase of 43.1 and 35.5 which is not due to overlearning of NEC but eventually to learning its logical
meaning.
J.

More than half (58%) of the students expressed a positive
attitude toward the experimental unit by stating they would
like to take a second similar course if offered on a voluntary
basis.

An additional 12.6% could not decide, and 29.4%

would not volunteer.

No comparison between volunteering

for a further experimental unit and for any ordinary school
activity was. taken.

Teachers were excited in the beginning, frustrated in
the middle, and felt competent and involved in the project at
the end.

They did feel that the teaching_period was too

condensed (even though. also too 1;ong) and too repetitive.

The teachers were, however, appreciative of the innovation
and of the educational gains that they and their students
made.
K.

Surprisingly, no correlation was f6und between the learning
of logic and achievement levels in standard school subjects
such as mathematics (computation, application, or concepts),
reading, and science.

Gain scores in the experimental-group

tests of high and average achievers in these traditional
subjects were not significantly different.
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However, high

achievers started out at a higher level than average achievers
and thus finished at a higher level.

6.2

Relation to Previous Studies and Suggestions for Further

Investigation*

6.2.1

Test scores and their various interpretations.' Ennis and

Paulus (1965), McAloon (1969), Carroll (1970)and Weeks (1970),
who previously investigated the teaching of conditional reasoning
to various ages and ability levels, found parallel results to
those of the present study,

All of these studies found that the

core of observed teacher-influenced change in students' performance
is in their improved ability to guard against fallacious reasoning

by recognizing when conclusions do not nedessarily follow from
given premises.

The. concentration of teaching effects in this area results

from the high initial performance of students on the two valid
patterns of inference from conditional premises:

MP and MT.

previously found by Hill (1961) and 04Brien and Shapiro

As

(1968,

1970, 1971, 1973), there was little room for observable progress
on these parts.

It is therefore not surprising that teaching had

a negligible observed effect on performance in these forms.

How-

ever, as previously established by the above studies and others
cited in Chapter 1, students initially were unable to recognize
an insufficiency of data to validly infer a given conclusion.
This recognition is where teaching had the most apparent effect -in previous studies as well as in the present one.
*In this section indented paragraphs indicate suggestions for further investigations. The rest consists of comparative comments.
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Nevertheless, the observations concerning the initial ability
levels are given an alternative explanation in this study.

Pre-

vious researchers attribilted the definite answers of students on

undecidable items to inversion or conversion errors.

Namely, it

was hypothesized that students interpret p 4 q as p
wrods they erroneously believe that p
possibly not p 4 not q.*

q; in other

q implies q 4 p, or

This explanation presupposes the ability

of the students to choose correct answers on MP and MT by logical
analysis.

An alternative suggestion is that a phenomenon g-l^cc,r to,

Sells' "atmosphere effect" is responsible for the observed success
on MP and MT.

"Language balance," as conjectured by Henkin (1974)**

provides an explanation independent of logical analysis for stu-

dents arriving at correct answers in bothMP and MT, and also
wrong answers in both AC and DA by a mechanism that has nothing to
do with logical reasoning.

To a certain extent, the regression

observed.in MP and MT in the pilot study of the present work, and
the decline in MT reported by Ennis and Paulus (1965) support
Henkin's conjecture.

If students were consistent on MP and MT

on the pretest due to sound logical analysis, how does one explain
their loss of some of the ability when introduced to the undecidable cases?- if it is easy to confuse them, do they really possess
the initial ability to recognize necessary conclusions?

*The findings of the present study, as well as previous ones, show
that DA is answered more successfully than AC. This may indicate,
if indeed MP and MT are known in advance, that students interpret
p 4 q as implying the inverse "not p 4 not q" and not as implying
the converse "q 4 p." When the inverse is considered as given, DA
becomes MP and AC becomes MT. Thus the order of difficulty is
consistent with the order of difficulty of MP and MT. Further
investigation is needed to find out more about the source of these
errors.

**See section 1.7.3.
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a.

Henkin's conjecture was not proved in this study, nor was
it refuted.

Obviously further investigation of this conjec-

ture is needed.
b.

Because

One possible approach was discussed in 1.7.3.

"language

balante"

occurs

independently

of

the conditional connective, a #iudy of other connectives may
shed light on this matter.

6.2.2

Negation in the conditional premise.

Negation in the con-

ditional premise of an item does influence the degree of difficulty
of the premise as measured by the number of students who answered
a given item correctly.

Findings of this study shoW, parallel to

previous ones (Roberge 1969 and O'Brien 1972) that various logical
forms are more difficult in some negation modes than in others.
In the present study there were only two items of each negation mode within any 8-item logical form subtest.

Therefore,

reliability of the results of negation modes within a particular
logical form is compelled to be low.

Consequently only the rela-

tive rank order of difficulty of the four modes is discussed here.
The correspondence of these orders with O'Biien's results (1972)
obtained from high school subjects and based upon three items of
identical mode within each logical form is noteworthy.
gives this comparison.

The two orders agree only in MT.

Table 6.1

However

neither of the two studies should be considered as giving sound
generalizable data on the' problem of order of difficulty; each

study is based on a very small number of items per case.

Both

studies, however, point out that in some cases additional negation
is not necessarily a factor that increases the difficulty of an
item.

In fact, in DA and AC forms, items with-no negation in

2i4
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Table 6.1

Order of Number of Correct Responses. for Negation Modes

within Logical Forms in O'Brien's (1972) Study and in
Pretest for the Experimental Group (n=104) of the Present Study

MP

O'Brien's study
Present study

MT

O'Brien's study
Present study

AC

O'Brien's study
Present study

DA

O'Brien's study
Present study

++>

> +- > -+

> ++ > -+ > 4-++ > +- >.
> -+
+ + > +- >
> -+
> ++ > -+
+

-_ -+>

> 4-4-

> -+ > ++
-+ > +- > ++ >
+ - >

first premise were found in both studies to be less successful than
others.

The exact order of difficulty of the several negation modes
within logical forms, however, calls for further investigation.
The data available on this matter in previous studies and in
the present one is not sufficiently reliable.

6.2.3

Implementation problems.

(1970) puzzled the experimenter.

Results reported in Weeks' study
Second and third graders were

trained solely by means of attribute blocks.

The training cov-

ered the same length of time as that of the present study.

Ac-

cording to Weeks' report, the students improved significantly
on a 36-item test representing a much broader scope of logical
inferences than the scope of this study.

It is not clear what

attitude Weeks' students developed through this period, but the

present experimenters' experience with a program of,more variety
suggests that they must have become quite bored playing with just
one manipulative.

Osherson (1974) admits a developed boredom on

the part of his subjects in the process of playing with two mani-
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pulatives in a logic test. .The novelty, of any manipulative in'the

present study wore off within three to four sessions.

Also, no

measure, of learning transfer to other logical forms was taken in
the present study.

There was an apparent common feeling among the

teachers that the teaching was too lengthy.

Weeks' report of the

success of his own teaching of a very broad scope of logical inferences to much younger students using only a single manipulative aid
contrasts with the effort needed to be invested in the present
study to achieve significant progress in a more limited scope
teacher implemented unit. .Weeks worked with small groups whereas
this study took place in regular size classes.

All these factors

taken together indicate a need for further investigations in the
following directions.
a.

Development for fourth' and fifth grades of teacher-implement-

able units in which a variety of logical patterns, richer than
those addressed in the present study, are introduced at an
intuitive level.

Patterns of quantificational (first order)

logic which are much more adequate for mathematical arguments,
deserve wider attention at the school level.
b.

Development of teacher-implementable units in intuitive logic
for grade levels lower than fourth and fifth grades, possibly
Weeks' students age -- second and third grade.

c.

Search for efficient methods of inservice training and trials
with a wider sample of teachers.

The need for change in

college preparation given to prospective teachers was indicated in Chapter 1.

However, mathematics education cannot

afford to wait for this change.

An inservice-training pro-

gram intertwined with the development of units for students
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is necessary to accomplish a widespread implementation of
units in logical reasoning in the elementary schools.
d.

Investigation of the transferability of training\in certain
parts of mathematical logic to other untrained parts.

r

e.

Investigation into more effective ways of obtaining and maintaining young students' motivation and attention while learning logic on an intuitive basis.

For example, a modification

in the approach of the present study should be attempted.

A

gradual progress could be made through a hierarchy of prerequisites, instead of simply repeating similar experiences in
a variety of situations.

The sense of making progress may

contribute to the student's feeling of "that's worthwhile
doing."
f.

Comparison of concentrated training versus training spread
over time.

g.

A study of the progress effected by each activity (with a
single manipulative aid), versus the effect of..the whole

series of activities presented in this study.

The purpose

would be to isolate the most effective activities, and possibly to compare them with the effect of attribute block
training on conditional reasoning.

6.2.4
class.

Levels of regular school achievements and socio-economic
C. Carroll (1970) worked with ninth-grade low achievers in

mathematics in an effort to induce a change in their conditionalreasoning ability.

In most of the comparisons she made, she found

no significant differences between the experimental group and two
different control groups.

B

contrast, in the present study the
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fifth graders who were low achievers in mathematics concepts and
applications (4% of experimental group) did make significant progress.

This limited data should by no means be considered as more

a.

than an indication of the need for further study of the effect
of introducing young, low-achieving students to logical
analysis in general, and to conditional reasoning in particular.
b.

The present study was implemehted partially in a small middle
class city, and partially in a suburban upper-middle class
community.

The extent to which teacher-implemented units in

basic logic on an intuitive level can be effective for lower
socio-economic classes should also be investigated.

6.2.5

Content effect.

The desire to introduce young children to

logical analysis requires a search for appropriate methods.

One

major consideration should be given to the content within which
logic is treated.

Further investigations relating to content are

suggested in two different directions,
a.

Despite repeated revisions, type.mate items of the present
study test were not uniformly consistent.

Content effect

probably rests behind this inconsistency.

Some unexplained

findings were indicated in the analysis of test results.
Enlightenment concerning content effect should occupy future
research, if a non-abstract approach to the teaching of logic
is to be sought.
b.

The present unit includes only one activity which is directly
related to mathematics.

In. Chapter 1 the viewpoint was
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expressed that logic should be an integral part of the mathematics curricula.

While the one mathematically related

activity of the pre'sent sto.idy may provide an example of the

interweaving of logic with fifth grade mathematics, a further

effort should be made to integrate the units in logic into
the mathematics curricula.

Isolation brings about the dif-

ficulty of transfer Into mathematics, where di use of logic
is necessary.

Isolation also creates uncertainty as to the

purpose of learning logic.

Natural integration into well

established school topics like mathematics may prevent these
troubles

as well as balance the undue emphasis on computa-

tion in today's school mathematics.

This integration might

also produce a higher correlation between performance in
ordinary school subjects and in logical analysis, which was
found to be null in the present study.

6.2.6

More doubts about the present study.

In this section

additional weak points of the present study are mentioned and

future research possibilities are offered.
a.

The sample of students in the present study was not randomly
selected.

The selection of classes was determined by the

teachers who volunteered and the school districts willing
to cooperate.

This creates doubt about the generalizability

of the results in many ways.

The number of teachers was too

small to control for the teacher 'variables.

Therefore

generalizability of teaching effects is doubtful.

Also the

population of the studcnts was, a specific section of the popu-

lation so generalizability to other sections is questionable.
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b.

Boredom and motivation as factors in student success on the
tests were not studied.

Observed results might give an ob-

scured picture if students did not put enough thinking effort
into answering test items despite its team competition nature.
c.

The investigator in the present study took an approach of mass
education.

No effort was made to find out what was going on

in-individual minds by interviewing or by any other method.
Statistical analysis of pretest and posttest results is considered'by the experimenter as

a

very powerful approach to

studies of learning and of teaching effects,but not neces-

sarily the best way to study learningor thinking processes.
d.

Is the effort worthwhile?

Even if students are indeed able

to learn to distinguish valid from fallacious inferences,
should not such topics be postponed to a. later age when
students could "breeze through" it?

Is there such an age?

These questions are very important to answer before any attempt is made tO integrate units in "intuitive logic" into
elementary school mathematics curricula.
e.

Neither transfer nor retention were studied this time.

A

comparison of transfer and retention of units such as the
present experimental one and regular school curriculum might
add to decision making regarding the value and the usefulness
of units in "intuitive logic."

Finally, there is more unknown than known in the area of
logic education.

Logic education should certainly occupy mathe.-

matics educators extensively, since the ability to carry out valid
logical analysis and guard against fallacious arguments i
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essential for the learning and understanding of mathematics.

There is much to do in this area and a long way to go.

No

one work can provide a complete cure for the complex problematics
of mathematics education and logical analysis.

In educational

research, more than in other disciplines, what one may reasonably
expect\is slow and steady improvement.

The present study is in-

tended to be one small step in this direction.

2 2.1
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List of symbols and their meanings

Will stand for "and".

Will stand for "or" (inclusive or).
Will stand for "It is not the case

-( )

that" (particularly for negating a
conditional sentence).

Will stand for simple sentences

P,c1

(i.e., sentences Which don't include the words "and", "or").
q

Will stand for "if p then q (a
(conditional sentence).
.

.

.

Will stand for "not-p" (similarly
q is "not-q").

MP

Is the rule by which one infers q
from p

MT

q and p.

Is the rule by which one infers
not-p from p

AC

q and not-q.

Is the fallacious rule by which one
invalidly infers p (or not-p) from
p

DA

q and q.

Is the fallacious rule by which one
invalidly infers not-q (or q) from
p -4- q and not-p.
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The Logic of Conditional Reasoning

1.

What is a conditional sentence?

Given any two declarative sentences we can obtain a conditional
sentence by putting the word "if" at the beginning of one sentence,
the word "then" at the beginning of the other one, and joining the resulting clauses.

The conditional sentence obtained in this way will

read:

(sentence 1)

(sentence 2)

"If

,

11

then

For example:
sentence 1:

It is raining.

sentence 2:

The grass is wet.

Conditional sentence:

If it is raining, then the grasS is wet.

(When the two sentences are chosen randomly, the conditional sentence may not make sense.)

The first sentence forming the conditional sentence, the one that follows
word "if", is called the antecedent.
is called the consequent.

The second one,following "Urn",

We'll often use the letter "p" to sta

the antecedent, and "q" for the consequent.

will then be denoted by p

2.

q (read:

for

A conditional senten e

if p, then q).

What does a conditional sentence imply?
(a)

Let's uoe the above example to demonstrate the general case
which will be discussed later.

We had:

p = It is raining
q = The grass is wet
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and p 4' q

If it is raining, then the grass is wet.

Whenever

this sentence is true we cannot have both of the following true:
it is raining, and the grass is NOT wet.

Writing q for not-q,

(i.e., for "the grass is not wet"), the notation -(p and -0

means that it is not the case that it is raining and the
grass is not wet.
sentence:

(b)

Thus, the sentence p 4. q always implies the

-(p and i).

The sentence "If it's raining, then the grass is wet" excludes only the event:
wet.

It's raining and the grass is not

No other events are excluded.

sentence:

"If it's raining, then the grass is wet" leaves

three possibilities open:
is wet;

In other words, the

(2)

(1)

It's raining and the grass

It's not raining and the grass is wet; (3)

It's not raining and the grass is not wet.
p

q is true then

is true:

(c)

at least one of the following three

p and q; (2)

(1)

Symbolically, if

p and q

wears not-p);

(3) p and q.

Using the word "or" in its inclusive meaning, we

could write:,

p

q Implies (p and q) or (i" and q) or .(p and q)

Any conditional sentence p

q not only implies each of the

sentences-6 and 0; (p and q) or (i; and q) or (Fend 4),
but is actually equivalent to each of these sentences.

This

means that given any of these three sentences, we may confidently conclude the other two.

Still differently, it means

that all three of them say exactly the same thing.
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(d)

Let's consider our example again.
raining, then the grass is wet.

We said:

If it's

If this is so, can it ever

happen that the grass is not wet and it's raining?
We've seen in (a) that this is impossible.

No.

In other words:

if the grass is not wet, then for sure it's not raining.
The last sentence is again's conditional sentence.
different

from our original one, but it expresses exactly

the same thing.

We call the new sentence

contrapositive of the original sentence p

3.

It is

p, the
q.

What's not implied by a conditional sentence?

(a)

Once again let us suppose:
is wet.

If it's raining, then the grass

We saw in 2(b) that this sentence does not Imply

anything about the wetness of the grass when it's not
raining.

In particular, the conditional sentence:

If it

is not raining, then the grass is not wet, does not follow
from the original sentence.

The grass may be wet even

though it is not raining (someone may have watered it, for
example).

In geLeral, the sentence p + q does not imply p+ q.
(Notice the difference between p

q + p which is implied by p

(b)

q and the contraposition

q.)

Similarly, p-> q does not imply q+ p.

Back to,our example,

the sentence: "If it's raining, then the grass is wet°, does

not imply that "If the grass is wet, then it is raining"!
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(As we said before, the grass may be wet for many other
reasons.)

.

Two true rules of inference

(a)

Given a conditional sentence along with its antecedent, we
can confidently conclude its consequence.
Given (/)
(xi)

Conclusion:

Example:

If it's raining, then the grass is wet
It's raining
The grass is wet.

This inference pattern is called "Modus Ponens".
abbreviate it by MP.

(I)

p

(r1)

P

We'll

Symbolically, MP is the following rule:

q

q

where the line separates the assumptions from the conclusions.

(b)

Given a conditional sentence:if p, then q, we've seen in 2(d)
that its contrapositivelif not -q, then not -p necessarily
follows.

Therefore, given any conditional sentence p

and knowing that not -q,

we are lead to conclude that

not -p must be the case.

An example will clarify it:

Given (r)
(xr)

If it's raining, then the grass is wet
The grass is not wet
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Conclusion:

It is not raining.

by (1) the grass must be wet.

For if it is raining, then,
But (ii) contradicts it,

and hence, it-cannot be raining.

This inference pattern is called "Modus tolendo tollens";
abbreviated by MT.

Symbolically it allows us to infer in

the following way.

Given (r)
(rx)

p

q

not-q

not-p

where,again, the horizontal line separates the givens from
the conclusion.

5.

Two fallacies

(a)

We had no difficulty to accept that if it's raining, then
the grass is wet.

Suppose now we look out through the

window and see that it's not raining.
We can't tell.

Is the grass wet? -

The information we possess does not suffice

for any definite answer for that question.
be either wet or not when it's not raining.

The grass may
The only thing

we do know is what happens to the grass when it is raining.
Nothing is said about it when it's not raining.

People Sometimes are tempted to reach a definite conclusion
when a conditional sentence is given along with the denyal
of its antecedent.

Their conclusion is fallacious.
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logical pattern that yields this fallacy is called "Denying
the antecedent", abbreviated by DA.

Given (I)
(ii)

p

Symbolically:

q

not p

no valid conclusion

(b).

Another logical trap in conditional reasoning is the acceptance
of the consequence (abbreviated AC).
Given (m)

p

Formally

q

no valid conclusion exists

But, people sometimes tend to conclude p in this case.

In

relation with our previous example, given that the grass is
wet, people very often conclude that it is raining.

This

conclusion cannot validly be drawn from the two premises
because there is nothing in the premises to prevent the grass
from being wet while it's not raining.

6.

Negation mode of a conditional sentence

As stated above, a conditional sentence p

q has two parts, the

antecedent p and the consequent q, which in themselves are sentences.

Negation may occur in each part.

For example, p may say

"His hands are dirty", and q may say "He doesn't get dinner".

The

conditional sentence will then read "If his hands are dirty, then
he doesn't get dinner",
and q does.

In this case p does not include negation

In general, there are four cases (negation modes):

7
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p and q don't include negation (e.g., &it's raining, then
the grass is wet).

(2)

p .includes negation and q doesn't (e.g., If our car is not
fixed yet, we'll stay home during the weekend).

(3)

p does not include negation and q does (e.g., If he is busy,

'

then he will not agree to join us).
(4)

Both p and q include negations(e.g., If a child is not 5, then
he does not go to public school).

Whatever was said above about conditional sentences holds for any
such sentence in any negation mode.

It should be noted, though,

that when p includes a negation, riot -p doesn't.

Let's take the

example in case (3) above to demonstrate the four logical inference
patterns:

MP:
(m)

(II)

If he is busy, then he will not agree to join us.

He is busy

Therefore:

.

p

.

q

p

.

He will not agree to join us

q

AC:
(1)

(ix)

If he is busy, then he will not agree to join us.

.

p

He does not agree to join us

No conclusion can be drawn.

He may be tired (not busy) or he may be busy, we can't tell.
Note:

In the last example (AC) sentence (ii) affirms the conse-

quent of (1).

The negation in it is not a part of the logical

structure.
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DA:
(i)

(xi)

If he is busy, then he will not agree to join us.

.

q

.

He is not busy

not-p

No conclusion can be drawn
His being busy'does.not imply that he will join us.

He may still agree

not to join us for many other reasons.

MT:
(x)

(xx)

If he is busy, then he will not agree to join us.

q

.

He agrees to join us

not-p

Therefore he is not busy

not-p

Otherwise, according to (x), he would not have agreed to join us.'

Note:

In the last example (MT) sentence (xx) negates the conse-

quent of sentence (x) even though it does not include any negating
word.

Formally we should have written for not-q<sentence (xx)): He

does-not-not agree to join us.

Double negation in spoken language

is usually replaced by its positive equivalent as appears in
sentence (xx) above.

To summarize, the logical structure can't be determined by sentence
(rx) itself.

It is the relation of it to either parts of the

conditional sentence (x) that determines the logical structure
and the existence of a valid conclusion.
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A word about the ob ectives

The objective of the unit on conditional reasoning is to improve
students' ability to properly apply MP and MT and to avoid the two
fallacies DA and AC, when the conditional sentences are of a simple
kind, namely they don't include the words:

and, or (i.e. p,q in p

q

are not oompound-tentences), and the content expressed by the conditional
sentence is either factual or hypothetiCal, but familiar and makes sense.

Research studies of children's conditional reasoning indicate
that negation add an additional obstacle in properly applying MP and MT
and in recognizing insufficiency of the premises to yield any conclusion.
It is among the objectives of the following unit to teach students how
apply MP, MT and how to avoid AC and DA where the conditional sentence
takes any one of the four negation modes (see 6 above),

In the following pages you'll find many suggestions for activities.
Most of them are group activities, some of which can be conducted by
the students themselves while the teacher is working with another
group.

Tacher who prefers the frontal teaching style may use theim

activities for the whole class.

Lm general, the activities are aimed

at increasing the students' ability to interpret precisely what a
conditional sentence says and what it excludes, to rephrase a condi.

tional

sentence in the contrapositive way, to apply MP and MT and to

avoid AC and DA. In all cases, all four logical patterns are presented
for every conditional sentence.

At the beginning, negation is omitted

from the conditional sentences but later on all four negation modes
take place.
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General comments to teachers

1.

Questions in the students' book may be used f7 paper and pencil
work or for oral discussion between the teacher and the class
or among peers.

2.

Most of the answers are given in full in the teacher's manual.
Children are not expected to give them in this exact way.

3.

It is recommended that the teacher will consistently use
the "four-fold contingency table" as a representation of any
conditional sentence in diScussion.

4.

The concept:

conditional sentence should be used from start

without any definition.

Just say something like:

sider this conditional sentence ...."

or:

"Let's con-

"This is a conditional

sentence, what does it tell us?", etc.

5.

There is no need to complete all the suggestions given in any
activity in one session.

When students seemed to get bored (or

before this even starts) they should be switched to another
activity.

6.

Numbers in parentheses refer to questions in students' workbook.

7.

The teaching process involves manipulative aids, games, contests
and pencil-paper work.

They all should be carried out to the
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point the students are still interested.
every student will do everything.

There is no need that

In any activity the main impor-

tance is to lead toward improvement on the abilities mentioned in
1, above.

8.

The use of shortcuts is a preparatory step for using letters as
variables.

It may facilitate the generalization of the four logi-

cal structures, MP, MT, AC, DA, which is the main goal of this
unit.

It is not the purpose of this unit to teach the algorithm

for applying correctly MP and MT.

Students are expected to think

about the given content and its implication.

However, it is the

purpose of this unit to provide experience in conditional reasonling out of which syntactical generalization will emerge.
is requested not to teach the algorithm.

If and when a student

discovers it - it will be a great achievement.
discover it by himself.
individual discovery.

Teacher

Each student should

Teaching the algorithm will prevent this
It may stop the reasoning process and turn

it into a mechanical routine.

9.

Page numbers in students
etc.)

10.

edition are denoted by s

S-1, S-2,

Comments and answers are typed in italics in students' pages.

The following two pages are the first ones in the students' workbook.
It is recommended that students read it at an early stage of learning
the unit.
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To the student -

People use their eyes to see, their ears to hear, their tongues to
taste, their hands to touch and their noses to smell.
major senses we have.

These are the five

But there is another sense which is very strong

in human beings, the sense of being reasonable.

When we argue with

someone we use this sense to provide reasons which will convince him,
and also help us judge his arguments.

These reasoning and judgmental

processes originate in the brain through the use of logic.
Here.are two puzzles.

In trying to solve them, figure out which

senses you use:
1.

Are the two line segments equal in length?

If not, which one is

longer?

>

<

Line a
Line b

<

Answer

2.

Tom told Frank about some rules in his family.

He said: "In our

house, if the TV is on, the radio must be off". One day Frank
went to visit Tom in his house.

When he came in, the radi

s off.

Was the TV on?
Answer

If your answer'to the first puzzle was:
a, then your eyes misled you.

If your answer to the second puzzle was:

yes, then your logical sense misled you.
and line b are the same length.
answer to it is - maybe.

line b is longer than line

(Measure and see that line a

Think again about puzzle 2.

The right

The TV could be on, but it could also be off).
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11-b

You see, our senses sometimes "trick" us.

..

not to.

We have to train them

The material presented in this workbook is part of a unit

aimed_athelping you develop your ability to use your logical sense
_

properly, namely todraw ...... right conclusions, and to be aware of
......

_ . ....

possible mistakes.

The work in thiS-booklet will relate to other class

activities such as games, contests, and oral discussions with your
classmates.

Follow your teacher's directions carefully, and hopefully you'll
find this unit both enjoyable and useful.
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Electric Cards

Objective:

To enrich children's experience in applying MP, MT and
avoiding AC, DA through a self-conducted activity with an
immediate feedback.

Materials:

The Tester

(Each class needs 6 testers)

battery

bulb

terminal

terminal

The Cards
On each of the 250 cards there is a puzzle which consists of 2 clues
and a question, and four metal buttons labeled as follows:

Yes, for sure

No, certainly not

Not enough clues

0

0

0

0
To test an answer you put one terminal of the tester on the lower
button and the other terminal on any of the three labeled buttons.
The cards are wired so that the bulb will light only when the right
answer button is connected to the lower button.
Duration:

Each of the following, activities is planned for about 30-40
minutes.

Each is repeatable by changing the sets of cards

given to the students.
Administration:
Activity 1.

Teacher-class electric card game.

After presenting

the tester and an electric card, the teacher plays the role of the
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reader in Activity 2 (see below), and works with the whole class as
one team of that activity.

Teacher should make sure that the students

know how to write down for each card the card number and the answer
next to it, on a separate line; e.g., #32. Yes
#147. No.

After the first card with "not enough clues" answer was checked,
show the students the shortcut, n.e.c., to stand for these words.

Activity 2:

5-6 teams of 5-6 students in each.

a pencil and paper.

Each student needs

They write their name on top.

Each team will get twice as many cards as there are students in
that team.

Cards will be piled at the center of the team's table,

face down.

Students take turns being the reader.

The reader takes a card from the center of the table, and announces
its number , which everyone writes in the first line.

Then, the

reader reads the question (and nobody yells the answer!).

Each team

member, including the reader, writes his answer next to the card
number.

The reader calls:

not enough clues?"

"Who said yes?"

"Who said no?"

"Who said

Team members answer by raising hands.

When two different answers are found, the reader asks for reasoning
and leads a discussion to settle the disagreement.

He may need to

reread the question before he lets each student give his argument.

When a unanimous answer is reached by the group, the reader checks
the right answer by the electric tester.

If the group's answer was

wrong, they refer to the teacher for an explanation, (or try to justify
it on their own).

If the group's answer was right, the student next to

the reader becomes the leader for the next card.
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Alternatively:

captain checks the answer right after getting the

answers from the students and students earn a point for right answers.
The one whose total number of points is the highest, is the winner.
This alternative has the disadvantage that students give their answers
impulsively without being required to have an explicit reason.

Activity 3:

A group of students may go to the electric cards in any

stage of the course.

Teacher can give them a set of cards according

to a special interest:
a)

Only MP.

(All 4 negation moods or just one negation mood, e.g., no

negation in any part of the conditional sentence.)
b)

Only MT.

c)

Only DA.

d)

Only AC.

e) Sets of four questions for which the first clue is identical.
(These cards have four successive numbers 1-4, 5-9, etc.)
f)

Specific negation mood (all four logical forms or one, e.g.,
MT)

g)

.

Cards that carry putzles which have indefinite answers (DA or
AC).

h)

Cards which have definite answers (MP or MT).

Note:

In each case students will be asked to compare the cards and
to find differences and commonalities among them.

The cardS are numbered and the following table shows the logical
type and the negation mood for each question.
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MP

p 4. q

9,25,29,33,37,
45,49,53,61,
,69,81,97,105,
125,157,229

Answer:

P ' 0
'

Yes

1,5,21,65,73,
77,85,93,101,
117,149,169,
173,177,185,
189,193,197,
201

Answer:

'54' q

P .÷ q

11,27,31,35,
39,47,51,55,
63,71,83,99,
107,127,159,

12,28,32,36,
40,48,52,56,
64,72,84,100,
108,160,182,

230

231

232

Answer:

NEC

2,6,22,66,74,
78,86,94,102,
110,118,150,
170,174,178,
186,190,194,
198,202
Answer:

NEC

42,130,134,
142,146,162,
206,210,214,
218,222,234,

265

266
Yes

13,17,57,89,
113,121,137,
153,165,181,
225,237,241
249,253
Answer:

Note:

10,26,30,34,
38,46,50,54,
62,70,82,98,
106,126,158,

41,129,133,
141,145,161,
205,209,213,
217,221,235,
245,254,261,

Answer:

-,-,-

No.

No

MT

DA

AC

21,258,262,

Answer:

NEC

14,18,58,90,
114,122,138,
145,166,182,
226,238,242,
250,254
Answer:

Answer:

NEC

Answer:

3,7,23,67,75,
79,87,95,105,
111,119,151,
171,175,179,
187,191,195,
199,203

4,8,24,68,76,
80,88,96.104,
112,120,152,
172,176,180,
188,192,196,
200,204

Answer:

Answer:

NEC

Answer:

Answer:

NEC

NEC

No

44,132,136,
144,148,164,
208,212,216,
220,224,236,
248,260,264,
268

42,131,135,
143,147,163,
207,211,215,
219,223,235,
247,259,265,
267

Answer:

15,19,59,91,
115,123,139,
155,167,183,
277,239,243,
251,255

NEC

No

Yes

16,20,60,92,
116,124,140,
156,168,184.
228,240,244,
252,256
I

Answer:

Yes

1. The letters p, q denote simple sentences without negation.
2. The right answer to any AC, DA question is NEC.
The right answer is yes to MP in p
q,
q moods and to MT in Is, q and
in T5-4.7 moods.
The right answer is no to MP in p
rf and in
17 -4- ri moods and to MT in p
q and in p
T.
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Electric cards can also be used for team contests of

several types.

In this case the tester will not be used by the team.

The cards will just serve as a source of puzzles.
(a)

Objective:

Practice in applying MP; MT and avoiding AC; DA.

Each team gets 8 cards (preferably two of each logical type).
The leader of the team reads each puzzle and the team discusses
it and gives an answer which is recorded by the team secretary.
When they finish, the teams exchange cards so that each team
answers all the questions.

When teams finish they turn in

the answer sheets and the cards to the teacher (or a neutral
student) and he/she checks the answers.

A team scores one point

for any right answer (and possibly loses a point for a wrong
answer).

The winner is the team whose total score is the

highest.
(b)

Objective: The syntactical structure of MP; MT; DA; AC.
Electric cards are only a source of conditional, sentences.

Caution should be taken in checking the answers.

See example

below.

Teacher reads the first clue and the answer.
each team discuss the possible second clue.

Students in

The first team mem-

ber who raises his hand gets permission to suggest what the
second clue is.
point.

If his answer is wrong the other team gets a

if his answer is right his team gets a point.

Reasoning

should be encouraged.
Note:

When the answer announced by the teacher is: "Not enough
there are two possible second clues.
Each one of them is
answer! If a team can suggest both, it deserves an extra
Example:
Teacher says: "If it's a eucalyptus, then it's
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evergreen tree." What's a second clue and a question for which
the answer is: "Not enough clues?"
Student 1:
It is not a eucalyptus; is it an evergreen tree?
Student 2:
It's an evergreen tree. Is it a eucalyptus?
'Both of these students are right.
The above is a preparaton for "Prepare a Quiz"- activity.
(c)

Same as (b) but now teacher gives the second clue and the
answer..

(This time answers will vary because the first clue

includes the second one as a part of it, so again electric cards
are only a source of sentences and caution is needed in checking
the answers.)
(d)

Teacher gives each team a list of 5 conditional sentences.
The team should construct as many puzzles as possible (20 is the

maximum, but this obviously is not to be mentioned by the
teacher).

the winner.

The team that succeeds in writing more puzzles is
The invented puzzles can now be transferred to

the other team for solution and another contest.

Activity 5:

Students should be encouraged to invent their own puzzles,

preferably in sets of four, with an identical conditional sentence.
A new electric card can easily be made up for any good invention.
(This is, in fact, "Prepare a Quiz" activity.
details.)

See this activity for

2-28
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Activities with Dominoes

Objectives:

a)

(p

q) implies:

not (p and not-q).

b)

(p

q) implies:

(p and q) or (not-p and q) or (not-p

and not-q).
c)

Materials:

p

q is different than q

p.

8-10 complete domino sets (2 for each team).

2 demonstration charts or a set of domino cards on a magnetic
board (see description below).
Duration:

3-4 sessions.

Administration:
Activity 1.

Motivation
(a)

Teacher reads or tells the following story:

Paul likes to play dominoes, but he never puts them
back in their box afterwards.
his dominoes.

Therefore, he keeps losing

One day when his friend, Peter, came over to

play with him, they realized that none of Paul's domino sets
was complete.

Paul and, Peter put all Paul's dominoes on the

table face up to see which dominoes were missing.
doing so, Paul said:

"Look Peter, in my dominoes, if there

is a 2 on a domino, then the other number is 3."
the dominoes Paul had.

While

(Post a chart): -
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Paul's Incomplete Domino Set

IP

it

II

4

If there is a 2 on a domino, then there is.a 3 on it

Demonstration Chart #1
(See*note after Part (c))

What would you say to Paul?
Is his statement correct?
(Students will discuss and will reach the conclusion that,
yes, Paul was right.

Arguments may be as follows:

All

the dominoes which show a 2 show a 3, too; there is no
domino with a 2 on it which does not have a 3 on it; a domino
either shows a 2 and a 3 or it does not show a'2 at all.
If difficulties arise check each domino in the chart and
lead a discussion like:
T:

Does this domino show a 2?

S:

Yes.

T:

Does it show a 3?

S:

Yes.

T:

Does it agree with the rule?

S:

Yes.

T:

Does this (the next one) domino show a 2?

S:

No.

T:

Does the sentence say anything about a domino with
no 2 on it?
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S:

No.

T:

Does it disagree with our sentence?

S:

No.

Note:

A student may point at a domino like
'
as one which
disagrees with the sentence. Teacher should persuade him
through questions that this is not the case, since the sentence
only tells us what happens when there is a 2 on a domino. It
does not make any statement about dominoes with 3 on them,
particularly it does not say that these must have a 2 on the
other side.

(b)

T:

Peter, after approving Paul's rule said:
dominoes obey another rule."
his sentence.

"Paul, your

Paul didn't let Peter finish

"Wait," he said, "don't tell me, let me

think about it for a second."

Can you see what Peter might have had in mind?
S:

"If there is a 6 on a domino, then there is a 4 on it, is
another correct rule.

Also - "If there is a blank on a domino, then there is a 3
on it."

These correct rules will be proved through checking all
12 dominoes in the chart. Any other suggestions of the
form:
If there is a ... on a domino, then there is a ...
on it, too" will be disproved by pointing out a counterexample or,in children's language, a better term may be:
a domino that denies the sentence." For example, the
statement "If there is a 3 on a domino, then- there is a 2
on it" is false for the above incomplete set (see demonstration chart #1) because, among others, the domino
*.
I*
disagrees with it.
For any suggestion of a rule try to "turn around" the
sentence and ask whether the flipped over one is a'true
rule.
For example, suppose a student suggested: "If 6,
then 4," which proved to be correct.. Teacher will ask:
"What about-- If 4, then 6?" This is false. Proof: ".
is in the set."

(c)

.

Repeat Part (b) above with a new incomplete domino set.

For example, which rules are true for the following incomplete
set?
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-Children may now come up with some more complicated rules
like:

Ifthere is a 3 on a domino, then there is an even,

number on it, too.

(Try its converse - if there is an even

number on a domino, then there is a 3 on it, which happens
to be false.

Notice:

are true rules.")

both "If 5, then 0" and "If 0, then 5"

This is in fact an introduction to Activity 2,

see below.

Note about the demonstration charts: Teacher may find it useful to
have a white felt board with black domino cards which can be
prepared from a black cardboard with holes punched for the
dots. Another idea may be to attach a magnet strip to a
real dominoes and use a metal board for the demonstration.

Activity 2.

Group Game:

Guess Paul's Rule

4-6 players.

At least one, preferably two, complete domino sets for
each team.

Captain of the group needs a paper with the

team members' names on it to write down the points each
one earns.

Students take turns being Paul.

The student who is Paul

chooses a statement of the form "if there is a ... on any

of my dominoes, then there is a ... on it." He puts on the
table, face up, some or all of the dominoes which obey his
"rule."

(An easy way for him to do it is to exclude from

the complete set, all of the counter examples, as we'll do
in Activity 3.)
rule.

The other players have to guess "Paul's"

Each time a player proposes a statement, all the

players check the set to see if this statement happens to be
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true for "Paul's" set.

If it is correct, the student who

suggested it earns a point.- If the proposed rule is disproved,
the player who pointed out a domino that denies it, earns a
point.

Surely, there may be more than one true rule for

that set.

The player who guesses the rule Paul really

had in mind earns an extra point.

If after 5 trials no one

guessed the real rule, Paul announces.his rule, and he
earns an extra point.

If by chance after Paul announces his

rule, it is found wrong for his set, the student who discovers
it first earns a point.

Activity 3.

Paul's Lost Dominoes

(Teacher-Class Game)

In the student's book there are a few pages with
of a complete dominoes set like this:

Paul's rule for his incomplete domino set is

I

Demonstration Chart #2
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Teacher will prepare a similar demonstration chart (or use felt board
or magnetic board).
a)

We'll start as usual by a teacher-whole-class activity.

Announce

the rule for Paul's incomplete set (see suggestions below).
it down above the demonstration chart.

Write

Call students one at.a

time to cover off the demonstration chart with a blank card a
domino which Paul lost for sure.
b)

After the students got the idea, you may want to conduct a team
contest:

Each student will work on his own chart.

Teacher

announces the rule: Students write it down in the place left for
this purpose above each chart.

Then they cross the dominoes

Paul lost for sure, according to that rule.

Each student will

score one point for each correctly crossed domino.

Individual

scores will sum up to team's score.
Here are some suggestions for rules:

(examples 5, 6, are

harder and may be omitted.)
1)

If there is a 2 on one half, then there is a 4 on the
other half.

(Paul must have lost all the dominoes with

2 on one half which have 0,1,2,3,5, or 6 on the other half.)
2)

If there is 4, then there is 2.

(Write in short 4 4-2)

In this case the following dominoes must be crossed out:
all the dominoes with 4 on them and 0,1,3,4,5,6, on the
other half.

NOTICE the difference between the previous

case and this one.
3)

1 45 (lost for sure: 1-0,1-1,1-2,1-3,1-4,1-6.

Others, may

or may not.)
4)

5 1 (lost for sure:

5-0,5-2,5-3,5-4,5-5,5-6.

may or may not.)
5 -).no-2 (lost:

5-2).
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6)

No-2 -0- 5 (lost:

0-0,0-1,0-3,0-4,01-6,1-1,1-3,1-4,1-6,

3-3,3-4,3-6,4-4,4-6,6-6)
Make the, students notice the difference between their answers
to 3 and to 4.

For any rule of the form "if there is an X on a domino, then
there is a Y on the other half," there are 6 dominoes that are lost
for sure:--WiPqnow nothing about all the other dominoes.
2

E.g., for

3 the ones that Paul for sure does not have are:

AM,

P.

Any other domino may or may not be lost.
does not have to be in a set for 2 + 31)

(In particular

As a result of that,

for any conditional sentence of the above form, there are many
incomplete domino sets that satisfy it.
Students should be encouraged to say a general sentence for
the lost dominoes, instead of naming them one by one, e.g. , in
the above example, we know for sure that Paul lost all the dominoes
that have a 2 on one half,'but do not have a 3 on the other.
Students will need a new picture for each turn.
Note:

Instead of asking a student to give his reasons for a wrong answer,
lead the student to see that he is wrong by asking some more questions.
For example: The rule for the dominoes Paul has 5 -0. no-2.
4

S:
T:

1 1 O't
(This is wrong!
(Don't ask why, instead ask:)
Does it have a 5 on it?

This one may be in Paul's set.)

S:
T:

Yes.

S:

No.

T:

So, it has a 5 on it and does not have 2 on the other
side. Does it meet the rule 5
no-2?

Does it have a 2 on the other side?
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S:

T:
S:
T:

Notice:

Yes
So; did Paul lose it?
Not necessarily.
We are looking for those he lost for sure!
domino.

235

Try another

2
3 does not mean that the 2 must appear on the left side of
a domino that obeys that rule.
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Pictorial Activity

Objectives:

1..

To have children learn that (p

q) implies not (p and

not-q)
2.

To have children practice MP, MT, AC, DA

Duration of activity:
Materials:

3-4 sessions

18 pages with several pictures and a conditional sentence on each.

Not all pictures on a given page agree with

the conditional sentence on that page.

Students' task is to

find those pictures which disagree.
Each of the first ten pictorial pages is followed by a
puzzle page on which there are four questions, one of each
logical type:

MP, MT, AC, DA.

All four questions on a

puzzle page are based upon the conditional sentence on the
previous page.

The pictorial pages are arranged in an increasing order
of difficulty.

Pages 34-39 have conditional sentences close

to children's everyday experience.
hypothetical nature.

Pages 40-47 have a more

On pages 48-51. the conditional sen-

tences include negation.

Page 52 has no picture which

disagrees with the sentence.

All first ten pictorial pages

(Part (a)) contain particular sentences.

Pages 57-64 (Part

(b)) contain universal sentences.

Pages 54, 55 are discovery pages (see answer sheets).
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Conducting the Activity:
Part (a)

Each child gets a copy of these pages.

Teacher will conduct the work

on the pictorial pages, 34, 36, 38,...52, frontally, withthe whole class
(see teaching cues).

After each picture page students will work individually on the
corresponding puzzle page (35, 37, 39,...,53).

During this time teacher

will deal with individuals, trying to lead those who wrote a wrong answer to recognize their mistakes (see teaching cues below).
Pages 54,55 are discovery pages on which children can summarize
their findings.

Teacher should conduct a discussion of these findings..

Part (b)

Each child will get a copy of these pages.

A whole class discussion

of pages 57-60 lead by the teacher, will precede individual work on
pages 61-64 (see comments on answer sheets).
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Teaching Cues
Pages 34,35 (S- 5,S -6)
T:

(Hand each student a copy of Part (a), pp. S-4 - S-26).

have some interesting pictures to work with.
browse through the pictures.

Take two minutes to

See what they are about.

S:.

(Have a short free time to look at the pictures.)

T:

Look at page S-5.

(Read the instruction on top.

read the conditional sentence at the bottom.)
these pictures?

Today we

Ask a student to

What do you see in

(For each picture encourage descriptions which use

the words of the conditional sentence at the bottom of that page.
This will be done by getting students to say for each picture:
1) what Jim is doing; 2) what time it is; 3) whether or not Jim is
eating; 4) whether or not it is 7:30.)
T:

I can see two pictures in which the time is 7:30, and two in which
the time is not 7:30.

Can you find the two pictures in which it is

7:30?
S:

Pictures #1 and #2.

T:

Which of these pictures disagrees with the conditional sentence?

Note:

For each conditional sentence p
q it is a good habit to first
separate the pictures in two parts:
those in which p, the antecedent, is true( e.g., it is 7:30) and those in which p is nottrue (e.g., it is not 7:30).
Then, concentrate first on those
where p is true (it is 7:30) and find whether or not q is true in
them (Jim is eating).
Pictures in which p is true and q is not true (it is 7:30, and
Jim is not eating) do not agree with p
q because p
q means
that whenever p is true q will also be true.

The pictures in which p is not true (e.g., in our case, those
where it is not 7:30) are irrelevant to the sentence p
q because
the sentence does not discuss this case (it tells us nothing about
what Jim is doing at any time other than 7:30). These pictures
therefore do not disagree with the sentence, or in other words,
they do not contradict anything that is said in the sentence.
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S:

Because it's 7:30, but Jim is not eating.

T:

Very good.

Note:

Each answer should be very carefully related to the sentence.
There are two parts to each conditional sentence and for each picture teacher should discuss whether the first part is true or not
it in, whether the second part is true or not in it and, as a
result, whether the picture disagrees with the sentence.
(It
disagrees only when p is true and q is false.)

T:

Very good.

S:

#3.

T:

(Ask the student to read the sentence again if you think it's neces-

Any other picture which disagrees with the sentence?

(Wrong answer)

sary for refreshing his memory.

Please, do not let him feel in

your voice or in your face that you doubt his answer is right.
try to lead him to discover it.)

We'll

Why do you think it disagrees with

the sentence?
S:

Because it is 1:30 there, and Jim is eating.

T:

What does the sentence say Jim is supposed to do at 1:30?

S:

It does not say anything.

T:

Does it say he is not supposed to be eating at 1:30?

S:

No.

T:

Does it say he is supposed to be eating at 1:30?

S:

No.

T:

Does picture #3 disagree with the sentence?

S:

No.

T:

Picture #4

S:

No.

T:

How come?

Note:

We don't know what he is supposed to do.

Discuss the fact that the sentence does not tell us anything, not
only about 1:30 but about any time other than"7:30. In particular,
it's not impossible that Jim will eat at times other than 7:30.
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It is easier to decide on the pictures that disagree with the sentence than on those which agree with it, because it is somewhat
against the natural tendency to say that the picture in which it
is 1:30 and Jim is playing baseball agrees with the sentence: If
it is 7:30 then Jim is eating.
(Since it does not disagree with
this sentence, we say it agrees with it!) The terms correct and
wrong are even more misleading than agree and disagree. It is
therefore recommended to avoid them. We only discuss the question
whether or not each picture disagrees with the conditional sentence.
So always ask: "Does this picture DISAGREE with the sentence?" and
not:
"Does this picture agree with this sentence?" Even though
TETs question is a negative one, it is the easier one to answer in
our case.
Underlining p, the condition part of the sentence, may help the
students.
S:

Picture #2 does not agree with the sentence.

T:

Why not?

S:

Because Jim is playing.

T:

He is playing in picture #2, that's right, but this does not tell me

(Incomplete answer)

why it disagrees with out sentence.
playing at all.

Our sentence does not talk about

And it does not say he should not play, right?

S6, why does picture #2 disagree with our sentence?
is offered, ask:
S:

(If no answer

Is Jim eating?)

Because Jim is not eating.

(This is a better answer, yet it is still

incomplete.)
T:

What's wrong with that?

S:

Yes.

T:

Read the sentence..

S:

If it is 7:30, then Jim is eating.

T:

(Use your voice to stress the first part.)

(Wrong!

Does the sentence say he must be eating?

The sentence says at 7:30 Jim must be eating!)

7:30, then Jim is eating.

Oh, it says that if it is

Can you give a complete reason now, why

picture 2 disagrees with this sentence?
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Now cross out picture #2 and work quietly on the question on page
la.

(Teacher circulates around to check answers, to help children

with reading, or other difficulties, and providing guidance for
children who got wrong answers, by referring thet hack to the pictures on page 1

(see answer sheet and note after discussion of

pages 36, 37).

Pages 36,37 (S-7,S-8)
T.

We are going to page S-7.
please.

Mark, read the conditional sentence

Jack, describe what you see in picture 1.

(Insist on an-

swers that use the words raining or not-raining, Carol wears her
hoots, Carol does not wear her boots.)

Who can tell us in his own

words what the sentence is all about?
S:

It tellS us that Carol wears her hoots on rainy days.

T:

Which pictures show its raining?
sentence?

Why?

Which of them disagree with the.

(Similar to discussion of page 34).

When there

is no rain does she wear her boots, according to our sentence?
S

No. (Wrong answer.)

T:

Is the sentence saying she isn't?

S: 0.

Yes.

It says:

If it's raining, then Carol wears her boots.

it it's not raining, she doesn't.
T:

So

(Wrong argument.)

You said correctly that we know for sure she wears her boots whenever it rains.

Read the sentence again and tell me what does the

sentence say about days that are not raining?
S:

Nothing.

T:

So, could she wear her boots when it's not raining?
tence allow her to do it or forbid it?

S:

Yes.

She may do it.
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T:

What picture shows an impossible event that can never happen.
according to the conditional sentence?

S:

#3.

T:

Any other?

S:

No.

T:

O.K.

Cross off picture f5.

Let's work on page S-8 quietly for a

few minutes.

Note:

A puzzle page will be worked right after the pictorial page.
Refer the students back to them in any puzzle a child has difficulties with.
E.g., puzzle #1, p. 37:
If it is raining, then Carol wears her
boots.
It is raining. Is Carol wearing her boots? The answer
is yes, for sure. On page 36 we crossed picture #3 off because
it is raining there and Carol doesn't wear her boots, which disShe
agrees with the sentence.
The. sentence doesn't allow that.
must wear her boots in the rain according to that sentence.

Puzzle 3, p. 37 asks about Carol wearing her boots or not on a
not-rainy day. Back on page 36 both pictures #2 and #4 describea not-rainy situation, one in which Carol wears her boots, the
other in which she doesn't. Both do not disagree with the sentence.
She may or may not have her booti on in not-rainy weather.
There are not enough clues to decide.
Puzzle #2, p. 37: Here Carol wears her boots. Is it raining?
Again, back to page 36 pictures #1 and #3 'show Carol wearing her
boots, but in one case it is raining and in the other it,.is not.
Neither of these pictures were crossed off as disagreeing with
the sentence. So, they both show a possible event.
We don't
have enough clues to decide.
I
Carol doesn't wear her boots..
it rairline
Look at page 36. We crossed out the picture where Lt is raining,
and Carol doesn't have her boots on. This is an impossible event.
according to the question. Carol can go without her boots on
only when it is not raining. So, the answer to this puzzle is no.

Puzzle ff4, p. 37:

Pages 38 (S-9) and on

See comments on-answer sheets and follow the general scheme
described above.
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PICTORIAL ACTIVITY
Part (a)

Teacher's edition

Comments and,answers are typed in italics.
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In each picture below Jim is doing something at a certain time. Read
the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and underline its
condition part. Write the number of each picture which disagrees
with it.

(1)

(4)

(3)

If it is 7:30, then Jim is eating.
What do you see in the pictures?
(Jim is eating; Jim is not eating;
it is 7:30; it is not 7:30). About what time is the sentence talking?
In which pictures is it 7:30? Which o those disagrees with the
sentence?
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Read, think, and answer:

I.

a)

If it is 7:30, then Jim is eating.

b)

It is 7:30.

Is Jim eating?

Why?

2.

Yes

(b) says it is 7:30, so according to (a) Jim must be eating.

a)

If it is 7:30, then Jim is eating.

b)

Jim is eating.
Not enough clues (NEC).

Is it 7:30?
why?

Jim may be eating at other times too.

(Refer .your students

back to pictures 1, 3, where Jim is eating but the time is not
necessarily 7:30)
3.

a)

If it is 7:30, then Jim is eating.

b)

It is not 7:30.

Is Jim eating?

NEC

Why? Jim may be eating at other times too.

(Refer your students back

to pictures 3,4 where it is not 7:30 but Jim mau or maid not be pating.)

4.

a)

If it is. 7:30, then Jim is eating.

b)

Jim is not eating.

Is it 7:30?

Why?

No.

(b) says Jim is not eating.

would eat, but he is not.

If it was 7:30, then by (a) Jim

So, it is not 7:30.

2 was crossed off.)

262

(That's uhm picture

Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page. Some pictures
on this page disagree with this sentence. Write the number of each
picture which disagrees with it.
3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.
What do you see in the pictures ? ._,{It is raining; it's not raining;
CaroZ wears her boots; CaroZ does not wear her boots.) What is the
subject of the conditionaZ sentence?
(It is raining. Make student
underline this part.) In which pictures is it raining? Which of those
disagrees with the sentence? What about pictures where it doesn't
rain?
(They at Zeast do not disagree!!!)
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.

b)

It is raining.
Yes

Does Carol wear her boots?

(b) says it's raining, in which case (a) guarantees that

Why?

Car6Z wears her boots.

2.

a)

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.

b)

Carol wears her boots.

Is it raining?

NEC

Carol may wear her boots even when it does not rain.

Why?

There is

nothing in the sentence (2) to prevent her from doing it, (pictures
1,2) or to force her to do so.
3.

a)

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.

b)

It is not raining.

Does Carol wear her boots?

Why?

NEC

Even though it does not rain, Carol still may have her boots on

however she does not have to wear them (see pictures 2,4).
4.

a)

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.

b)

Carol does not wear her boots.

Is it raining?
Why?

No

By (a) we know that if it was raining, Carol would have had her

boots on.

But (b) tells 'us she does not:

(That's why picture 3 was crossed off.)
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Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this pager and write
the number of each picture which disagrees with it.

4

J NE 73

M RCN 72
(1)

(2)

-JVNE 7/
(3)

(4)

If it is March, then there is snow on this mountain.
What month of the year does this sentence discuss?
Underline "it is
march ".
What does the sentence say about that month? Find the pictures which show March. Does any of them disagree with the
sentence?
What is common to pictures 2 and 3? (It is not March, in both.)
What's the difference between them? Does any of them disagree with
the sentence (No).
Why? (See question 3.)
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If it is March, then there is snow on this mountain.

b)

It is March.

Is there snow on this mountain?

Why?

2.

Yes

That's what (a) tells us'about March.

a)

If it is March, then there is snow on this mountain.

b)

There is snow on this mountain.

Is it March?

Why?

NEC

Even though we know for sure that. in March there is snow on

that mountain, there still may be snow on it any other month.

(See

pictures 1,2).
3.

a)

If it is March, then there is snow on this mountain.

b)

lt is not March.

Is there snow on this mountain?

Why?

NEC

The sentence (a) does not tell us anything about months

other than March.

It may or may not be snow on that mountain

(pictures 2,3).
4.

a)

If it is March, then there is snow on this mountain.

b)

There is no snow on this mountain.

Is it March?

Why?

No.

In March there is snow on that mountain (by (a)).

.So it

cannot he March when there is no snow on it as (b) informs112,,,_
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Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write
the number of each picture which disagrees with it.
3.,

(1)

(4)

4

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

Explain: /In one little
town people discovered
that the sentence below
is true.
Review the notion of
odd and even numbers if
need occurs.
Make student recognize
and underline the subject
of the sentence (Safeway
trucks).
(7)
(8)
Discuss the fact
that we know nothing
If it is a Safeway truck, then it has an odd number
on it. about the numbers on
Lucky trucks. -,ey may
be odd or even.
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If it is a Safeway truck, then it has an odd number on it.

b)

This is a Safeway truck.

Does it have an odd number on it?
Why?

2.

Yes

That's what (a) tells us.

a)

If it is a Safeway truck, then it had an odd number on it.

b)

This truck has an odd number on it.

Is it a Safeway truck?

Why?

NEC

Not only Safeway trucks may have odd numbers.. (Refer back

to pictures 1,2,5,6)

3.

a)

If it is a Safeway truck, then it has an odd number on it.

b)

This truck is not a Safeway truck.

Does it have an odd number onit?
why?

NEC

Any truck which is not a Safeway truck may carry either an

odd or an even number, if it has a number at all.

4.

a)

If it is a Safeway truck, then it has an odd number on it.

b)

This truck does not have an odd number on it.

Is it a Safeway truck?
Why?

No.

Safeway trucks, by (a), must have an odd number, so this

truck cannot be a Safeway one since it does not have an odd number
on it (by (b)).
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Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write
the number of each picture which disagrees w44 01.t.

4

(1)

MI11111111

(4)

(2)

(3)

1

(5)

(6)

If a table has a square shape, then there
are flowers on it.
only tables with a square shape which do not have
flowers on them disturb the
truth of this conditional sentence.
The sentence tells us nothing about any
other shapes with regard to them having flowers
on, or not.
flOcrlining the condition part of the sentence
can help.
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If a table has a square shape, then there are flowers on it.

b)

This table has a square shape.

Are there flowers on it?

Why?

2.

Yes

That's what (a) tells us for situations described in (b).

a)

If a table has a square shape, then there are flowers on it.

b)

There are flowers on this table.

Does this table have a square shape? NEC
Why?

Refer back to pictures 1,

2,

3 which show different shapes

of tables with flowers.

3.

a)

If a table has a square shape, then.there are flowers on it.

b)

This table does not have a square shape.

Are there any flowers on it?
why?

NEC

Refer back to pictures 2,

3,

6 which show not-square tables

5,

with and without flowers.

4.

a)

If a table has a square shape, then there are flowers on it.

b)

There are no flowers on this table.

Does this table have a square shape?

Why?

No

That's why picture 4 was crossed off.

A table cannot be

square shaped and have no flowers on it (by (a)).
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In each picture below there is a plate with some food.
Read the
conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write the number
of each picture which disagrees with it.

5.,

6

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-(5)

(6)

If Mam put a cake in the plate, then she put a banana in it.
Notice: A plate with a banana does not have to include a cake.
plate with a cake that has to include a banana!
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If Mom put

b)

Mom put

a cake in the plate, then she put

a banana in it.

a cake in Jim'3 plate.
Yes

Did she put a banana in it?
Why?

2.

a cake in the plate, then she put

a)

If Mom put

b)

Mom put a banana in Janet's plate.

Is there a cake in it?
Why?

3.

a)

a banana in it.

NEC

Refer back to pictures 1, 4.

If Mom put

a cake in the plate, then she put

a banana in it.

b) Mom did not put a cake in Jack's plate.
Did she put a banana in it? NEC
Why?

4.

Refer back to pictures 1,2.3.

a cake in the plate, then she put

a)

If Mom put

b)

Mom did not put a banana in Jill's plate.

Is there a cake in it?

why?

a banana in it.

No

There cannot be a cake in a plate without a banana in it!
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In each picture below a man named KeVin stays either in his-house or
Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page
write the number of each picture which disagrees with that sentence.
outside.

2, 3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

If Kevin is wearing his hat, then he is outside.

sr
(7)
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If Kevin is wearing his hat, then he is outside.

b)

Kevin is wearing his hat.

Is he outside?

Yes

Why?

2.

a)

If Kevin is wearing his hat, then he is outside.

b)

Kevin is outside.

Is he wearing his hat?
Why?

3.

See pictures 1,4 and 6,7.

a)

If Kevin is wearing his hat; then he is outside.

b)

Kevin is not wearing his hat.

Is he outside?
why?

4;

NEC

NEC

See pictures 5 and 6,7.

a)

If Kevin is wearing his hat, then he is outside.

b)

Kevin isn't outside.

Is he wearing his hat?

No.

Why?
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In each picture you see a man doing something, while
the TV is either
on or off. Read the conditional sentence
at the bottom of this page
and write the number of each picture which disagrees with
it.

(1)
(3)

tow
Of IP

(4)
(5)

(6)
0

If the TV is on, then the man is
not reading.
This is the first conditional sentence,
with negation, in this activity. Student
will as usual he calZed to, describe the pictures in
terms of: TV is or is not
on; the rzn is or is not rcogir;7.
Concentrate on those pictures where TV is on
1:-,

h ir
7.?!

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

,no
L V 7.0 on.

Pictums 4,5,6 do not ,11--agroo with ti:e
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think, and answer:

Read

1.

a)

If the TV is on, then the man is not reading.

b)

The TV is on.
No

Is the man reading?
Why?

2.

a)

If the TV is on, then the man is not Teading.

b)

The man is not reading.

Is the TV-on?

why?

3.

NEC

Refer to pictures 1,2 and 5 6.

a)

If the TV is on, then the man is not reading.

b)

The ill is not on.

Is the man reading?
Why?

4.

NEC

See pictures 4 and 5,6.

a)

If the TV is on, then then the man is not reading.

b)

The man is reading.

is the TV on?

No

Why?
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In each picture below there is a bicycle with or without a back seat.
Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write the
number of each picture which disagrees with it.

1

(2)

(3)

(4)

If the bicycle has a back seat, then it is not Mike's.

.
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Read, think, and answer:

1.. a)

If the bicycle has a back seat, then it is not Mike's.

,

b)

This bicycle has a back seat.

Is it Mike's?

170

Why?

2.

a)

If the bicycle has a back seat, then it is not Mike's.

b)

This bicycle is not Mike's.

NEC

Does it have a back seat?
See pictures 2 and 4.

Why?

3.

a)

If the bicycle has a back seat, then it is not Mike's.

b)

This bicycle does not have a back seat.

Is it Mike's?

Why?

4.

NEC

See_pictures 3 and 4.

a)

If the bicycle has a back seat, then it is not Mike's.

b)

This bicycle is Mike's.

Does it have a back seat?

No

Why?
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In each picture below is a complete list of things that the
lady has
bought. Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this
page and
write the number of each picture which disagrees with it.
no picture disagrees.

(1)

(4)

(2)

(5)

If the lady buys peanut butter, then she buys jelly.
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Read, think, and answer:

1.

a)

If the lady buys peanut butter, then she buys jelly.

b)

The lady bought peanut butter.
Yes

Did shy buy jelly?
Why?

2.

a)

If the lady buys peanut butter, then she buys jelly.

b)

The lady bought jelly.

Did she buy peanut butter?

NEC

Why?

3.

a)

If the lady buys peanut butter, then she buys jelly.

b)

The.lady did not buy peanut butter.

Did she buy jelly?

NEC

Why?

4.

a)

If the lady buys peanut butter, then she buys jelly.

b)

The lady did not buy jelly.

Did she buy peanut butter?

Why?

No
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Discovery

Look back at each puzzle page

1.

(S-6, S-7, .e. S-24).

Find what is

common to all four questions on each puzzle page.
Same clue (a).

The question is the same in questions 1,3 and in questions 2,4.
The answer to 2,3 is always NEC.

2.

What are the differences among all four questions on each puzzle

page?

Clue (h) differs

3.

Can you find anything in common to question number 1 on all the

puzzle pages?
(77,740

(b) is the condition nart of clue (a).

The answer is always

eitiwr yes or no.

4.

Can you find anything in common to question number 2 on all the

puzzle pages?
Clue (b) is the second part (the result part) of clue (a).
answer is always NEC.
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5.

Can you find anything in common to question number 3 on all the

puzzle pages?
t7lue (h) is the negation of the condition part of Ilue (a).

The answer is always NEC.

6.

Can you find anything in common to question number 4 on all the

puzzle pages?
Clue (h) is the negation of the result part (the second part) of clue
(a).

The answer is always no.(It will be sometimes yes, in these

cases, but there ig no example of that kind in the previous. pages.

When the condition part of clue (a) includes negation, the answer to
this type of question will be yes.)
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PICTORIAL ACTIVITY
Part (b)

Teacher's edition

Comments and answers are typed in italics.
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In each frame below results of two games are reported: California vs.
Texas, and California vs. Michigan. Read the conditional sentence at
the bottom and write the numbers of each frame which disagrees with that
sentence.

What is the subject of this sentence? Underline it. In which frame or
frames does California beat Texas? In which of those does California beat
Michigan? Which ones disagree with the conditional sentence?
What does the conditional sentence tell us about games in which California
does not beat Texas? (Nothing.)

California
Texas

10

California
Michigan

15

3

9

(1)

California
Texas

California
Michigan

California
Texas

California
Michigan

12
8

3

15

California
Texas

9

California
Michigan

15
15

(2)

3

10

15
9

(4)

(3)

California
Texas

12

California
Michigan

15

8

3

California
Texas

California
Michigan

(5)

10
10

California
Texas

13
10

California
Texas

California
Michigan

15
3

California
Michigan

9

15

California
Michigan

(8)

If California beats Texas, then California beats Michigan.
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15

(6)

California
Texas

(7)

6

(9)

10
9

15

15
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In, each picture below there are three people. Read the conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write the number of each picture
which disagrees with it.

2,

7

(1)

(2)

(3)

I

(4)

(5)

If A is taller than B, then B is taller than C.
Use a procedure similar to the one described on
page 11.
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In each picture below you see a street with some houses. Read the
conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write the number
of each picture which disagrees with it.
1,2,4,3

Students should check each picture to find out whether any house in it which has
a chimney does not have a flag.
One such house in a picture makes the picture
disagree with the conditional sentence (or in other words:
tie sentence is
false for that i-cture.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

For a1 the houses in this street:
has a _himney, then it has a flag.

(7)

2 t,i6

If a house

270

Each frame below contains nine numbers. Read the conditional sentence
at the bottom of this page and write the number of each frame which
disagrees with it.
2,4,5

Por a given frame this sentence is true only if every even number in that frame
is greater than 20.
If in a given frame there is (at least) one even number
which is Zess than, or equal to, 20, then this frame disagrees with the conditional sentence because not aZZ even numbers in it are greater than 20.
Odd
numbers, or course, do not count.

21 .21 .23

I5 /4 /7

.24

ot5' ofb

/S

/9 Zo

17

at al

di

ofd 013

(1)

/02

/4'

/3 /5 /7
/9 o2/

as

.27

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

/6
o76.7

a 41

026

ca

(4)

For all the numbers in this frame:
greater than 20.'

If a number is even, then it is
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In each picture below yoU see a box of pencils. Some have an eraser,
some don't.
Some are sharp, some are not.
Read the conditional
sentence at the bottom of this page and write the number of each
picture which disagrees with it.
4

5, 7

Out of
In eac:2 frame, one ought to Zook only at those pencils which have an eraser.
If there is any pencil with an
these one should Zook for those which are not sharp.
eraser but not sharpened in a given frame, then this frame disagrees with the sentence.
(Pencils without an eraser may or may not.be sharp.)

0

-71>

=mlan

11111011-----

(1)

(2)

(3)

p

11111LAM.=immik>1.

SKI

Ce==3
a

(71_

(4)

(6)

(5)

For all the pencils in this box:
If a
pencil has an eraser,then that pencil
is sharp.

(7)
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In each frame below there is a list of team members.
Read the
conditional sentence at the bottom of this page and write the number
of each frame which disagrees with it.
2, 3

TEAM' I

TEAM 2

MIKE

Tom

TEAM 3
MARY

SCOTT

ARTHUR

NANCY

JERRY

DIANE

ANN

JOE

A
(1)

LICE
(2)

Th7:8 one may cause some difficulties.
'Students
11.sagrers with the sentence.
However, it takes
that the sentence is false for frame 2. Try to
to explain the sentence using the word: must.
belongs in this team (which one? - team 2) then
belong in team 2? is this a boy? Well are all
it agree with the sentence?

For all the students in the class:
then that student is a boy.

RIM
(3)

find pretty fast that frame 3
some argument to persuade them
lead those who have difficulties
For example - If a student
this must be a boy. Does Diane
students in team 2 boys? Does

If a student belongs in this team,
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In each frame below there are six cards. Each card has a letter on
top, and a letter at the bottom. Read the conditional sentence
at the bottom of this page and write the number of each frame which
disagrees with it.

.

2, 6

A

e)

p

E

R

L

T

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

One card with K on top but a letter other than L at the bottom makes the whole
frame disagree with the sentence, even if some other cards in that frame show
K on top and L at the bottom. However, cards with L at the bottom do not have
to show K on top!

For all the two-letter cards in this frame:
If there is a K on top
of a card, then there is an L at the bottom of that card.
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In each frame below there is a group of children. Read the conditional
sentence at the bottom of this page and. write the number of each frame
which disagrees with it.
3,4,6,8,11,12

(1)

;(9

(9)

(2)

(6)

(3)

(4)

(1)

(8)

(10)

(12)

In this group of children: If a child does not wear a ribbon, then
the child wears glasses. In each frame we look ,for
a child who does not
7,Mar
ribbOn nor ,irises.
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Numbers and Their Properties

Objectives:

(1) "(p

q) v (not-p ^ q) v (not-p ^ not-q)"implies "if p

then q".

"Not (p and not-q)" implies "if p then q".

(2) Using symbols (letters) for variables, constants, and
relations (Introduction).

(3) Experience with MP, MT, AC, and DA.
Materials:

A small hand blackboard (these activities are "chalk and talk,"

plus paper and pencil activities); or a magic slate
Duration:

2-3 sessions.

Administration:
Activity 1:

Introduction of matrix representation of a conditional
sentence.

This activity consists of three parts:
Part a takes about 5-10 minutes.
Part b takes about 15-20 minutes.
Part c takes about 15-20 minutes.

Part a.

Make a chart on the blackboard like:

> 35

not > 35

> 15

not > 15

T:

Each of you think of a number, any number.

Michael, what's your

number?
Michael:

25.

T:

Michael's number is 25.

S:

Yes.

Is 25 greater than 15?
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T:

(Point at the marginal title where it says > 15.)
in this row.

Michael:
T:

Well, it belongs

Michael, is your number greater than 35?

No.

So, it belongs in this column (point at the marginal title saying:
"not > 35").

So, I'll write 25, Michael's number, in here (put it

in the upper right box).
T:

Jane, what's your number? Where does it belong?
your number?

Why?

Come write it down in the right place.

Jack, what's

Why did you

put it there?
etc.

Part b.
T:

(After each child has suggested his number.)

at the bottom left one) is still empty.
a number that belongs in this box?

Look, this box (point

Can any of you think of

Think hard.

S:

We can't there is none; etc.

T:

Why? What's the problem? We found numbers for this (upper right),
and this (upper left), and this (lower right) box.

Why can't we

come up with a number for this ono (lower left)?
S:

Because there's no number that's greater than 35 and not greater than
15.

(Or:

because any number that's greater than 35 is also greater

than 15; or:

because a number that is not greater than 15 cannot be

greater than 35; etc.)
T:

That's right.

If a number is greater than 35 (point at that marginal

title and move your finger down along the column), then it must be
greater than 15.

It cannot be smaller than or equal to 15 (point

at the lower left box) when it is greater than 35.
blackboard:

If X > 35, then X > 15.)

(Write on the

Also, if a number is not

greater than 15 (point at that marginal title and move along its
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row), then it cannot be greater than 35.
(point at the lower right box).

It must belong in here

Peter, can you repeat what I've said?

Come here, show us how the chart tells us this.

(The child will be

encouraged to point at marginal titles and follow the rows and
columns as he talks.

Part c.
T:

In you papers in question 1 you have another chart.

Fill it with

-

the listed numbers.

(Children work on their own on question 1. When they finish let them
work on 2, 3. Check their answers individually or make some of them
tell their answers to the class. Leave the rest of the paper for next
time.)

Activity 2.

Puzzles

Part a.
T:

If a number is > 35, then it is > 15.

What sentence is that?

(A conditional one.) How do you know?

(It starts with "If.")

that a true conditional sentence?
explain:

(Yes.)

Why? (Students will

no number can be greater than 35 without being greater

than 15 because 35 is greater than 15, and so on.)
T:

Is

Here is a matrix like the one we had in your worksheets.

> 15

not > 15

A

B

C

D

> 35

not > 35
(Draw it on the blackboard.)
I think of a number.
greater than 35.

I'll call my number X.

(Write on the board X > 35.)

it belong to?
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S:

The upper left, box A.

T:

Why?

S:

O.K., come put X there.

Now I think of another number.

call it Y.

My number Y is greater than 15.

"X > 35".)

Which box does it belong to?

Give us another clue.

We can't tell yet.

I'll

(Write "Y > 15", under

It may belong to

either box of the left column, either A or C.
T:

Come put Y in both.

My new number is Z.

it under the previous two statements.)
S:

You fooled us again:
>

Z is not > 35.

(Write

Where does Z belong?

you didn't give us enough information.

If Z is

15 it belongs in. C, the bottom left box; if it is not > 15, it

belongs in D, the bottom right box (read ">" as "greater than").
T:

Come put Z in both.
it T.

I have another number now in my mind.

I'll call

T is not > 15 (write it under the previous three statements).

Can you tell which box T belongs in?
S:

D.

T:

Why?

S:

T is-not > 15, so it is certainly not > 35.

T:

Does anybody have a number in mind?

How come you don't need some more information?

Andy, call your number a name.

Tell us something about your number and we'll try to see if we can
put it in our matrix, etc.
Part b.
Each student needs paper and pencil. Teacher needs a small blackboard on which he can write his secret numbers. Choose any true conditional
sentence about numbers and their relations; for example, let's take the
one the students worked on in their worksheets. Write it on the big blackboard in front of the class (preferably using symbols like: If X is > 60,
then X is > 20.)' Teacher will choose a number, will write it on the
small blackboard, and hide it. Then the teacher will give the class a
clue, which will be written on the big blackboard under the conditional
sentence, and will ask a Aumstion about his hidden number.
Students will
be asked to answer, then the teacher will show his number.

All four questions will remain on the blackboard one next to the
other (see examples, next page).
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Choose as your secret
number

Say

I.

Jimmy, can you read this?
What kind of a sentence
is it. How do you know?
I choose a number. I'll
not tell you what my number
is but I can tell you it is
greater.than.60.

If X > 60, then X > 20

65 (hide it)

Is my number greater than
20?

Write on the (big)
blackboard

X > 60

Is X > 20?

(Yes)

Show your hidden
number
2.

Here is the same sentence.
I choose two numbers now!
My new numbers both are
greater than 20. Are they
greater than 60? (NEC)
Why?
(Children give
examples like: you may
have chosen 22 and 23 or
22 and 62 or 62 and 63.
In all cases X
20, but

If X > 60, then X > 20

25 and 70 (hide
either)

X > 20

Is X > 60?

tie can't tell whether
X
60 or not.)

Show your numbers

3.

Here I choose another
number.

30

My secret number this
time is not greater than.60.
Is it greater than 20?
(NEC) Why?

If X > 60, then X > 20
X is not > 60
Is X > 20?

Show it
4.

Last number I choose.

15

This time it is not greater
than 20.
Is it greater than
60?
(No!)
Why?

If X > 60, then X > 20
X is not > 20
Is X > 60?

Show it
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Now who wants to choose a number?

T:

me.

Come here, Tom.

Oh, Tom's number is greater than 20.

Whisper it to

Is it greater than 60?

(Or:
Tom's number is greater than 60, is it greater than 20? Tom's
number is not greater than 60, is it greater than 20?
Tom's
Or:
number is not greater than 20, is it greater than 60?) Let different
students whisper their number to you and you give the hint to the
class.
Children write their answers first, and then carry on the
vote along with their reasoning. At the end, the child that chose
the number says his number.

The following may help you phrase the questions:

If a child chooses a number

then the teacher says to the class

Greater than 35

His number is greater than 35,
is it greater than 15? (Yes)

Between 15 and 35, or 35 itself

His number is not greater than 35.
Is it greater than 15? (NEC)
Or:
his number is greater than 15,
is it greater than 35? (NEC)

(not 15!)

Less than 15, or 15

Comment:

His number is not greater than 15.
Is it greater than 35? (No)

If there's any student who has trouble answering these

questions, a number line may help him visualize the problems.

For

example, in question 1 (above) the unknown number is somewhere here
(shaded,area):

//z
0

20

40

60

so it is certainly to the right of 20, too.

// 2/ // /
80

But in question 3 (above),

the unknown number lies here (shaded area):

20

0

40

60

so it may or may not be to the right of 60.

80
We can't tell.

The given information is not enough to reach a decision.
Activity 3:

Questions 4-15 in student's worksheets (see next pages for
answer sheets).
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Numbers and Their Properties

(1)

Put each number listed below in the appropriate box in the matrix
chart:

(cross it off the list as soon as you put it in the matrix).

100, 45, 37, 29, 76, 12, 30, 1, 4, 42, 26, 15, 28, 35, 94,
56, 49,
7,

13, 3, 24, 18, 6, 79, 52, 64, 19, 2, 91, 85, 22,

33, 82, 77, 14, 34, 5, 11, 21, 36, 71, 84, 46, 51, 55.

Greater than 20

Not greater than 20

100, 76, 94, 79, 64,
91, 85, 82, 77, 71, 84,

Greater
than 60

45, 37, 29, 30, 42, 26,

28,

35, 56, 49, 24, 52, 22, 33,

Not greater
than 60

(2)

34, 21, 36, 46, 51,

1,

4, 15, 13, 3,

19, 2,

7, 14, 5, 11,

12,

18,

6,

55.,

In the chart you made in question (1),

is there any empty box?

Yes

Can you find a number to put in the empty box? No
Why? Because there is no number that is at the saml time greater than
80, and not greater than 20.
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State the fact you discovered in question 2 as a conditional sentence.
(Don't forget to start with the word:

If).

a. If a number is greater than 60, then it is greater than 20.
b. If a number is not greater than 20, then it is not greater than 60.

In questions 4-7 read, think, answ3r, and give the reason
(4)

If a number is greater than 60, then that number is greater than 20.
Tom's number is greater than 60.
Yes

Tom's number greater than 20?

Why?

(5)

Because Tom's number is greater than 60 and 60 is greater thah 20.

If a number is greater than 60, then that number is greater than 20.
Mary's number is npt-greater than 60.
Is Mary's number greater than 20?
Why?

Mary's number is not greater than 60 but it may be greater than

20 (e.g.

( 6)

NEC.

30) or Zess than 20 (e.g., 10).

If a number is greater than 60, then that number is greater than'20.
Jill's number is greater than 20.
Is Jill's number greater than 60?
Why?

NEC

Jill's number is not necessarily greater than 60.

It may be

greater than 60 (e.g.. 70) or Zess than 60 (e.g.. 40).

(7)

If a number is greater than 60, then it is greater than 20.
Jim's number is not greater than 20.
IS Jim's number greater than 60?
Why?

No

If Jim's number was greater than 60 it would have been greater

than 20, but it is not, so it can't be greater than 60.
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(8)

The conditional sentence "If a number .is greater than 60 then it is

greater than 20" is a true statement about numbers and their relations.
Invent some'other true conditional sentences about numbers and their
relations.

Start each sentence in a new line.

Don't forget:

conditional sentence should start with the right word, that is
Answers will vary.

each

If

Here are some possible ones.

I.

If a number is greater than 100, then it is greater than 50.

If a number is Zess than 100, then it is Zess than 200.

III. If a number is divisible by 4, then it is divisible by

2.

rv, If a number has at least two digs, then it is greater than 3.

(91

In questions' 10-15, we'll use shortcuts:
a.

X will stand for "my number".

b.

The symbol <

c.

Interpret (write in full words):

will stand for "less than".

"X is < 5" means
"X is

My number is Zess than 5.

< 10" means My number, is Zess than 10.

"If X is< 5, then X is <10" means:
5, then my number is Zess than 10.
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d.

Write using the shortcuts:

My number is less than 30

e.

Write using the shortcuts:

My number is less than 40

f.

Write using the shortcuts:

If my number is less than 30, then

my number is less than 40

If X < 30, then X < 40.

g.

X < 40

Interpret (in full words):

X is not <
Is X

(10Y

X < 30

< 10?

My number is not Zess than 10.

10

Is my number. Zess than 10?

Put each number listed below in the appropriate box in the matrix chart
below.

As soon as you do it, cross that number off the list.

100, 45, 37, 29, 76, 12, 30, 1, 4, 42, 26, 15, 28, 35, 94,
56, 49, 13, 3, 74, 18, 6, 79, 52, 64, 19, 2, 91, 85, 22,

7, 33, 84 77, 14, 34, 5, 11, 21, 36, 71, 84, 46, 51, 55.

< 30

not < 30

29, 12, 1, 4; 26, 15, 28, 13,
3,

< 40

24, 18, 6, 19,

2,

37, 30, 35, 33, 34, 36

22, 7,

14, 5, 11, 21,

not < 40
100, 45,

I

76, 42, 94, 56, 49,

79, 52, 64, 91, 85, 77, 82,

71, 84, 46, 51, 55
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(11)

In the chart you made in question (10), is there any empty box?Can you find a number to put in the empty box?

Yes

No

Why? Because every number, that is Zess than 30, is Zess than 40 for sure

(12)

Tom: "If X < 30, then X < 110."

(Read in full words:

if my number is

...etc.)

Jill: "X < 30?"

(Read:

my number is ... etc.)

"Is X <40? "

Tom answered:

Why?

(13)

X < 30

Yes, for sure.

and

30 < 40

therefore

X < 40

Tom: "If X < 30, then X < 40." (Read in full words!)

Jack: "X< 40."
"Is X < 30 ?"

Tom answered:
why?

Can't tell.

(NEC)

Jack's number can be Zebs than 40 and Zess than 30 (e.g.,

20) or it can be Zess than 40 but not Zess than 30 (e.g., 35)

(14)

Tom: "If X <

30, then X < 40."

John: "X is not <

40."

"Is X < 30?"
Tom answered:
Why?

No

John's number is not <40 so it can't be Zess than 30,

because if it was, it would be Zess than 40 too.

3u2

-76 .

(15)

Tom: "If X

< 30, then X <
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40."

Jane: "X is not < 30."
"Is X < 40?"
Tom answered:

Why?

NEC

Jane's number is not Zess,than 30, but it can stiZZ be

either Zess than 40 (e.g., 35) or not (e.g.,.60).

(16)

Invent some more conditional sentences about numbers and their
relations.

Start each sentence as a new line.

Don't forget to

begin every sentence with the right word,- that is

1. Ira number is divisiat6 by 3, then it's not a grime_ number.

II.

If the ones digit of a number_is 5, then this number is
divisible by 5.

III.

If a number is divisible by 6, then it is even.

IV.

etc.
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Playing Cards

Objectives:

Materials:

a)

not (p and not-q) implies:

b)

p

q is equivalent to not-q 4 not p.

c)

p

q and q

if p, then q.

p are logically independent.

A deck of cards for each team (5-6 students).

Exclude

the jokers.

8 2x2 matrices as describld below.
Slotted board (for Activity 1).
Duration:

2-3 sessions.

Administration:
Activity 1.

Get acquainted with the cards.
a)

In the slotted board put some hearts, some diamonds,

some spades, and some clubs, each pattern in a separate
row.
T:

What is common to all the cards in the top row?
the bottom row?

At the one right under the top?

In

At the

one right,above the bottom?

Students will learn (or recall),the names for the different
patterns.
b)

Put cards on the slotted board.
a card, students are to say:

As teacher points at

This is ten of clubs;

this is king of hearts, etc.
c)

The class will be divided into groups of 8-10 students.
Each group member chooses a number from 1 to 10.

One

student in each group will be asked to distribute the
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cards among his peers such that each student gets all the
cards with the number he chose and nothing but those cards.
All the leftover cards are kept at the center of the table
Students' task is to describe the set of

face down.

cards they hold. (Each student has four cards of the

same number, 2 of theare black, 2 red, one card of
each pattern: spade, club, diamond, heart).

Let the

students look at each other's sets and discover what is
common to all sets.
T:

(Teacher will call students to show cards.)

Raise your card which shows a heart; raise your card
which shows a diamond; etc.
your black cards.

Show your red cards; show

Students-with 5 of spadeS, raisi.your

cards, etc.

Activity 2.

Discovery of Conditional Sentences
Each team gets a 2x2 chart (matrices, see suggestions page 79
below).

Each team puts a deck of cards (without the jokers)

face down at the center of their table:
The task:

You'll take turns.

Each student will take

one card from the pile and put it at the right place in the
chart saying out loud, for example:

"It is a heart and it

is not red, so it belongs in here." When you finish putting
all the cards in the chart, you will discover something.
Write your discovery down.
When teams finish, the teacher asks for discoveries (e.g.,

there is no black-heart; there is no red club; all the red
cards are either hearts or diamonds; there are 26'of each
color, etc.)

Encourage rephrasing of discoveries as condi-
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tional sentences (by reminding the students of the numbers
chart they worked on previously).
chart are listed below.

Right answers for each

The list is arranged in an increasing

order of difficulty.

It is advised to have a felt or magnetic board and one
deck of cards with felt or Small magnets attached to each
card for demonstration.

Charts for Activity 2 (R -red, B- black)

2x2 Matrix

Discovery

R

0

not-R

No black diamonds.

Conditional Sentences

1.

If a card shows 0, then
it is red.

All diamonds are red

,

2.

not- 0

If a card is not red, then

it is not-O

not -B

No red spade

1.

If a card shows
it's black.

2.

If a card is not black,
then it does not show a
spade.

1.

If a card is
is black.

2.

If a card is not black,
then it is not

then

All spades are black
not-

not -.B

No red club

then it

All clubs are black
not- si))

i

1"
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not-

No black hearts

1.

If a card is S2, then it
is red.

c2

All hearts are red

-d

2.

not

B

not-R

No black diamonds

1.

If a card is not red,
then it is not- Q2

If a card is Q

,

then it

is not black.
2.

If a card is black, then
it is not- 0

1.

If a card is
is not red.

2.

If a card is red, then
it is not-

1.

If a card is CP, then
it is not black.

2.

If a card is black,
then it is not-C.:2

1.

If a card is
is not red.

not-0

R

not -R

No red clubs

(9)

not- 66

No black hearts

not-R

No red spades

then it

then it
I

2.

not-
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Note:

It is suggested that the teacher will teach the students how to
rephrase their discoveries by pointing to a marginal title and
following the two fields below it, or to its right,to see whether
any of them is empty. For example, in the first chart the shaded
area will stay empty because there are no diamonds which are not
red.
If it is a diamond (point to the upper left margin), then
(pass your hand to the right) it must be red. We have no card in
here (point to the shaded area). On the other hand, if a card is
not red (point to the top right margin), then (pass your hand down)
it cannot be a diamond. However, if a card is red (point to the
top left margin), then (follow the chart down) it can be either a
diamond or not,and if it is not a diamond, it can still be either
red or not red.

R

not-R

0
not- 0

Activity 3.

Students need paper and pencil.

Tcacher writes on the

blackboard 4 times in a row, a true conditional sentence
discovered in Activity 2, say:

If V, then R

T:

If Q2, then R

I'll ask you a question.
(Hold a deck of cards.

Don't show its face.)
heart.

Is it red?

sentence.)

If

, then R

If cjs, then R

You'll write your answers.
Pull out one that's 'a heart.

I have a card in here.

It's a

(Write: (,under the left most

Teams' captains, count the answers and lead

a discussion so bat -your team will agree unanimously
on one answer.

Team 1:

What's your answer?

Team 2:

(Ask for reasons!)
T:

(Pull another card that's not a heart, preferably a
diamond.)

My card this time is not a heart, Is it red?

(Write under the second conditional sentence:
follow the procedure described above.)
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T:

(Pull another card, one that's red.
this time.)

My card now is red.

third conditional sentence:

R.)

Could be a heart

(Write under the

Is it a heart?

(Same procedure; encourage reasoning.)
T:

(Pull another card, a black one.)
is not red.

sentence.

Write not-R under the fourth conditional
Is it a heart?

Who wants to pull a card?
them your card.
Is it a heart?

Or:

(Same answering procedure).
Come here, Denise.

Show it to me.
(NEC)

it a heart? (No) Or:
(Yes)

Last time - my card

Or:

Don't show

Oh, Denise's card is red.

Denise's card is not red, is

Denise's card i

Is it red?

Denise's card is not-Q2, is it red?

(NEC)

Repeat with other children.

Repeat this activity with another true conditional
sentence for the deck of cards.

Put each question under

the one that matches it in logical type.

Students who

feel confident may be called to play the teacher's role
in conducting the class.

Activity 4.

Que,i-jovvt.., I-A 6 student's book may be used after Activity 2

or for summary.

Questions 5-8 may be worked on another day,

after completion of Activity 3.

3'39
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Playing Cards

1.

2.

Write T for true or F for false next to each of the following sentences.
a.

If a card shows V

b.

If a card is red, then it shows q9

c.

If a card is not red, then it doesn't show c9

d.

If a card does not show C9, then it's not red.

,

then it's red.

Write T for true or F for false next to each of the following sentences.
a.

If a card shows

b.

If a card is black, then it shows Q

c.

If a card is not black, then it doesn't show 6?.

,

then it's black.

d.. If a card doesn't shoW

3.

4.

.

.

,then it's not black.

Write T for true or F fct false next to each of the following sentences.
a;

If a,card shows 0

then it is not black.

T

b.

If a card is not black, then it shows 0.

F

c.

If a card is black, then it doesn't show 0

T

d.

If a card doesn't show0, then it's black.

F

,

Complete the sentences.
a.

If a card shows c?)

b.

If a card is

c.

If a card is not-

d.

If a card shows cii> , then it is not

red

then it is not-

red

T

then it doesn't show
black

then it shows
black

15

T

F
F

The above questions should lead to an intuitive feeling of the generalizations:
1. The truth of a conditional sentence does not imply the truth of its
"flipped over" one (its converse).
2. A conditional sentence and its contrapositive are either both true or
both false.
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In questions 5-8, read, think and answer.
5.

If a card shows 0

then it's not black.

,

Barry's card shows 0

.

No

Is Barry's card black?

Why?

Because Barry's card shows

and all diamond cards are not

black.

6.

If a card shows 0

then it's not black.

,

Beth's card doesn't show 0
Is Beth's/Card black?

Why?
shows

7.

NEC

V Beth's card shows
not-

If a card shows 0

(= not-

) then it is black.

If it

) then it is not black.

,

then it's not black.

Benny's card is not black.

Does Benny's card.show O ?
Why?

NEC

Cards that are not black are either hearts or diamonds, so

Benny's can show a diamond but it does not have to show a diamond.

8.

If a card shows 0

,

then it's not black.

Brenda's card is black.

Does it show 0 ?
why?

No

There is no black diamond.

If it was a diamond, then it

would be 'red, but it's black.

Reasons are as important as much as right answers.
reasons for any question.
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The colored light switch box

Objectives:

(1)

The structure of a conditional sentence.

(2)

Use symbols (shortcuts) for sentences.

(3)

Apply MP, AC, DA, AC and investigate their syntax.

Materials:

The apparatus (six for each classroom).

a-Green

Yellow

Red

c)

(1)

9

The switch box consists of.8 switches and 3 colored bulbs.

When

someone operates it, he should remember to turn off any switch
before turning on another one.

(The ones with push-button switches

are turned off automatically when you lift your hand.)

Duration of activity:

4-5 sessions.

Conducting the activities:
Activity 1:

Get acquainted with the switchbox -(free play

10 min.)

Teacher will show the box; will push one or two switches to demonstrate how it is operated; will call one or two,students to try and
push switches; (will explain that these are expensive boxes and should
be handled with care) and will give each group,of 5-7 students,a box.
Students will play freely with the box.

given a chance to touch and operate the box.

Each student should be
(They may open it and

look inside, they may push two or more switches at the same time- anything they want provided that it is done with care.
BREAKABLE.)
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Activity 2:

Get acquainted with the box(directed investigation

20-25 min.)

While the students are playing, as described above, the teacher will
copy the following questions on the blackboard and distribute paper
sheets for the students to write their answers.
Questions:
1.

How many switches turn on the red light?

2.

How many switches turn on the green light?

3,

How many switches turn on the yellow light?

4.

How many switches do not turn on the red light?

5.

How many switches do not turn on the green light?

6.

How many switches do not turn on the yellow light?

7.

How many switches turn on both green and yellow lights?

8.

How many switches turn on both green and red lights?

9.

How many switches turn on both red and yellow lights?

10.

Make a table.

Which ones do?

switch doesn't turn on.

Y
Switch 1
Switch 2

+

3

3

+

4

4

+

5

5

6

6

8

Which ones?
Which ones?

Which ones?

Which ones do?
Which ones do?

Can you find a pattern?

Switch 2

7

Which ones?

Put a minus sign (-) under each color that

Y

+

Which ones?

Put a plus sign (+) for each switch under each color

that switch turns on.

Switch 1

Which orces?

Answers
G

R
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Note:

The purpose these questions serve is twofold: to release the tension
and curiosity the box may raise on one hand, and to make children see
the truth of a sentence like: "Switch #4 turns on the red light,"
where in fact this switch turns on the green light and the yellow
light, too.
In other words, it leads to the distinCtion between the
sentence: "Switch #6 turns on only the'red light," which is a false
sentence, and "Switch #6 turns on the red light," which is a true
sentence.

Activity 3:

Generate some conditional sentences and test truth of
others (30-35 min.)

Each team will have a switch box.

Teacher needs one, too.

Teacher

will operate the switch box in front of the class.
T:

(Push switch #1.)
-light comes on.

verify.)

You see:

Check your boxes.

Alright.

See if that's true.

(Children

So we have a true statement (write it in full

word's on the blackboard):

light comes on.

If I push switch #1, then the yellow

If switch #1 is pushed, then the yellow

What kind of a sentence is it ?

S:

This is a conditional sentence.

T:

Here is another conditional sentence.

It starts with "If."
(Write it on the black-

board, under the first one, in full words.
it and verify its truth.):

Ask a child to read

If switch #2 is pushed, then the

yellow light is on.
Note:

There will probably be some children who will say: "but the red
light is on too." That's fine. We can have many true sentences
about one switch. The main thing is that the teacher's sentence
is one of the many possible true ones. Another one will be:
"If switch #2 is pushed, then the yellow and red lights are on";
"If switch #2 is pushed, then the green light is not on"; "If
"Switch #2 is pushed, then the red light comes on.':

T:

Who can come up with a conditional sentence about switch #3?

S:

(Answers will vary.
the other.

Teacher will list the sentences one under

Gradually ask for shortcuts--first for the colors.

G.L.O will stand for:
stand for:

"the green light is on"; R.L. not-o will

"red light is not on," etc.

Later on:

S1 will stand
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for "switch #1 is pushed."

So "If S7, then R.L.0." will be a

shortcut for "If switch #8 is pushed, then the red light is La."
The following is a sample of true conditional sentences' about the box.
1.
If switch #1 is pushed,° then the yellow light is on.
2.
If switch #1 is pushed, then the green light is not on.
3.
If switch #2 is pushed, then Y.L.O.
4.
If switch #2 is pushed, then G.L. not-0.
5.
If S2, then'R.L.O.
6.
If S3, then G.L.O.
7.
If S
then R.L. not-0.
8.
If S3
then R.L.O.
9.

S4 4.

10.
S
5
etc.

4.

4'

G.L.O.
not Y.L.O.

Activity 4:

Logical puzzles

Pick a true conditional sentence about the switch box.

Say:

S8 4. R.L.O.

Teacher only holds a switch box.
to fold the paper in 4 parts

Students need paper.

Ask them

then 8 parts to get this form:

(Teacher will organize the blackboard in a way similar to the students'
papers.)
T:

I'll ask you 4 questions about this conditional sentence,
S8

R.

Let's write it 4 times, once in each of the 4 upper

squares.

Copy the question as I write it using shortcuts, and

answer it.

Question 1.

(Cover the lights only, pushswitch #8.)

Say

Write on the blackboard
S8 4- R.L.O.

I pushed switch #8

S

Did the red light come on?
(Right answer:

8

R L 0 ?

Yes)
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Question 2.

(Cover lights and switches.

Push switch #6 or any

other. switch that turns on the red, but not switch #8.)

Laz

Write on the blackboard
R.L.O.

$8

I pushed a switch.

It's

not switch #8

not S

Is the red light on?

8

R L 0 ?

V

(Right answer:

NEC.

During the discussion, show that some switches

do and some don't turn on the red light, by pushing all switches one
at a time.)

Question 3.

(Cover lights and switches.

Push switch #6 or any.

other switch that turns'on the red light; e.g., 2, 4)
Say

Write on the blackboard
R

8

I pushed a switch.

light came on.

The red

(Show only
a.

the red light now)

R

Did I push switch #8?
(Right,answer:

NEC.

S8?

Discuss: It could be switch #8, but it does

not have to be switch #8.

Many other switches turn on the red light.

Show it by pushing switches 2, 4, 6.)

Question 4.

(Cover switches and lights.

Push switch #1 or any

other switch which does not turn on the red light, e.g., 3, 5, 7.)
Say

Write on the blackboard
S

I pushed a switch.

8

R

The red

light did not come on. (Show
the red bulb only.)

not II'
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Say

Write on the Blackboard

,Did I push switch #8?
(Right answer:

S ?

8

No, because switch #8 turns on the red light, but the

red light isn't on.)

Repeat the same thing again and again with different conditonal
sentences.

Make 4 questions for each conditonal sentence.

Ater

2 or 3 sets of 4 questions, make sure to write them in the same order.
-Ask the students to study them and to find similarities and differences
among questions in one row (same conditional sentence) and among sentences
in the same column (same logical type).

Some bright students may be

asked now to try and invent, in asimilar way, a set of 4 questions
for a conditional sentence they choose.

Activity 5:

Paper-pencil individual. work with a switch box on each
team table.

This work can be divided into three separate parts:
I.

II.

III.

Questions 1-10
Questions 11-20.

Questions 21-25

Part I can be solved after Activity 3; Part II, after Activity 4.
Part III:

it is suggested that this part will be solved by the

more successful students only.
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The Colored Light Switch Box

The switch board consists of 8 switches and 3 colored bulbs.

When

you operate it remember to turn off any switch before turning on another
one.
(1)

Experiment:
In each line write just one color that makes the sentence true.
Example:

If I push switch #4, then the

red

light is on.

(1):

If I push switch #1, then the

yellow

light is on.

(ii):

If I push switch #2, then the

red

light is on.

green

light is on.

Your turn:

(iii):

(2)

(1):

If I push switch #3

Nancy wrote:
is on.

(II):

then the

If I push switch #4, then the yellow light

Was Nancy right?

yes.

Complete the following sentence with one color to make
it a true sentence, different than Nancy's sentence
above:

If I push switch 414, then the

green

light

is on.

(3)

Write 3 different colors to complete the following sentences so as
to make each of them true (one color in each sentence):

(4)

(1):

If I push switch #8, then the

green

light is on.

(11):

If I push switch 418, then the

red

light is on.

(III) :

If I push switch #8, then the

yellow

Let's write:

S

1

light is not on.

as .a shortcut for "Switch #1 is pushed";

S2 as a shortcut for "Switch #2 is pushed."
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Complete:
(x)

We'll write

S4

(11)

We'll write

S

We'll write S

(iii)

7

We'll write S

(iv)

5

(5)

Experiment:

as a shortcut for "switch #4 is pushed."

as a shortcut for "switch #6 is pushed."

6

as a shortcut for

switch 7 is pushed

as a shortcut for

switch 5 is pushed

Find at least three switches that turn the green

light on, and use the shortcuts to write that they do it:
#3

(6)

#8

Let's use G.L.O. as a secret code for "The green light is on."
R.L.O.

(a)

Choose a secret code for "The red light is on."

(b)

Choose a secret code for "The yellow light is on." Y.L.O.

(c)

Interpret the following sentence into a full word sentence:
If

If

(7)

#7

#4

S

R.L.O.

switch #2 is pushed, then the red Zight is on.

Read, think, and answer.
Clues:

, then

2

(a)

(Work slowly and carefully.)

If S2, then R.L.O.

(Read:

If switch #2 is pushed, then

the red light is on.)
(b)

Question:

why?

S2

(Read: ,Switch #2 is pushed.)

Is the red light on?

yes

Because switch #2 was pushed, and (a) says that in this case

the red Zight must come on.

(8)

Read, think, and answer.
Clues:

(a)

(Slowly and carefully.)

If S8, then R.L.O.

(In full words:

pushed, then the red Zight is on.

If switch 8 is

93 (S-46)
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(In full words:

b) S8

Similar to question 7.

Why?

(9)

Yes

Is the red light on?

Question:

Switch 8 was pushed

Read, think, and answer.
Clues:

(a)

If S8, then R.L.O.

(Read:

If switch #8 is pUshed, then

the red light is on.)
(b)

Question:

\Why?

R.L.O.

(Read:

the red light is on.)

Was switch #8 pushed? NEC
Other switches turn the red light on, too.

Switch also

does but it is not the only one.

(10) Read, think, and answer.
Clues:

(a)

If S

(In full words:

then Y.L.O.

If switch 5 is

5'

pushed, then the yellow light is on.
(b) y. L .0.

Question:

Wh'i?
too.

( The yellos light is on.

Was switch #5 pushed?

NEC

The yellow light may be turned on by some other switches,
There is no way to tell whether #5 was or was not pushed.

(11) Sentences which start with the word "If"'are called "conditional

sentences," because they always tell us something about conditions.
You hear and use conditional sentences many times, every day.
Invent two conditional sentences (be imaginative!).
If

(Answers will varu.

Reinforce ones that make

and even more so - ones for which the converse does not
If

make sense.)

30
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(12) There is another word besides "If" which usually appears in condi' tional sentences.

Have you discovered it?
Notice:

Write it here:

then

The word "If" always appears in 'any conditional sentence,

the word "then" is sometimes omitted.

In questions (13), (14) read both 'clues out loud (in'full English) and
r.

answer the question.

We'll use:

"G.L.O. ?"

We'll use:

"S1 ?" as a shortcut for:

as a shortcut for "Is the green light on?"
"Is switch #1 pushed?"

(13) Read. (in full words), think, and answer.
Clues:

(a)

If Si, then Y.

(b)

Si.
Yes

Y.L.O.

Question:

(Similar to 7.)

because

(14) Read (in full words), think, and answer.
Clues:

If S

(a)

then Y

,

1

Y .L.O.

(b)

Question:

Si?

Explain why

(15) (i)

NEC
(Similar to 9.)

Puzzle 13 is somehow similar to two puzzles you have done before
in this paper.

(it)

Go back and try to find which ones.

8

Puzzle 14 also may remind you'of two puzzles you have already
worked out in this paper.

Note:

7,

Which ones?

9, 10

The right answers to I and II are different!
again.
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(16) We'll write not -S1 as a shortcut for:

"Switch #1 was not pushed."

Complete:

How would you shorten the following?
(1)

We'll write

not S

as a shortcut for:

"Switch #2 was not

as a shortcut for:

"Switch #7 was not

as a shortcut for:

"Switch #5 was not

pushed."
(ii)

We'll write

not S7

pushed."
(mil)

We'll write

not S5

pushed."
(1v)
(v)

We'll write not-S

1

as a shortcut for " Switch 1 was not pushed.

We'll write not-S4 as a shortcut for " Switch 4 was not pushed.

(17) We have been using G.L.O. as a shortcut for "the green light is on."
Invent a shortcut for the opposite sentence:

"the green light is not

on." .not-G.L.O.
What would you write for:

(18)

"The yellow light is not on?" Not Y.L.O.

Interpret (write in full words) the sentence:

If not-Y.L.O., then not

S.

If the yellow light is not on, then switch 1 was not pushed.

Is it a true sentence?
Why?

Yes

T3ecause Switch 1 always turns on the yellow light.
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In questions (19), (20) read both clues out loud (in full English)
and see if you can draw any conclusion.

If there is no conclusion

that can be drawn, write that fact down and explain why.

(19) Read (in full words), think, and answer.
Clues:

(a)

If S1, then Y.L.O.

(b)

Not-S
1

Question:
Why?

Y.L.0.?

NEC

The yellow light could be turned on by another switch.

(2i) Read (in full words), think, and answer.
Clues:

If S

(a)

then Y.L.O.
1,

Not-Y.L.O.

(b)

Question:

S

No

?

Why?

1

Because switch 1 always

turns on the yellow light.

In questions (21)-(24) we'll help you to invent some questions.
Answer every question you invent.

(21) Invent a question which looks very much like question (7) but
starts as follows:
Clues:

(a)

If switch #8 is pushed, then the red light is on.
Switch #8 was pushed.

(b)

Question:

Did the red light come on?

Answer:

Yes

Why?

33

That's what (a) says.
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(22) Invent clue (b) to get a question which looks very like question (9)
but starts as follows:
Clues:

(a)

If switch #8 is pushed, then the red light is on.
The red light is on.

(b)

Question:
Answer:

Was switch 8 pushed.

NEC

Why?

,

Red light is turned on

not only by switch 8.

(23) Invent clue (b) and a question which looks'very much like question
(19) but starts as follows:
Clues:

(a)

If switch #8 is pushed, then the red light is on.

(b)

Question:
Answer:

Switch 8 was not pushed.

Is the red light on?

NEC

Why?

There are other switches

that may have turned on the red light.

(24) Invent clue (b) and a question which looks very much like question
(20) but starts as follows:
Clues:

(a)

If switch #8 is pushed, then the red light is on.

(b)

The red light is not on.

Question:
Answer:

Was switch 8 pushed?

No

Why?

pushed, then the red light would light.

324
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(25) Invent another set of 4 questions like questions (21)-(24) starting

with any conditional sentence you choose.
(I)

Clues:

If 84 then G.L.O.

(a)

4

(b)

Question:
Answer:

G.L.O?

Yes

(II) Clues:

Why?

S

(b)

G.L.O.

4

Question:

S4?

Answer:

NEC

(III) Clues:

±

(a)

(b)

not Sd

Answer:

NEC

Why?

(a)

84

(b)

not-G.L.O.

Similar to 22.

Similar to 23.

G.L.0

9

Question:
Answer:

Why?

84 ± G.L.0

G.L.0.?

(IV) Clues:

G. L. 0

(a)

Question:

Similar to 21.,

No

Why?

325

Similar to 24.
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Prepare a Quiz

Objective:

To increase awareness of the syntactical differences among

MP, MT, AC, and DA.
Method:

This will be done in two steps:

(I)

The general form of a conditional sentence.

(II)

(See below.)

Construction of 4 puzzles from one conditional sentence and
preparation of pupil's made electric cards,

Materials:

List of sentences.

Materials for electric cards (wires, card-

board, stickers).
Duration:

4-5 sessions.

Procedure for Step in: Activity 1:

Coding-Decoding Game

The teacher will first discuss the structure of a conditional
sentence.

The notion of a conditional sentence is by now familiar

to the students, and so the discussion may take a form of the
f011owing kind:
Teacher:

We have been doing lots of work with conditional sentences
lately.

Can any of you remind us of some of the conditional

sentences you had?

(Teacher will write students' suggestions

on the blackboard, one under the other.)
Student 1:

If a card is 0 , then it is R.

Student 2:

If a number is > 150, then it is .> 100.

Student 3:

If Ryan is out, then his mother is out.

Student 4:

If it is raining, then Carol wears her boots.

Student 5:

If S 69 then G.
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T:

Here are some sentences.

(Post a list.

See a sample on page 103.)

Now here is my conditional sentence (write on the blackboard and
say:) "If (a), then (e)."
Can you decode it?
S:

If it is dark, then it is scary.

T:

If (g), then not (a).

S:

If the sun is up in the skies; then it is not dark.

T:

Do any of you want to try to invent a. conditional sentence?

(Write it down under all-the others.)

Si: If (P), then (13).
T:

S2:
T:

Who knows what this sentence says?
If it it snowing, then Fred drives slowly.
Very good.

Anybody else want to invent a conditional sentence

out of these?
'

Students will suggest their sentences, and write them one under the other.
(Student may suggest conditional sentences including negations, e.g.:
f (a), then not (f), which means:

If it is dark, then Fred does not

read a book.

Students may also suggest ridiculous sentences like "If (m),

then (g)...)

When there are enough examples on the blackboard for when

students are getting tired of the coding-decoding game), teacher will lead

to the generalization.

Here is one of many possible ways:

3 '27
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0
T:

That will be enough.

Thank you.

Now, all these are conditional

sentencess(write these words on top).

Can you find anything that's

common to all of them?

S

1

:

They all start with If (Teacher underlines all the "Ifs" on the
blackboard.)

S2:

They all are divided into two parts by a comma. (Teacher dircles
the cotmas;)
.1

S3:

They all have the word "then", kind of in the middle (Teacher
will underline all the "thens ".)

T:

I want to invent a new conditional sentence.

With what word

shall I start?

S:

With the word:

T:

(Write

If.

under the examples on the blackboard:

If.)

O.K., I

have:If something (put dots...right. after the word "If" all the
way up to the commas in the. above examples.)

Now what?'

S:

Now, put a comma, write "then" and say something else.

T:

Alright,here we are:

If..., then....

This is the form of

any conditional sentence.

Students will be asked to write down (copy from the blackboard) in
their notebooks the following:
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Conditional Sentences

Examples:
1.

If a number is

2.

If Ryan is out,

then his mother is out.

3.

If S

then G.

150, then it is

6'

100.

In general:
If

Activity 2:
T:

,

then

Worksheets

Let's work on questions (1)-(3) in your book.

329
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A Sample of Sentences for 'onstruction of Conditional Sentences
(To be posted in front of the class)
S)

It is dark.

b) 'Fred wears his shoes.
c)

His feet will hurt.,

d)

He goes out.

e)

It is scary.

f)

Fred reads a book.

g)

The sun is up in the skies.

h)

It is raining.

i)

He feels good.

j)

Tt is vacation time.

k)

He works hard.

1)

The streets are slippery.

m)

Fred wears his coat.

n)

He sleeps late.

o)

He needs some quiet around.

p)

It is snowing.

q)

He takes. a shower.

r)

It is hot.

s)

Fred drives slowly.

t)

Fred is tired.
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Procedure for Step (II)
Activity 3:

Electric Cards

Students will be asked to answer four questions (MP, MT, AC, and
DA items) based upon one conditional sentence.

They will get electric

cards in sets of four cards with the same conditional sentence on all
four of them.

After answering them they will be called upon to study

the four questions to find differences and commonalities among them.

Activity 4:

Coding-Decoding Game

UsLlg the above sample of sentences (Activity 2), the teacher will
write four questions on the blackboard using shortcuts (one to be
answered at a time, needless to say).
For example:
If 0) ,

then (i)

If (0), then (i)

If (0 ), then (i)

If (j), then (i)

(j)

not (j)

(i)

not (i)

(i)?

(i)?

(j)?

.

(j)?

Children will decode and answer each question.

The next four questions will be written down under these, each one under
the one having the same logical type.

After a few examfles,a student will be called upon to invent a puzzle
based on a conditional sentence (using the list).

The teacher will

ask him to put it -on the blackboard in,the proper column.

After one

student's puzzle is answered, the class will be challenged to invent
another puzzle with the same conditional sentence.

(Each puzzle

will be answered right after its invention, but it is not recommended
to put the answers on the.blackboard.for this may push too fast toward
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the algorithm which may then lead to automatical work that is boring
on
one hand, and does not involve logical thinking on the other hand.)
Students will be happy to lead the class for their coded puzzle.
Note:

Each student is expected to discover the four possible relations
between the conditional sentence (first clue) and the second clue
which is either the antecedent or the-conseiuent or any
of their negations. They are not expected, however, to be
able to express this discovery verbally. Their discovery
will be expressed by their ability to construct all four
kinds for a particular conditional sentence. The above activity
can also be conducted as a group activity where students take
turns presenting their coded puzzle.

Activity 5:

Prepare a Quiz - Team Contest

(4-5 students in each team)

1st Game
Each team member will invent and write four puzzles; possibly, but
not necessarily, built up of one conditional sentence.

(Note:

students will need help in inventing a conditional sentence.)

Some

Each team

member will write the answers to his puzzles in parentheses under the puzzle.
Team's captain will then collect the puzzles, let the teacher check the
answers, and exchange seats with the other team's captain.

He will now

read his team's puzzles to the competing team, which will discuss them
and arrive at an answer.
answer.

The team will score one point for any right

The team with the higher total score is the winner.

2nd Game
The teacher will announce an answer for which students will prepare
puzzles.

E.g., prepare only puzzles for which the right answer is: not

enough clues (or:

either yes or no, or:

member invents and writes three puzzles.

no, or:

yes).

Each team

The teams exchange puzzles.

The task now is to check the puzzles and to find those for which the

- 10e -
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r.

answer is not the one announced by the teacher.

The team's captain

reads the other team's puzzles to his team members.

Right answer will be

dLscussed and the team will score a point for any puzzle they find for
which the right answer is not the answer announced by the teacher.

The

captain will separate out those puzzles and will ask teacher's approval
of the fact that the answer differs from the preassigned one.

The team

with the higher total score is the winner.
Note:

This game will lead some students to discover that denying the
antecedent and affirming the consequent always lead to the answer:
not enough clues.
It is doubted that they will be able to express
it but their consistent behavior will indicate it.

Preparation for

Activity 5

is given in the Electric Cards contest

activity and in the Switch Board activity.

Activity 6:

Prepare Electric Cards Project

Each child will follow the directions'in question 4 of the worksheet.
Step I can be taken right after Activity 2.

Step II - Teacher should

direct the students to choose a conditional sentence that makes sense
and that is irreversible, namely it's"flipped over"sentence does not
make sense.

(p

q makes sense but q

Step III - Right after Activity 4.

Step IV and on - Final Project.

333

p does not.)
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Prepare a Quiz

(1)

Here are two sentences:
(a)

This is a chicken.

(b)

It has two legs.

Interpret (in full words) the sentence:
If (a), then (b).
If this is a chicken, then it has two legs.

(2)

For the following conditional sentence fill the blanks:
If she has a headache, then she takes an aspirin.
c

d

(c) is: She has a headache.
(d) is: She takes an asprin.
Interpret (in full words) the sentence:.
If (d), then (c).
If she takes an asprin, then she has a headache.

(This sentence

does not follow from the previous one!)

(3)

Invent a sentence (f) and write it down in the blank:
(e)
(f)

This is Ronald.
(answers will vary, e.g.:)

Mary'll be happy.

Interpret (in full words) the following sentence:
If (e), thei (f).
If this is Ronald, then Mary will be happy.
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(4)

Pro ect:

318

Prepare your own electric cards by following the directions

below:

Step I.

Invent a conditional sentence of your own.

(Remember to start

with the right word.)
If he does not pass the driving test, then

(Answers will vary.)

he will not buy a car.

Call (g) the part which comes right after the word "If" of your sentence.
He does not pass the driving test.

(g) reads

Call (h) the second part of your sentence.

This part comes right after

the word "then."
He will not buy a car.

(h) reads

Write your conditional sentence in symbols:
If g, then h.

Step II.

(or:

g

h)

Have your sentence checked by your teacher.

Change it if

(See teacher's manual for how to check.)

necessary.
Step III.

Construct four different puzzles from the sentence you

invented in (4) by interpreting (in full words) the symbols below.
Answers will vary.

Puzzle 1
h

g

clue a:

If he does not pass the driving test, then he
will not buy a car.

clue b:

g

He did not(*) pass the driving test.

Question:

Will he buy a car?

Answer:
Puzzle 2

No.

clue a:

g

h

If he does not pass the driving test, then he
will not buy a car.

clue b:

not-g

He passed (*) the driving test.

Question:

Will he buy a car?

Answer:

NEC

(He may be unable to afford it.)

(*) Some changes in tenses may be necessary!
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Puzzle 3
Clue a:

g i h

If he does not pass the driving test, then he will
not buy a car.

clue b:

h

He does not (*) buy a car.

Question:

Did he pass the driving test?

Answer:

NEC

Puzzle 4
Clue a:

g -- h

If he does not pass the driving test, then he will
not buy a car.

clue b:

not-h

He bought (*) a car.

Question:

Did he (*) pass the driving test.

Answer:

Yes.

(Otherwise he wouldn't buy a car!)

( *) Some grammatical modifications may be needed.
Step IV.

Have your puzzles checked by your teacher.

necessary.
Step V.

Step VI.

(Check tenses of verbs so that puzzles sound right.)

Get 4 stickers and copy each puzzle on a sticker.
Get a cardboard and divide it into two equal parts using a

pencil like this:

And fold it over like this:

Step VII.

Change them if

Peel a puzzle sticker

and paste it on top.
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Step VIII.
Step IX.

Repeat steps V!, VII, to get four cards.
Get answer stickers and put them one next to the other

on each card like this:

Puzzle

El GI
Step X.

Get 4 paper fasteners for each card (16 altogether) and

put them into the cards like this:

Make sure the fasteners don't touch each other at the back.
Step XI.

Get a wire and wire the bottom fastener to the fastener

which belongs to the right answer.

Make sure you do it right.
Make sure the wire does not touch other fasteners.
Step XII.

Test your cards with the electric tester.

bulb lights on the right answer.
Step XIII.

Step XIV.
Step XV.

Staple your card like this:

Write your name on the back.

Challenge a friend with your cards.
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Make sure the

APPENDIX 7.2
FINAL VERSION OF THE TEST

Notice:

The upper half of each page belongs to version T, and the

bottom half belongs to version T'.

Please refer to table 3.4

(page 108) for item's logical form and negation mode.
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Version T
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(green)

Students name
(First)

(Last)

Birth-date

Age
(Month)

Grade

Boy or girl?

(Year)

Teacher's name

Today's date

School

-2-

Version T'. (yellow)

Student's name
(First)

(Last)

Birth-date

Age
(Month)

Grade

(Year)

Teacher's name

Today's date

School
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Boy or girl?

T - 2 (This page was read to the class before handing out the puzzle-book).
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We are going to have a team-contest, in puzzle solving. Each student will
work on his own puzzle book. The points each member Igets will sum up to
the team's score. We'll have a yellow team and a green team (show a sample
puzzle book of each).
-.You will get one point for each correct answer - You will lose one point for each wrong answer Therefore, each time you try a puzzle, try hard to chosetheright answer
so that you and your team will earn a point. But,if you are really not
sure, leave the Truzzle_unwisweredj_ so that your team will not lose a point.
Just go to the next puzzle.
If you put a sign like * next to a puzzle you
skip, then you can come back to it when you finish.
If you find a word that you do not know, 'raise your hand, and I will explain
that word to you. THIS IS NOT A TEST OF YOUR READING, so ask about any word
you are not sure of.

These puzzles are just for your fun, and you may take all the time you want on
them.
There is NO TIME LIMIT. The competition is only on the number of
right answers you get. So, work carefully and help your team win.
When you finish, check your answers again, then you may draw some pictures
or design on the back of any page (show where), but PLEASE, REMAIN SEATED
and QUITE until I collect the papers. As you get your puzzle book, please
fill in the blanks on the front page.
(Distribute puzzle books.)

T' - 2 -

We are going to have a team-contest, in puzzle solving. Each student will
work on his own puzzle book. The points each member gets will sum up to
the team's score. We'll have a yellow team and a green team (show a sample
puzzle book of each).
- You will get one point for each correct answer - You will lose one point for each wrong answer Therefore, each time you try a puzzle, try hard to choose the right answer
so that you and your team will earn a point. But if you are really not
sure, leave the puzzle unanswered, so that your team will not lose a point.
Just go to the next puzzle. If you put a sign like * next to a puzzle you
skip, then you can come back to it when you finish.
If you find a word that you do not know, raise your hand, and I will explain
that word to you.
THIS IS NOT A TEST OF YOUR READING, so ask about any word
you are not sure of.
These puzzles are just for your fun, and you may take all the time you want on
them.
There is NO TIME LIMIT. The competition is onl on the number of
right answers you get. So, work carefully and help your team win.
When you finish, check your answers again, then you may draw some pictures
or design on the back of any page (show where), but PLEASE, REMAIN SEATED
and QUIET until I college the papers. As you get your puzzle book please
fill in the blanks on the front page.
(Distribute puzzle books.)
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(Please, f011ow my reading.)
U

The Puzzles

In each puzzle we give you two clues, then we ask a question. For each
question there are three possible answers:
( ) Yes,
( ) No, ( ) Not Enough
Clues. Decide which is the right answer for each puzzle, and indicate this
by marking x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.

In some puzzles we did not give you enough clues to reacha yes or a no
answer. So, if you think there are not enough clues in a given puzzle,
be sure to put your x next to the answer - Not enough clues.
In some
puzzles, of course, there are enough clues to reach a yes or a no answer.
In such cases, be sure to mark your x next to yes or no.
Remember:

In each case MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER

Let's do two examples together:

T' - 3(Please, follow my reading)
The Puzzles

In each puzzle we give you two clues, then we ask a question. For each
question there are three possible answers:
( ) Yes,
( ) No,
( ) Not Enough
Clues.
Decide which is the right answer for each puzzle, and indicate this
by marking x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.
In some puzzles we did not give you enough clues to reach a yes or a no
answer.
So, if you think there are not enough clues in a given puzzle,
'be sure to put your x next to the answer - Not enough clues.
In some
puzzles, of course, there are enough clues to reach a yes or a no answer.
In such cases, be sure to mark your x next to yes or no.

Remember:

In each case MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER

Let's do two examples together:

T - 4 -

Example.l.

Clues:,

(a)

32S

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:
( ) Yes

The answer is:

No.

It will not be cloudy tomorrow.

Will it rain tomorrow?
(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

It will certainly not rain tomorrow, because if

it does, then, according to the first clue, it will be cloudy.
second clue says it will not be cloudy.

But the

So, No is the right answer.

Mark x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.
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Example 1

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:
(

The answer is:

) Yes

No.

It will not be cloudy tomorrow.

Will it rain tomorrow?
(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

It will certainly not rain tomorrow, because if

it does, then, according to the first clue, it will be cloudy.
second clue sayS it will not be cloudy.

So, No is Ihe right answer.

Mark x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.
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But the

T

Example 2.

Clues:

(a)

5 -
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If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudyN
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

It will not rain tomorrow.

Will it be cloudy tomorrow?

( ) Yes

(

The right answer.is:

) No

Not enough clues.

(

) Not enough clues

The first clue says nothing

about what will happen if it does not rain.

It may be cloudy tomorrow

even though it does not rain, or it may be not cloudy and not raining.
There are not enough clues to definitely decide whether the answer is yes
or no.

Mark this answer.

Do you have any questions before we begin?
Now, turn the page and do your best.

T' - 5 -

Example 2.

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:
(

Will it be cloudy tomorrow?

) Yes

The right answer is:

It will not rain tomorrow.

( ) No

Not enough clues.

( ) Not enough clues

The first clue says nothing

about what will happen if-it,does not rain.

It may be cloudy tomorrow

even though it does not rain, or it may be not cloudy and not raining.
There are not enough clues to definitely decide whether the answer is yes
or no.

Mark this answer.

Do you have any questions before we begin?
Now, turn the page and do your best.
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1.

Clues:

(a)

If Mary is seven,.then she is too young for that
summer camp.

(b)

Question:

O

Yes

Mary is seven.

Is she too young for that summer camp?

) No

(

(

) Not enough clues

T'

1.

Clues:.

(a)

If the wind blows from the west, then the clouds
will go away.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

The wind blows from the west.

Will the clouds go away?

(

) No

344

(

) Not enough clues
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Clues:

2.

(a)

If there is a policeman at the corner, then Don

waits on the sidewalk.
(b)

Question:

(

2.

Don waits on the sidewalk

Is there a policeman at the corner?

) Yes

Clues:

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If the aquarium is dirty, then the goldfish will
die.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

The goldfish has died.

Was the aquarium dirty?

-( ) No

(

) Not enough clues
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3.

Clues:

(a)

If the weather is not warm, then Cindy does not
go swimming.

(b)

Question:

(

3.

) Yes

Clues:

The weather is not warm.

Is Cindy going to swim?

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If it is not a children's show, then Ronald does
not watch it.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

This is not a children's show.

Does Ronald watch it?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues
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4.

Clues:

(a)

If Terry has a fever, then he will not go to
school tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Terry will not go to school tomorrow.

Does Terry have a fever?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

4.

Clues:

(a)

If someone plays too much football, then he does
not do enough homework.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Steve does not do enough homework.

Does Steve play too much football?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues
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5.

Clues:

(a)

If Sue's desk is not cleaned up, then she has to
stay after school.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Sue does not have to stay after school.

Is Sue's desk cleaned up?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

5.

'Clues:

(a)

If the wind does not change, then our sailboat
will approach the dock.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Our sailboat does not approach the dock.

Did the wind change?

(

) No

348

(

) Not enough clues
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Clues:

(a)

If the dog out there has black spots, then it is
not my dog.

(b)

Question:

(

The dog out there does not have black spots.

Is it my dog?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

6.

Clues:

(a)

If a student takes Spanish, then he does not take
French.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Jeff does not take Spanish.

Does he take French.

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues
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7.

Clues:

(a)

If someone plays too much football, then he does
not do enough homework.

(b)

Question:

( ) Yes

Steve does not do enough homework.

Does Steve play too much football?

(

) No

(

)

Not enough clues

T'

7.

Clues

(a)

If Terry has a fever, then he will not go to
school tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Terry will not go to school tomorrow.

Does Terry have a fever?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues
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Clues:

8.

(a)

If it is a holiday, then the library is not open.

(b)

The library is open.

Question:

(

Is it a holiday?

) Yes

(

) No

.( ) Not enough clues

T'

8.

Clues:

(a) 'If the coat is black, then it is not Jill's.
(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

This is Jill's coat.

Is it black?

(

351

) No

) Not enough clues
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9.

Clues:

(a)

If-the wind does not'change, then our sailboat
will approach the dock.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Our sailboat does not approach the dock.

Did the wind change?

) No

(

(

) Not enough clues

T'

9.

Clues:

(a)

If Sue's desk is not cleaned up, then she has to
stay after school.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Sue does not have to stay after school.

Is Sue's desk cleaned up?

(

) No

352

(

) Not enough clues
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10.

Clues:

(a)

If father fills up his car with gas, then he
cleans the windshield.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Father does not fill up his car with gas.

Is he cleaning the windshield?

(

) No

( ) Not enough clues

T'

10.

Clues:

(a)

If it is Monday, then mother stays at home,

(b)

It is not Monday.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is mother staying at home?

( ) No

353

(

) Not enough clues

337

T

11.

Clues:

(a)

If Jack is not in the race, then his team will
win.

(b)

Question:

(

Jack is not in the race.

Will his team win?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

11.

Clues:

(a)

If Janet does not come home in time, then her
parents worry.

(b)

Question:

(

Janet did not come home in time.

Were her parents worried?

) Yes

(

351

) No

(

) Not enough clues

338
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12.

Clues:

(a)

If a person is not older than 16, then he does
not have a driver's license.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

-

Michael does not have a driver's license.

Is he older than 16?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

12.

Clues:

Question:

(

) Yes

(a)

If a record has no crack, then leis not John's.

(b)

This record is not John's.

Does it have a crack?

(

355

) No

(

) Not enough clues

339
T

13.

Clues:

(a)

If Janet does not come home in time, then her
parents worry.

(b)

Question:

(

Janet did not come home in time.

Were her parents worried?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

13.

Clues:

(a)

If Jack is not in the race, then his team will
win.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Jack is not in the race.

Will his team win?

(

356

) No

(

) Not enough clues

340

14.

Clues:

(a)

If the aquarium is dirty, then the goldfish will
die.

(b)

Question:

(

14.

The goldfish has died.

Was the aquarium dirty?

) Yes

Clues:

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If there is a policeman at the corner, then Don
waits on the sidewalk.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Don waits on the sidewalk.

Is there a policeman at the corner?

(

357

) No

( ) Not enough clues

341
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15.

Clues:

(a)

If George does not like this kind of salad, then
he will try the other kind.

(b)

Question:

(

15.

) Yes

Clues:

George likes this kind of salad.

Will he try the other kind?

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If I don't see Dennis today, then I'll see him
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

I've seen Dennis today.

Will I see him tomorrow?

(

) No

358

(

) Not enough clues

342
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16.

Clues:

(a)

If the coat is black, then it is not Jill's.

(b)

This is Jill's coat.

Question:

(

16.

) Yes

Clues:

(

) Yes

) No

(

) Not enough clues

(a)

If it is a holiday, then the library is not open.

(b)

The library is open.

Question:

(

Is it black?

Is it a holiday?

(

) No

359

( ) Not enough clues

343
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Clues:

17.

(a)

If it is Monday, then mother stays at home.

(b)

It is not Monday.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is mother staying at home?

(

) No

( ) Not enough clues

T'

17.

Clues:

(a)

If father fills up his car with gas, then he
cleans the windshield.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Father does not fill up his car with gas.

Is he cleaning the windshield?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

344

18.

Clues:

(a)

If a record has no crack

(b)

This record is not John's.

Question:

then it is not John's.

Does it have a crack?

( ).Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

18.

Clues:

(a)

If a person is not older than 16, then he does
not have a driver's license.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Michael does not have a driver's license.

Is he older than 16?

(

) No

361

(

) Not enough clues

345

19.

Clues:

(a)

If it is not a children's show, then Ronald does
not watch it.

(b).

Question:

(

19.

) Yes

Clues:

This is not a children's show.

Does Ronald watch it?

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If the weather is not warm, then Cindy does not
go swimming.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

The weather is not warm.

Is Cindy going to swim?

(

) No

362

(

) Not enough clues

346
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20.

Clues:

(a)

If a peach is not soft, then it is not.tasty.

(b)

This peach is tasty.

Question

(

20.

Is it soft?

) Yes

Clues:

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If the milk isn't chilled, then I'm not going to
drink it.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

I am going to drink the milk.

Is the milk chilled?

(

) No

363

(

) Not enough clues

347

T

21.

Clues:

(a)

If a student does not finish homework, then he
goes to the principal's office.

(b)

Question:

(

This student is going to the principal's office.

Did he finish his homework?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

21.

Clues:

(a)

If that woman is not Mrs. Brown, then she is
Nancy's grandma.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

This woman is Nancy's grandma.

Is she Mrs. Brown?

(

) No

364

(

) Not enough clues

348

T

22.

Clues:

(a)

If he is in room #10, then he is a 2-nd grader.

(b)

He is not a 2-nd grader.

Question:

(

Is he in room #10?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

22.

Clues:

(a)

If it is our store, then it is on the corner.

(b)

This store is not

Question:

(

) Yes

on the corner.

Is it our store?

(

) No

365

(

) Not enough clues

349

23.

Clues:

(a)

If the wind blows from the west, then the clouds
will go away.

(b)

Question:

(

The wind blows from the west.

Will the clouds go away?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

23.

Clues:

(a)

If Mary is seven, then she is too young for that
summer camp.

(b)

Question:

( ) Yes

Mary is seven.

Is she too young for that summer camp?

(

) No

366

(

) Not enough clues

350
T

24.

Clues:

(a)

If their Car is not in their garage, then they
are not home.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Their car is in their garage.

Are they home?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

24.

Clues:

(a)

If it cannot swim, then it is not a fish.

(b)

It can swim.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is it a fish?

(-

) No

3U7

(

) Not enough clues

351

T

Clues:

25.

(a)

If Dick has fruit for dessert, then he does not
have cake.

(b)

Question:

(

Dick has fruit for dessert.

Does hehave cake?

) Yes

) No

(

(

) Not enough clues

0

T'

25.

Clues:

(a)

If a house has a red roof, then it is not Joy's.

(b)

This house has a red roof.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is it Joy's house?

(

) No

368

(

) Not enough clues

352
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26.

Clues:

(a)

If it cannot swim, then it is not a fish.

(b)

It can swim.

Question:

(

Is it a fish?

) Yes

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

26.

Clues:

(a)

If their car is not in their garage, then they
are not home.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Their car is in their garage.

Are they home?

(

) No

( )-Not enough clues

353

T

27.

Clues:

(a)

If that woman is not Mrs. Brown, then she is
Nancy's grandma.

(b)

Question:

This woman is Nancy's grandma.

Is shw Mrs. Brown?

) Yes

(

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

27.

Clues:

(a)

If a student does not finish homework, then he
goes to the principal's office.

(b)

Question:

(

)

Yes

This student is going to the principal's office.

Did he finish his homework?

(

) No

370

(

) Not enough clues

354

28.

Clues:

(a)

If the milk isn't chilled, then I'm not going to
drink it.

(b)

Question:

(

28.

) Yes

Clues:

Is the milk chilled?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

(a)

If a peach is not soft, then it is not tasty:

(b)

This peach is tasty.

Question:

) Yes

I am going to drink the milk.

Is it soft? °

(

) No

371

(

) Not enough clues

355

Clues:

29.

(a)

If I don't s'ee Dennis today, then I'll see him.
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

I've seen Dennis today.

Will I see him tomorrow?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

T'

29.

Clues:

(a)

If George does not like this kind of salad, then
he will try the other kind.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

George likes this kind of salad.

Will he try the other kind?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

A

30.

Clues:

(a)

If a house has a red roof, then it is not Joy's.

(b)

This house has a zed roof.

Question:

(

30.

Is it Joy's house?

) Yes

Clues:

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not Enough clues

If Dick has fruit for dessert, then he does not
have cake.

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

Dick has fruit for dessert.

Does he have cake?

(

) No

373

(

) Not enough clues

357

T

31.

Clues:

(a)

If it is our store, then it is on the corner.

(b)

This store is not on the corner.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is it our store?

(

) No

(

)

Not enough clues

T'

31.

Clues:

(a)

If he is in room #10, then he is a 2-nd grader.

(b)

He is not a 2-nd grader.

Question:

(

) Yes

Is he in room #10?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

358

T

32.

Clues:

(a)

If a student takes Spanish, then he does not take
French.

(b)

Jeff does not take Spanish.

Question: -- Does he take French.

(

32.

) Yes

Clues:

(

(a)

) No

(

) Not enough clues

If the dog out there has black spots, then it is
not my dog.,

(b)

Question:

(

) Yes

The dog out there does not have black spots.

Is it my dog?

(

) No

(

) Not enough clues

359
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Full Name

Todays Date

Team it

Puzzles for Fun

We are going to have a team-contest, in puzzle solving. Each student will
work on his own paper. The points each member gets will sum up to the team's
score.

- You will get one point for each correct answer - You will lose one point for each wrong answer Therefore, each time you try a puzzle, try hard to chose the right answer
so that you and your team will earn a point. But if you are really not
sure, leave the puzzle unanswered, eo that your team will not lose a
point.
Just go to the next puzzle.
If you put a sign like * next to a
puzzle you skip, then you can come back to it when you finish.
If you find a word that you do not know, raise your hand, and I will explain
that word to you. THIS IS NOT A TEST OF YOUR READING, so ask about any word
you are not sure of.
These puzzles are just for your fun,, and you may take all the time you
want on them. There is N 0 TIME L I M I T. The competition is only
on the number of right answers you get. So, work carefully and help your
team win.

When you'finish, check your answers again, then you may draw some
pictures or design on the front page, but PLEASE, REMAIN QUIET until
I collect the papers.
The Puzzles
In each puzzle we give you two clues, then we ask a question. For each
question there are three possible answers:
( ) Yes, ( )No, ( )Not Enough
Decide which is the right answer for each puzzle, and indicate this
Clues.
by marking x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.

In some puzzles we did not give you enough clues to reach a yes or a no
answer. So, if you think there are not enough clues in a given puzzle,
be sure to put your x next to the answer - Not enough clues.
In some
puzzles, of course, there are enough clues to reach a yes or a no answer.
In such cases, be sure to mark your x next to yes or no.

377

361

-2Remember:

In each caseMARK ONLY ONE ANSWER

Let's do two examples together:

Example 1.

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Will it rain tomorrow?

Question:

( )Not enough clues

( )No

( )Yes

The answer is:

It will not be cloudy tomorrow.

It will certainly not rain tomorrow, because if

No.

it does, then, according to the first clue, it will be cloudy.

But the

So, No is the right answer.

second clue says it will not be cloudy.

Mark x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.

Example 2.

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

()Yes

The right anawer is:

It will not rain tomorrow.

Will it be cloudy tomorrow?
( )Not enough clues

( )No

Not enough clues.

The first clue says nothing

about what will happen if it does not rain.

It may be cloudy tomorrow

even though it does not rain, or it may be not. cloudy and not raining.

We don't have enough clues to decide.

Mark this answer.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

Now, turn the page and do your best.

378

362

-31.

Clues:

(a)

If Mary is seven, then she is too young for that
summer camp.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

2.

Mary is seven.

Is she too young for that summer camp?
( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If there is a policeman at the corner, then Don
waits on the sidewalk.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

-3.

Clues:

Don waits on the sidewalk.

Is there a policeman at the corner?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the sun is not shining, then Cindy does not go
swimming.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

4.

The sun is not shining.

Will Cindy go swimming?
( )No

CLuesz (a)

( )Not enough clues

If Terry has a feverjthen he will not go to
qr.hool tomorrow.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

Terry will not go to school tomorrow.
Does Terry have a fever?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

379

-45.

Clues:

(a)

363

If Laura's desk is not straightened, then she
has to stay after school.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

6.

Clues:

Laura does not have to stay after school.
Is Laura's desk straightened?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the dog out there has black spots, then it is
not my dog.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

7.

Clues:

The dog out there does not have black spots.
Is it my dog?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If someone plays too much football, then he does not
do enough homework.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

8.

Clues:

Steve does not do enough homework.
Does Steve play too much football?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If there is a holiday next Wednesday, then the
library will not be open.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

The library will be open next Wednesday.
Is there a holiday next Wednesday?
( )No

380

( ) Not enough clues

364
-5-.

Clues:

(a)

If the wind does not change direction, then our
sailboat will approach the dock.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

10.

Clues:

Our sailboat does not appioach the dock..
Did the wind change direction?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If father fills up his car with gas, then he cleans
the windshield.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

11.

Clues:

( )Not enough clues

(a)

If Jack is not in the race, then Joe's team will win.

(b)

Jack is not in the race.

( )Yes

Clues:

Is he cleaning the windshield?
( )No

Question:

12.

Father doesn't fill up his car with gas.

Will Joe's team win?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If a person is not older than 16, then he does not
hive a driver's license.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

Michael does not have a driver's license.
Is he older than 16?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

365

-613.

Clues:

(a)

If Janet does not come home in time, then her
parents worry.

(b)

Question:

.Clues:

If that woman is Mrs. Brown, then she is Nancy's Grandma.

(b)

That woman is Nancy's Grandia.
Is she Mrs. Brown?
( )Not enough clues

( )No

( )Yes

Clues:

( )Not enough clues

(a)

Question:

15.

Are her parents worried?
( )No

( )Yes

14.

Janet does not come home in time.

(a)

If George does not like this kind of salad, then
he will try the other kind..

(b)

Question:

Clues:

(a)

If the coat is blat

(b)

This is Jill's coat.

Question:
( )Yes

Will he try the other kind?.
( )No

( )Yes

16.

George likes this kind of salad.

( )Not enough clueA

then it is not Jill's.

Is it black?
( )No

332

( )Not enough clues

p

-717.

Clues:

(a)

If it is Monday, then mother stays at home.

(b)

It is not Monday.

Question:
( )Yes

18.

)No

Clues:

If a record has no crack in it, then it is not,Jeremy's.

(b)

This record is not Jeremy's.

( )Yes

Clues:

( )Not enough clues

(a)

Question:

19.

Is mother at home?

Does it have a crack in it?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If it is not a children's show, then Ronald does
not watch it.

.(b)

Question:
( )Yes

20.

Clues:

Does Ronald watch it?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

(a)

If a peach is not soft, then it is not tasty.

(b)

This peach is tasty.

Question:
( )Yes

This is not a children's show.

Is it soft?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

367

-821.

Clues:

(a)

If a student does not finish homework, then he goes
to the principal's office.

(b)

Question:

This student is going to the principal's office.
Did he finish hid homework?

( )Yes

( )No

'( )Not enough clues

A

22.

Clues:

(a)

If it is a little piece, then it will fit your puzzle.

(b)

This piece does not fit youi puzzle.'

Question:

Is it a little,piece?

( )Yes

23.

Clues:

( )Na

(a)

( )Not enough Clues

If the wind blows from the west, then the clouds will
go away.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

24.

Clues:

The wind blows from the west.
Will the clouds gip away?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If their car is not in their garage, then they are
not home.

(b)

question:
)Yes

Their car is in their garage.
Are they home?

( )No

( )Not enough clues

331

368
-9-.

25.

.

Clues:

(a)

If Dick has fruit for dessert, then he does not
have cake.

(b)

Question:

Clues:

If this is not a mammal, then it is not a whale.

(b)

This is a mammal.

( )Yes

Clues:

If the aquarium is not clean, then the goldfish will die.

(b)

The goldfish has died.
Was the aquarium clean?

)Not enough clues

( )No

(a)

If the milk is not chilled, then I'm not going to drink it.

(b)

I am going to drink tie milk.

Question:
( )Yes

( )Not enough clues

(a)

( )Yes

Clues:

Is it a whale?
( )No

Question:

28.

( )Not enough clues

(a)

Question:

27.

Does he have cake?
( )No

( )Yes

26.

Dick has'fruit for dessert.

Is the milk chilled?

( )Not enough clues

( )No

383
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-1029.

Clues:

(a)

If I don't see him today, then I'll see him tomorrow.

(b)

I've seen him today.

Question:

Will I see him tomorrow?

( )Yes

30.

( )No

Clues: (a)

( )Not enough clues

If thiS house has a red roof, then it is not-JOy's
house.

(b)

Question:

This house has a red roof..
Is it Joy's house?

( )Yes

31.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

If it is our store, then it is on the corner.

(b)

This store is not on the corner.

Question:

Is it our store?

( )Yes

32.

Clues:

( ) Not enough clues

( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If he takes music class, then he is not supposed to
be here.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

This boy does not take music class.
Is he supposed to be here?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

386
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Puzzles for Fun

We are going to have a team-contest, in puzzle solving. Each student will
work on his own paper. The points each member gets will sum up to the team's
score.

- You will get one point for each correct answer - You will lose one point for each wrong answer -

Therefore, each time you try a puzzle, try hard to chose the right answer
so that you and your team will earn a point. But if you are really not
sure, leave the puzzle unanswered, so that your team will not lose a
If you put a sign like * next to a
Just go to the next puzzle.
point.
puzzle you skip, then you can come back to it when you finish.
If you find a word that you do not know, raise your hand, and I will explain
that word to you. THIS IS NOT A TEST OF YOURREADING, so ask about any wLrd
you are not sure of.

These puzzles are just for your fun,and you.may take all the time.you
want on them. There is N 0 TIME L'I MII T. The competition is osix
on the number of right answers you get. So, work carefully and help your
team win.

When you finish, check your answers again, then you may draw some
pictures or design on the front page, but PLEASE, REMAIN QUIET until
I collect the papers.
,

The Puzzles

In each puzzle we give you two clues, then we ask a question. For each
( )No, ( )Not Enough
( ) Yes,
question there are three possible answers:
puzzle,
and indicate this
Decide
which
is
the
right
answer
for
each
Clues.
by marking x in the parentheses to the left of that answer.
In some puzzles we did not give you enough clues to reach a yes or a no
So, if you think there are not enough clues in a given puzzle,
answer.
be sure to put your x next to the answer - Not enough clues. In some
puzzles, of course, there are enough clues to reach a yes or a no answer.
In such cases, be sure to mark your x next to yes or no.

387
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Remember:

In each caseMAkK ONLY ONE ANSWER

Let's do two examples together:

Example 1.

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.'

(b)

Question:

Will it rain tomorrow?

( )Yes

The answer is:

It will not be cloudy tomorrow.

( )No

No.

( )NOt enough clues

It will certainly not rain tomorrow, because if

it does, then, according to the first clue, it will be cloudy.
second_clue says it will not be cloudy.

But the

So, No is the right answer.

Mark x in the paiSn.:heses to the left of that answer.

Example 2.

Clues:

(a)

If it rains tomorrow, then it will be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

The right answer is:

It will not rain tomorrow.

Will it be cloudy tomorrow?
( )Not enough clues

( )No

Not enough clues.

The first clue says nothing

about what will happen if it does not rain.

It may be cloudy tomorrow

even though it does not rain, or it may be not cloudy and not raining.
We don't have enough clues to decide.

Mark this answer.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

Now, turn the page and do your best.
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1.

Clues:

(a)

If Mary is seven, then she is too young for that
summer camp.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes.

2.

Mary is,not too young for that summer camp.
Is Mary seven?
( )No

Clues

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If there is a policeman at the corner, then Don
waits on the sidewalk.

-(b)

Question:
( )Yes

3.

There is no policeman at the corner.

Will Don wait on the sidewalk?
( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the sun Is not shining, then Cindy does not
go swimming.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

4.

Clues:

Cindy goes swimming.

Is the sun shining?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If Terry has a fever, then he will not go to
school tomorrow.

(b)

Question:

Terry does not have a fever.

Will he go to school tomorrow?

( )Yes

( )Not enough clues
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5.

Clues:

(a)

If Laura's desk is not straightened, then she'll
have to stay after school.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes.

6.

Laura's desk is not straightened.
Will she have to stay after schocl?
( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the dog out there has black spots, then it
is not my dog.

(b)

Question:
( )Yea

7.

Clues:

This is not my dog.

Does it have black spots?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If someone plays too much football, then he does
not do enough homework.

(b)

Question:
)Yes

8.

Clues:

Steven does not play too much football.

Does he do enough homework?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If there is a holiday next Wednesday, then the
library will not be open.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

There is a holiday next Wednesday.
Will the library be open?
( )No

390

( )Not enough clues
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9.

Clues:

(a)

If the wind does not change direction, then our sailboat will approach the bank.

(b)

Question:

The wind did not change direction.
Does our sailboat approach the bank!

( )Yes

10.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If father fills up his car with gas, then he cleans
the windshield.

(b)

Question:

Father cleaned the windshield.

od he fill up his car with gas?

,( )Yes

13.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If Jack is not in the race, then Joe's team will
win.
4

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

12.

Clues:

Joe's team did not win.
Was Jack in the race?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If a person is not older than 16, then he does
not have a driver's license.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

Michael is older than 16.
Does he have a driver's license?
( )No
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( )Not enough clues
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13.

Clues:

(a)

If Janet does not come home in time, then her
parents worry.

(b)

Question:

Janet's parents are not worried.
Did she come home in time?

( )Yes

14.

Clues:

( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If that woman is Mrs. Brown, then she is Nancy's
grandma.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

15.

Clues:

That woman is not Mrs.. Brown.

Is she Nancy's grandma?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If George does not like this kind of salad, then
he will try the other kind.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

16.

Clues:

Does he like the first kind of salad?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

(a)

If the coat is black, then it is not Jill's.

(b)

This coat is black,

Question:
( )Yes

George is trying the other kind of salad.

Is it Jill's?
( )No

392

( )Not enough clues
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17.

Clues:

(a)

If it is Monday, then mother stays at home.

(b) Mother stays home.
Question:
( )Yes

18

Is it Monday?
( )No

Clues:

(a)

If a record has no

( )Not enough clues

crack in it, then it is

not Jeremy's.
(b)

Question:
( )Yes

19.

Clues:

This record has a crack in it.
Is it Jeremy's.
( )No.

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If it is not a children's show, then Ronald
does not watch it.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

20.

Clues:

Is it a children's show?
( )No

(.)Not enough clues

(a)

If a peach is not soft, then it is not tasty.

(b)

This peach is not soft.

Question:
( )Yes

Ronald watches a show.

Is it tasty?
( )No

393

( )Not enough clues
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21.

Clues:

(a)

If a student does not finish homew)rk, then he
goes to the principal's office.

(b)

Question:

This student finished his homework,

Does he go to the principal's office?

( )Yes

22.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If it is a little piece, then it will fit your
puzzle.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

23.

This is a little piece.

Will it fit your puzzle?
( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the wind blows from the west, then the clouds
will go away.

(b)

Questions:

( )Yes

24.

Clues:

The clouds do not go away.

Does the wind blow from the west?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If their car is not in their garage, then they
are not home.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

They are not home.

Is their car in their garagel
( )No

394

( )Not enough clues
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25.

Clues:

(a)

If Dick has fruit for dessert, then he does not
have cake.

(b)

Question:

Dick has cake for dessert.

Does he have fruit?

( )Yes'

26.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

If this is not a mammal, then it is not a whale.

(b)

This is not a whale.

Question:

Is it a mammal?

( )Yes

27.

( )No

Clues:

( )Not enough clues

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the aquarium is not clean, then the goldfish
will die.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

28.

Clues:

The aquarium is clean.

Will the goldfish die?
( )No

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If the milk is not chilled, then I'm not going
to drink it.

(b)

The milk is not chilled.

Question:

Am I going to drink it?

)Yes

.( )tio

395

( )Not cnough clues
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29.

Clues:

(a)

379

If I don't see him today, then I'll see him tomorrow.

(b). I'll see him tomorrow.
Question:

Have I seen him today?

( )Yes

30.

( )No

Clues:

(a)

( )Not enough clues

If this house has a red roof, then it is not Joy's
house.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

31.

Clues:

Here is Joy's house.

Does it have a red roof?
( )No

( )Not enough clues

(a)

If it is our store, then it is on the corner.

(b)

This is our store.

Question:

Is it on the corner?

( )Yes

)No

( )Not enough clues

1

\

32.

ClUes:

(a)

If he takes music class, then he is not supposed
to be here.

(b)

Question:
( )Yes

This boy is not supposed to be here.
Does he take music class?
( )No

( )Not enough clues
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Teachers' Evaluation of the Experimental Unit Questionnaire
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Teachers' Evaluation of Activities Questionnaire
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Appendix 7.4a
C

1.

Students' Attitude Questionnaire

en by experimental group students right after the posttest)

In the Mast 5 weeks you worked on the first logic project.

We would

like to know which parts of it you like, and which parts you dirt not.
Here is a list of the activities to remind you what you did.

As you

read it circle the ones you really liked:
a.

Electric cards

b.

Pictorial activity.

c.

Dominoes

d.

Numbers and their properties

e.

Playing cards

f.

Colored light switch box

g.

Prepare a quiz

Now, please go again and cross the ones you did not like at all.

2.

Right after Easter vacation we may offer a new logic project.
Those students who choose to participate in it will take it.
to you.

Would you like to go on learning logic after Easter?

Do you have a reason for it?

3 19

Only
It's up
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Teacher's overall evaluation of experimental
unit in conditional reasoning
March 1975

1. Teacher's name (optional).

2. No. of years of elementary school teaching experience
How many years in present school?
3. A. B. degree:, /
Year
Major

Credential program: University:
Year

Other graduate work:

4. Did you take any logic courses?

.

If yes, state where, and

give a brief description of the course:
5. Have you ever been, involved in educational research?
If yes, in .what way?

6. Name professional journals' you: read regularly.

400
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7. Here is a list of the activities the experimental unit consists of:
Electric cards, Pictorial activity, Dominoes, Numbers and their
properties, Playing cards, Colored light switch box, Prepare a quiz.
Which activity did yau like best?
Why?

Which activity did you like the least
Why?

8. Which activity do you think your class liked the. most?

Least?
9. Which activity was the most helpful towards understanding of the
underlying logical ideas?

Which activities caused confusion in the students' minds about the
underlying logical ideas?

10. Please comment on the sequencing of the activities. ( Any changes you
think would be better)

401
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385

11. Would you like to teach this unit again next year?

Please give ream n to either a yes or a no answer

12.

If your answer to item 11 was yes, go to 13. If

answer to

item 11 was no, do you think some additional training might change
your mind?

13. When you teach this unit again, would you modify the approach?
How?

14. About how much time did you spend in preparation for a class?

Did you read the teacher's manual in full?

How did it

serve you?(Is it too long? too detailed? Comment on it's editting,
language, clearity, etc. )

AIM
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386

15. Do you think you would have been able to teach this unit using just

the teacher's manual, with no pre-training session?
If not, do you think it would be possible to improve the manual so

that it would be the sole source of instruction for the teacher?
(Any idea or suggestion da out such an improvement will be welcomed)

16. When you prepared for_ a session, for which activity of this unit

did you feel that your training was not adequate.(Please refer to

the list in question 7 . Also, please explain what was your trouble)

17. Please comment on the pre-training session (6 meetings during
January)

403

-5-

387

18. Do you think the rate of progress was approximately uniform
throughout the 5-weeks program?

If not, which, were

the periods of greater learning?
Of least learning?
Give any explanation that occurs to you to explain such differences`

19. Please, comment on changes in students' attitude thruoghout the 5-

weeks period. Give any explanation that occurs to you for it.

20. Can you identify types of students for whom this unit was
particularly appropriate?

Inappropriate?

21. To what extent do ability groUps with respect to the work in this

unit, conform to ability groups with respect to mathematics?

Language arts?

6

General ability?
Give any explanation that occurs to you

22. Do you think this unit may have any carry over effect on the students'

work in other parts of the curriculum? If yes, what parts?

23. Do you think this unit may affect your teaching of regular math.
program?

how?

Language arts?

How?

Other? How.?

24. Any other coments?

Thank

you very much for your cooperation

405
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Appendix 7.4c

Teicher's evaluation of activities
Teacher's name (Optional)
Date:

Activity evaluated:

Electric cards
Numbers and their properties
Pictorial activity
Numbers and their propertoes
Playing cards
Colored light switch box
Prepare a quiz

1. Which parts of that activity did you implement in your class? (State
pages numbers in teacher's manual, please. )

2. What changes did you make in the parts you implemented, and why did
you do them? (Youmay use the back of this paper if you need extra
space. please be very expljcit)

4u6

390
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3. Which parts of that activity did you omit, and why? (State pages numbers
in teacher's manual, use the back of this page for extra space)

4. Did you think of things to do that were not mentioned at all in the
teacher's .manual? If so, indicate what these are and whether you
actually tried them. If you did, how did they work?

41111001

5 . Comment on students' response and invovement in this activity.(Quote.
interesting reactions, use an extra sheet of paper, if needed)

.

3-

391

6. Comment on students' worksheets and/or, manipulative aids of this
activity. (State items that were too easy, too difficult, boring, exciting,
complicated etc., What did you do to overcome such problems ?)

.

LE
4.

am10

AMMO

=14.

ammoma.

MEM

I. Comment on teacher's manual and answers sheets for this activity. (Did
you have any parts that you felt you were not well prepared for their
presentation? What parts in the manual you did not read, or you felt
were not needed? etc.)
10

in/I/MOO

.111

1

408

11
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APPENDIX 7.5

A Session by Session Account of the Pretraining Workshop
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January 14, 1975:*

1. General goal of the experimental unit.
2. Electric Cards - 20 cards:

read, answer,

discuss and test with the electric tester.
3. Pictorial Activity part a.

(Last part

assigned for homework.)
Handouts:

Electric Cards - teacher's manual.

Pictorial Activity - students' worksheets.
January 16, 1975:

1. The structure of a conditional sentence and
its symbolic representation.
2. Pictorial Aralvity part b.
d. Dominoes Activities.
4. Generalization to:

Handouts:

p

q

implies

Pictorial Activity and Dominoes -

teacher's manual.
January 21, 1975:

1. Numbers and Their Properties, including
students' worksheets.

2. Playing Cards (students' worksheets assigned
for homework.)

3. The meaning of NEC as a denial of both a
certain yes and a certain no.
4. Generalization:

-q); p

-(1) "

(p

q)

Handouts:

p

q

is equivalent to

q is equivalent to

(-p ^ q)

v

Numbers and Their Properties - teach-

/*This list includes only the new activities and ideas discussed
each time.
It should be understood that at many points there were
reviews of accumulated knowledge.

410

ers' manual.

Playing Cards - students'

worksheets.

January 23, 1975:

1. Playing Cards.

2. Colored Light Switch Box.
3. Generalization:
p

q

and

q

.p

p

q

implies not-q

not-p.

are indeliendent.

Handouts:. .Playing Cards, Colored Light Switch

Box, The Logic of Conditional Reasoning
teacher's manual.
January 28, 1975:

'1. Prepare a Quiz.

2. The Logic of Conditional Reasoning

summary

of logical forms and negative modes through
the way the electric cards were organized.
3. Psychological studies of the difficulties in
conditional reasoning.
February 4, 1975:

1. Practical problems of presenting the unit in

class - grouping, insisting on sound arguments fox answers, encouraging students'

discoveries of patterns without any teaching
of algorithmic approach, equal emphasis on
all four logical forms, gradual introduction
of negation into conditional sentences.
2. Teachers' pretest, self corrected.
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